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Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Big Data has become one of the buzzwords in IT during the last couple of years. Initially it was shaped by organizations which had to handle fast growth rates of data like web data, data resulting from scientific or business simulations or other data sources. Some of those companies’ business models are fundamentally based on indexing and using this large amount of data. The pressure to handle the growing data amount on the web e.g. lead Google to develop the Google File System [119] and MapReduce [94]. Efforts were made to rebuild those technologies as open source software. This resulted in Apache Hadoop and the Hadoop File System [12, 226] and laid the foundation for technologies summarized today as ‘big data’.

With this groundwork traditional information management companies stepped in and invested to extend their software portfolios and build new solutions especially aimed at Big Data analysis. Among those companies were IBM [27, 28], Oracle [32], HP [26], Microsoft [31], SAS [35] and SAP [33, 34]. At the same time start-ups like Cloudera [23] entered the scene. Some of the ‘big data’ solutions are based on Hadoop distributions, others are self-developed and companies’ ‘big data’ portfolios are often blended with existing technologies. This is e.g. the case when big data gets integrated with existing data management solutions, but also for complex event processing solutions which are the basis (but got further developed) to handle stream processing of big data.

The effort taken by software companies to get part of the big data story is not surprising considering the trends analysts predict and the praise they sing on ‘big data’ and its impact onto business and even society as a whole. IDC predicts in its ‘The Digital Universe’ study that the digital data created and consumed per year will grow up to 40.000 exabyte by 2020, from which a third \(^{2}\) will promise value to organizations if processed using big data technologies [115]. IDC also states that in 2012 only 0.5% of potentially valuable data were analyzed, calling this the ‘Big Data Gap’. While the McKinsey Global Institute also predicts that the data globally generated is growing by around 40% per year, they furthermore describe big data trends in terms of monetary figures. They project the yearly value of big data analytics for the US health care sector to be around 300 billion $. They also predict a possible value of around 250 billion € for the European public sector and a potential improvement of margins in the retail industry by 60% [163].

---

\(^{1}\) e.g. IBM InfoSphere Streams [29]

\(^{2}\) around 13.000 exabyte
With this kind of promises the topic got picked up by business and management journals to emphasize and describe the impact of big data onto management practices. One of the terms coined in that context is ‘data-guided management’ [157]. In MIT Sloan Management Review Thomas H. Davenport discusses how organisations applying and mastering big data differ from organisations with a more traditional approach to data analysis and what they can gain from it [92]. Harvard Business Review published an article series about big data [58, 91, 166] in which they call the topic a ‘management revolution’ and describe how ‘big data’ can change management, how an organisational culture needs to change to embrace big data and what other steps and measures are necessary to make it all work.

But the discussion did not stop with business and monetary gains. There are also several publications stressing the potential of big data to revolutionize science and even society as a whole. A community whitepaper written by several US data management researchers states, that a ‘major investment in Big Data, properly directed, can result not only in major scientific advances but also lay the foundation for the next generation of advances in science, medicine, and business’ [45]. Alex Pentland, who is director of MIT’s Human Dynamics Laboratory and considered one of the pioneers of incorporating big data into the social sciences, claims that big data can be a major instrument to ‘reinvent society’ and to improve it in that process [177]. While other researchers often talk about relationships in social networks when talking about big data, Alex Pentland focusses on location data from mobile phones, payment data from credit cards and so on. He describes this data as data about people’s actual behaviour and not so much about their choices for communication. From his point of view, ‘big data is increasingly about real behavior’ [177] and connections between individuals. In essence he argues that this allows the analysis of systems (social, financial etc.) on a more fine-granular level of micro-transactions between individuals and ‘micro-patterns’ within these transactions. He further argues, that this will allow a far more detailed understanding and a far better design of new systems. This transformative potential to change the architecture of societies was also recognized by mainstream media and is brought into public discussion. The New York Times e.g. declared ‘The Age of Big Data’ [157]. There were also books published to describe how big data transforms the way ‘we live, work and think’ [165] to a public audience and to present essays and examples how big data can influence mankind [201].

However the impact of ‘big data’ and where it is going is not without controversies. Chris Anderson, back then editor in chief of Wired magazine, started a discourse, when he announced ‘the end of theory’ and the obsolescence of the scientific method due to big data [49]. In his essay he claimed, that with massive data the scientific method - observe, develop a model and formulate hypothesis, test the hypothesis by conducting experiments and collecting data, analyse and interpret the data - would be obsolete. He argues that all models or theories are erroneous and the use of enough data allows to skip the modelling step and instead leverage statistical methods to find patterns without creating hypothesis first. In that sense he values correlation over causation. This gets apparent in the following quote:

Who knows why people do what they do? The point is they do it, and we can track and measure it with unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the numbers speak for themselves. [49]

Chris Anderson is not alone with his statement. While they do not consider it the ‘end of theory’ in general, Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier also emphasize on the importance of correlation and favour it over causation [165, pp. 50-72]. Still this is a rather extreme position and is questioned by several other authors. Boyd and Crawford, while not denying its possible value, published an article to provoke an overly positive and simplified point of view of ‘big data’ [73]. One point they raise is, that there are always connections and patterns in huge data sets, but not all of them are valid, some are just coincidental or biased. Therefore it is necessary to place data analysis
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within a methodological framework and to question the framework’s assumptions and the possible biases in the data sets to identify the patterns, that are valid and reasonable. Nassim N. Taleb agrees with them. He claims that an increase of data volume also leads to an increase of noise and that big data essentially means ‘more false information’ [218]. He argues that with enough data there are always correlations to be found, but a lot of them are spurious 3. With this claim Boyd and Crawford, as well as Talib, directly counter Anderson’s postulations of focussing on correlation instead of causation. Put differently those authors claim, that data and numbers do not speak for themselves, but creating knowledge from data always includes critical reflection and critical reflection also means to put insights and conclusions into some broader context - to place them within some theory.

This also means, that analysing data is always subjective, no matter how much data is available. It is a process of individual choices and interpretation. This process starts with creating the data4 and with deciding what to measure and how to measure it. It goes on with making observations within the data, finding patterns, creating a model and understanding what this model actually means [73]. It further goes on with drawing hypotheses from the model and testing them to finally prove the model or at least give strong indication for its validity. The potential to crunch massive data sets can support several stages of this process, but it will not render it obsolete.

To draw valid conclusions from data it is also necessary to identify and account for flaws and biases in the underlying data sets and to determine which questions can be answered and which conclusions can be validly drawn from certain data. This is as true for large sets of data as it is for smaller samples. For one, having a massive set of data does not mean that it is a full set of the entire population or that it is statistically random and representative [73]. Different social media sites are an often used data source for researching social networks and social behaviour. However they are not representative for the entire human population. They might be biased towards certain countries, a certain age group or generally more tech-savvy people. Furthermore researchers might not even have access to the entire population of a social network [162]. Twitter’s standard APIs e.g. do not retrieve all but only a collection of tweets, they obviously only retrieve public tweets and the Search API only searches through recent tweets [73].

As another contribution to this discussion several researchers published short essays and comments as a direct response to Chris Anderson’ article [109]. Many of them argue in line with the arguments presented above and conclude that big data analysis will be an additional and valuable instrument to conduct science, but it will not replace the scientific method and render theories useless.

While all these discussions talk about ‘big data’, this term can be very misleading as it puts the focus only onto data volume. Data volume, however, is not a new problem. Wal-Mart’s corporate data warehouse had a size of around 300 terrabyte in 2003 and 480 terrabyte in 2004. Data warehouses of that size were considered really big in that time and techniques existed to handle it 5. The problem of handling large data is therefore not new in itself and what ‘large’ means is actually scaling as performance of modern hardware improves. To tackle the ‘Big Data Gap’ handling volume is not enough, though. What is new, is what kind of data is analysed. While traditional data warehousing is very much focussed onto analysing structured data modelled within the relational schema, ‘big data’ is also about recognizing value in unstructured sources6. These sources are largely uncovered, yet. Furthermore, data gets created faster and faster and it is often necessary to process the data in almost real-time to maintain agility and competitive advantage.

---

3 e.g. due to noise
4 note that this is often outside the influence of researchers using ‘big data’ from these sources
5 e.g. the use of distributed databases
6 e.g. text, image or video sources
Therefore big data technologies need not only to handle the volume of data but also its velocity\textsuperscript{7} and its variety. Gartner comprised those three criteria of Big Data in the 3Vs model \cite{152,178}. Coming together the 3Vs pose a challenge to data analysis, which made it hard to handle respective data sets with traditional data management and analysis tools: processing large volumes of heterogeneous, structured and especially unstructured data in a reasonable amount of time to allow fast reaction to trends and events.

These different requirements, as well as the amount of companies pushing into the field, lead to a variety of technologies and products labelled as ‘big data’. This includes the advent of NoSQL databases which give up full ACID compliance for performance and scalability \cite{113,187}. It also comprises frameworks for extreme parallel computing like Apache Hadoop \cite{12}, which is built based on Google’s MapReduce paradigm \cite{94}, and products for handling and analysing streaming data without necessarily storing all of it. In general many of those technologies focus especially on scalability and a notion of scaling out instead of scaling up, which means the capability to easily add new nodes to the system instead of scaling a single node. The downside of this rapid development is, that it is hard to keep an overview of all these technologies. For system architects it can be difficult to decide which respective technology or product is best in which situation and to build a system optimized for the specific requirements.

\section*{1.2 Problem Statement and Thesis Outline}

Motivated by a current lack of clear guidance for approaching the field of ‘big data’, the goal of this master thesis is to functionally structure this space by providing a reference architecture. This reference architecture has the objective to give an overview of available technology and software within the space and to organize this technology by placing it according to the functional components in the reference architecture. The reference architecture shall also be suitable to serve as a basis for thinking and communicating about ‘big data’ applications and for giving some decision guidelines for architecting them.

As the space of ‘big data’ is rather big and diverse, the scope needs to be defined as a smaller subspace to be feasible for this work. First, the focus will be on software rather than hardware. While parallelization and distribution are important principles for handling ‘big data’, this thesis will not contain considerations for the hardware design of clusters. Low-level software for mere cluster management is also out of scope. The focus will be on software and frameworks that are used for the ‘big data’ application itself. This includes application infrastructure software like databases, it includes frameworks to guide and simplify programming efforts and to abstract away from parallelization and cluster management, and it includes software libraries that provide functionality which can be used within the application. Deployment options, e.g. cloud computing, will be discussed shortly where they have an influence onto the application architecture, but will not be the focus.

Second, the use of ‘big data’ technology and the resulting applications are very diverse. Generally, they can be categorized into ‘big transactional processing’ and ‘big analytical processing’. The first category focusses on adding ‘big data’ functionality to operational applications to handle huge amounts of very fast inflowing transactions. This can be as diverse as applications exist and it is very difficult, if not infeasible, to provide an overarching reference architecture. Therefore I will focus on the second category and ‘analytical big data processing’. This will include general functions of analytical applications, e.g. typical data processing steps, and infrastructure software that is used within the application like databases and frameworks as mentioned above.

\textsuperscript{7} Velocity refers to the speed of incoming data
Building the reference architecture will consist of four steps. The first step is to conduct a qualitative
literature study to define and describe the space of ‘big data’ and related work (Sections 2.1 and 2.3.2)
and to gather typical requirements for analytical ‘big data’ applications. This includes dimensions
and characteristics of the underlying data like data formats and heterogeneity, data quality, data
volume, distribution of data etc., but also typical functional and non-functional requirements, e.g.
performance, real-time analysis etc. (Chapter 2.1). Based on this literature study I will design a
requirements framework to guide the design of the reference architecture (Chapter 3).

The second step will be to design the reference architecture. To design the reference architecture,
first I will develop and describe a methodology from literature about designing software architectures,
especially reference architectures (Sections 2.2.2 and 4.1). Based on the gathered requirements, the
described methodology and design principles for ‘big data’ applications, I will then design the reference
architecture in a stepwise approach (Section 4.2).

The third step will be again a qualitative literature study aimed to gather an overview of existing
technologies and technological frameworks developed for handling and processing large volumes of
heterogeneous data in reasonable time (see the 3 V model [152, 178]). I will describe those different
technologies, categorize them and place them within the reference architecture developed before
(Section 4.3). The aim is to provide guidance in which situations which technologies and products are
beneficial and a resulting reference architecture to place products and technologies in. The criteria for
technology selection will again be based on the requirements framework and the reference architecture.

In a fourth step I will verify and refine the resulting reference architecture by applying it to case
studies and mapping it against existing ‘big data’ architectures from academic and industrial literature.
This verification (Chapter 5) will test, if existing architecture can be described by the reference
architecture, therefore if the reference architecture is relevant for practical problems and suitable
to describe concrete ‘big data’ applications and systems. Lessons learned from this step will be
incorporated back into the framework.

The verification demonstrates, that this work was successful, if the proposed reference architecture
tackles requirements for ‘big data’ applications as they are found in practice and as gathered through
a literature study, and that the work is relevant for practice as verified by its match to existing
architectures. Indeed the proposed reference architecture and the technology overview provide value by
guiding reasoning about the space of ‘big data’ and by helping architects to design ‘big data’ systems
that extract large value from data and that enable companies to improve their competitiveness due to
better and more evidence-based decision making.
In this Chapter I will describe the general context of this thesis and the reference architecture to develop. First, I will give a definition of what ‘big data’ actually is and how it can be characterized (see Section 2.1). This is important to identify characteristics that define data as ‘big data’ and applications as ‘big data applications’ and to establish a proper scope for the reference architecture. I will develop this definition in Section 2.1.1. The definition will be based on five characteristics, namely data volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value. I will describe these different characteristics in more detail in Sections 2.1.2 to 2.1.6. These characteristics are important, so one can later on extract concrete requirements from them in Chapter 3 and then base the reference architecture described in Chapter 4 on this set of requirements.

Afterwards in Section 2.2, I will describe what I mean, when I am talking about a reference architecture. I will define the term and argue why reference architectures are important and valuable in Section 2.2.1, I will describe the methodology for the development of this reference architecture in Section 2.2.2 and I will decide about the type of reference architecture appropriate for the underlying problem in Section 2.2.3. Finally, I will describe related work that has been done for traditional data warehouse architecture (see Section 2.3.1) and for big data architectures in general (see Section 2.3.2).

2.1 Definition and Characteristics of Big Data

2.1.1 Definition of the term ‘Big Data’

As described in Section 1.1, the discussion about the topic in scientific and business literature are diverse and so are the definitions of ‘big data’ and how the term is used. In one of the largest commercial studies titled ‘Big data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and productivity’ the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) used the following definition:

*Big data refers to datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze. This definition is intentionally subjective and incorporates a moving definition of how big a dataset needs to be in order to be considered big data.* [163]

With that definition MGI emphasizes that there is no concrete volume threshold for data to be considered ‘big’, but it depends on the context. However the definition uses size or volume of data as only criterion. As stated in the introduction (Section 1.1), this usage of the term ‘big data’ can
be misleading as it suggests that the notion is mainly about the volume of data. If that would be the case, the problem would not be new. The question how to handle data considered large at a certain point in time is a long existing topic in database research and lead to the advent of parallel database systems with ‘shared-nothing’ architectures [99]. Therefore, considering the waves ‘big data’ creates, there must obviously be more about it than just volume. Indeed, most publications extend this definition. One of these definitions is given in IDC’s ‘The Digital Universe’ study:

**IDC defines Big Data technologies as a new generation of technologies and architectures, designed to economically extract value from very large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis. There are three main characteristics of Big Data: the data itself, the analytics of the data, and the presentation of the results of the analytics.** [115]

This definition is based on the 3V’s model coined by Doug Laney in 2001 [152]. Laney did not use the term ‘big data’, but he predicted that one trend in e-commerce is, that data management will get more and more important and difficult. He then identified the 3V’s - data volume, data velocity and data variety - as the biggest challenges for data management. Data volume means the size of data, data velocity the speed at which new data arrives and variety means, that data is extracted from varied sources and can be unstructured or semistructured. When the discussion about ‘big data’ came up, authors especially from business and industry adopted the 3V’s model to define ‘big data’ and to emphasize that solutions need to tackle all three to be successful [11, 178, 194] [231, 9-14].

Surprisingly, in the academic literature there is no such consistent definition. Some researchers use [83, 213] or slightly modify the 3V’s model. Sam Madden describes ‘big data’ as data that is ‘too big, too fast, or too hard’ [161], where ‘too hard’ refers to data that does not fit neatly into existing processing tools. Therefore ‘too hard’ is very similar to data variety. Kaisler et al. define Big Data as the amount of data just beyond technology’s capability to store, manage and process efficiently’, but mention variety and velocity as additional characteristics [141]. Tim Kraska moves away from the 3 V’s, but still acknowledges, that ‘big data’ is more than just volume. He describes ‘big data’ as data for which ‘the normal application of current technology doesn’t enable users to obtain timely, cost-effective, and quality answers to data-driven questions’ [147]. However, he leaves open which characteristics of this data go beyond ‘normal application of current technology’. Others still characterise ‘big data’ only based on volume [137, 196] or do not give a formal definition [71]. Furthermore some researchers omit the term at all, e.g. because their work focusses on single parts 1 of the picture.

Overall the 3V’s model or adaptations of it seem to be the most widely used and accepted description of what the term ‘big data’ means. Furthermore the model clearly describes characteristics that can be used to derive requirements for respective technologies and products. Therefore I use it as guiding definition for this thesis. However, given the problem statement of this thesis, there are still important issues left out of the definition. One objective is to dive deeper into the topic of data quality and consistency. To better support this goal, I decided to add another dimension, namely veracity (or better the lack of veracity). Actually, in industry veracity is sometimes used as a 4th V, e.g. by IBM [30, 118, 224] [10, pp. 4-5]. Veracity refers to the trust into the data and is to some extent the result of data velocity and variety. The high speed in which data arrives and needs to be processed makes it hard to consistently cleanse it and conduct pre-processing to improve data quality. This effect gets stronger in the face of variety. First, it is necessary to do data cleansing and ensure consistency for unstructured data. Second the variety of many, independent data sources can naturally lead to inconsistencies between them and makes it hard if not impossible to record metadata and lineage for each data item or even data set. Third, especially human generated content and social media analytics are likely to contain inconsistencies because of human errors, ill intentions or simply because

---

1 e.g. solely tackling unstructuredness or processing streaming data
there is not one truth as these sources are mainly about opinion and opinion differs.

After adding veracity, there is still another issue with the set of characteristics used so far. All of them focus on the characteristics of the input data and impose requirements mainly on the management of the data and therefore on the infrastructure level. ‘Big data’ is however not only about the infrastructure, but also about algorithms and tools on the application level that are used to analyse the data, process it and thereby create value. Visualization tools are e.g. an important product family linked to ‘big data’. Therefore I emphasize another V - value - that aims at the application side, how data is processed there and what insights and results are achieved. In fact, this is already mentioned in IDC’s definition cited above, where they emphasize the ‘economic extraction of value’ from large volumes of varied and high-velocity data [115].

One important note is that, while each ‘big data’ initiative should provide some value and achieve a certain goal, the other four characteristics do not need to be all present at the same time for a problem to qualify as ‘big data’. Each combination of characteristics (volume, velocity, variety, veracity) that makes it hard or even impossible to handle a problem with traditional data mangement methods may suffice to consider that problem ‘big data’. In the following I will describe the mentioned characteristics in more detail.

2.1.2 Data Volume

As discussed in Chapters 1.1 and 2.1.1 handling volume is the obvious and most widely recognized challenge. There is however no clear or concrete quantification of when volume should be considered ‘big’. This is rather a moving target increasing with available computing power. While 300 terrabyte were considered big 10 years before, today petabyte are considered big and the target is moving more and more to exabyte and even zettabyte [115]. There are estimates that Walmart’s processes more than 2.5 petabytes per hour, all from customer transactions [166]. Google processes around 24 petabytes per day and this is growing [92, 165]. To account for this moving target, big volume can be considered as ‘data whose size forces us to look beyond the tried-and-true methods that are prevalent at that time’ [137].

Furthermore ‘big’ volume is not only dependent on the available computing, but also on other characteristics and the application of the data. In a paper describing the vision and execution plan for their ‘big data’ research, researchers from MIT e.g. claim, that the handling of massive data sets for ‘conventional SQL analytics’ is well solved by data warehousing technology, while massive data is a bigger challenge for more complex analytics 2 [213].

It is also obvious that big volume problems are interdependent with velocity and variety. The volume of a data set might not be problematic, if it can be bulk-loaded and a processing time of one hour is fine. Handling the same volume might be a really hard problem, if it is arriving fast and needs to be processed within seconds. On the same time handling volume might get harder as the data set to be processed gets unstructured. This adds the necessity to conduct pre-processing steps to extract the information needed out of the unstructuredness and therefore leads to more complexity and a heavier workload for processing that data set. This exemplifies why volume or any other of ‘big data’s’ characteristics should not be considered in isolation, but dependent on other data characteristics.

If we are looking at this interdependence, we can also try to explain the increase of data volume due to variety. After all, variety also means, that the number of sources organizations leverage, extract, integrate and analyse data from grows. Adding additional data sources to your pool also means increasing the volume of the total data you try to leverage. Both, the number of potential data

2 e.g. machine learning workloads
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Sources as well as the amount of data they generate, are growing. Sensors in technological artifacts\(^3\) or used for scientific experiments create a lot of data that needs to be handled. There is also a trend to ‘datafy’\(^4\) our lives. People e.g. increasingly use body sensors to guide their workout routines. Smartphones gather data while we use them or even just carry them with us. Alex Pentland describes some of the ways how location data from smartphones can be used to get valuable insights [177].

However, it is not only additional data sources, but it is also a change in mindset that leads to increased data volume. Or maybe expressed better: It is that change of mindset that also leads to the urge of even adding new data sources. Motivated by the figures and promises outlined in Chapter 1.1 and some industrial success stories, companies nowadays consider data an important asset and its leverage a possible competitive differentiator [147]. This leads, as mentioned above, to an urge to unlock new sources of data and to utilize them within the organization’s analytics process. Examples are the analysis of clickstreams and logs for web page optimization and the integration of social media data and sentiment analysis into marketing efforts.

Clickstreams from web logs were for a long time only gathered for operational issues. Now new types of analytics allowed organisations to extract additional value from those data sets, that were already available to them. Another example is Google Flutrends, where Google used already available data (stored search queries) and applied it to another problem (predicting the development of flu pandemics) [24, 107, 122]. In a more abstract way, this means that data can have additional value beyond the value or purpose it was first gathered and stored for. Sometimes available data can just be reused and sometimes it provides additional inside when integrated with new data sets [165, pp. 101-110]. As a result organisations start gathering as much data as they can and stop throwing unnecessary data away as they might need it in the future [141][11, p. 7].

Furthermore more data is simply considered to give better results, especially for more complex analytic tasks. Halevy et al. state, that for tasks that incorporate machine learning and statistical methods creating larger data sets is favourable to developing more sophisticated models or algorithms. They call this ‘the unreasonable effectiveness of data’ [127]. What they claim, is that for machine learning tasks large training sets of freely available, but noisy and not annotated web data typically yields a better result than smaller training sets of carefully cleaned and annotated data and the use of complicated models. They exemplify that with data-driven language translation services and state, that simple statistical models based on large memorized phrase tables extracted from prior translations do a better job than models based on elaborate syntactic and semantic rules. A similar line of argumentation is followed by Jeff Jones, chief scientist at IBM’s Entity Analytics Group, and Anand Rajamaran, vice president at WalMart Global eCommerce and teacher of a web-scale data mining class at Stanford University [140, 183, 184, 185].

2.1.3 Data Velocity

Velocity refers to the speed of data. This can be twofold. First, it describes the rate of new data flowing in and existing data getting updated [83]. Agrawal et al. call this the ‘acquisition rate challenge’ [45]. Second, it corresponds to the time acceptable to analyse the data and act on it while it is flowing in, called ‘timeliness challenge’ [45]. These are essentially two different issues, that do not necessarily need to occur at the same time, but often they do.

The first of this problems - the acquisition rate challenge - is what Tim Kraska calls ‘big throughput’ [147]. Typically the workload is transactional\(^5\) and the challenge is to receive, maybe filter, manage

---

\(^{3}\) e.g. in airplanes or machines

\(^{4}\) the term ‘datafication’ got coined by Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier [165, pp. 73-97]

\(^{5}\) OLTP-like
and store fast and continuously arriving data\textsuperscript{6}. So, the task is to update a persistent state in some database and to do that very fast and very often. Stonebraker et al. also suggest, that traditional relational database management systems are not sufficient for this task, as they inherently process too much overhead in the sense of locking, logging, buffer pool management and latching for multi-threaded operation [213].

An example for this problem is the inflow of data from sensors or RFID systems, which typically create an ongoing stream and a large amount of data [83, 141]. If the measurements from several sensors need to be stored for later use, this is an OLTP-like problem involving thousands of write- or update operations per second. Another example are massively multiplayer games in the internet, where commands of millions of players need to be received and handled, while maintaining a consistent state for all players [213].

The challenge here lies in processing a huge amount of often rather small write operations, while maintaining a somehow consistent, persistent state. One way to handle the problem, is to filter the data, dismiss unnecessary and only store important data. This, however, requires an intelligent engine for filtering out data without missing important pieces. The filtering itself will also consume resources and time while processing the data stream. Furthermore it is also not always possible to filter data. Another necessity is to automatically extract and store metadata, together with the streaming data. This is necessary to track data lineage, which data got stored and how it got measured [45].

The second problem regards the timeliness of information extraction, analysis - that is identifying complex patterns in a stream of data [213] - and reaction to incoming data. This is often called stream analysis or stream mining [62]. McAfee and Brynjolfsson emphasize the importance to react to inflowing data and events in (near) real-time and state that this allows organisations to get more agile than the competition [166]. In many situations real-time analysis is indeed necessary to act before the information gets worthless [45]. As mentioned it is not sufficient to analyse the data and extract information in real-time, it is also necessary to react on it and apply the insight, e.g. to the ongoing business process. This cycle of gaining insight from data analysis and adjusting a process or the handling of the current case is sometimes called the feedback loop and the speed of the whole loop (not of parts of it) is the decisive issue [11].

Strong examples for this are often customer-facing processes [92]. One of them is fraud detection in online transactions. Fraud is often conducted not by manipulating one transaction, but within a certain order of transactions. Therefore it is not sufficient to analyse each transaction on itself, rather it is necessary to detect fraud patterns across transactions and within a user’s history. Furthermore, it is necessary to detect fraud while the transactions are processed to deny the transactions or at least some of them [45]. Another example is electronic trading, where data flows get analysed to automatically make buy or sell decisions [213].

Mining streams is, however, not only about speed. As Babcock et al. [55] and Aggarwal [42] point out, processing data streams has certain differences to processing data at rest, both in the approach and the algorithms used. One important characteristic is, that the data from streams evolves over time. Aggarwal [42] calls this ‘temporal locality’. This means that patterns found in stream change over time and are therefore dependent of the time interval or ‘sliding window’ [55] of the streaming data that is considered through analysis. As streams are typically unbounded, it is often infeasible to do analysis over the whole history, but historical processing is limited up to some point in time or for some interval. Changing that interval can have an effect on the result of the analysis. On the other hand, recognizing changing patterns can also be an analysis goal in itself, e.g. to timely react to a changing buying behaviour.

\textsuperscript{6} ‘drink from the firehose’
Furthermore, to be feasible, streaming algorithms should ideally with one pass over the data, that is touching each data point just once while it flows in. Together with the above mentioned unboundedness, but also the unpredictability and variance of the data itself and rate at which it enters the system, this makes stream processing reliant on approximation and sketching techniques as well as on adaptive query processing [42, 55]. Considering these differences, it can be necessary to have distinct functionality for both, e.g. just storing the streaming data in some intermediate, transient staging layer and process it from there with periodical batch jobs might not be enough. This might be even more important, if the data stream is not to be stored in its entirety, but data points get filtered out, e.g. for volume reasons or because they are noise or otherwise not necessary. While the coverage of streaming algorithms is not part of this thesis, which focusses more on the architectural view of the ‘big data’ environment as a whole, I refer for an overview and a more detailed description to other literature [41, 79].

While the processing of streaming data often takes place in a distinct component, it is typically still necessary to access stored data and join it with the data stream. Most of the time it is, however, not feasible to do this join, all the processing and pattern recognition at run-time. It is often necessary to develop a model\(^7\) in advance, which can be applied and get updated by the streaming-in data. The run-time processing gets thereby reduced to a more feasible amount of incremental processing.

That also means, that it is necessary to apply and integrate analytic models, which were created by batch-processing data at rest, into a rule engine for stream processing [45, 231].

2.1.4 Data Variety

One driver of ‘big data’ is the potential to use more diverse data sources, data sources that were hard to leverage before and to combine and integrate data sources as a basis for analytics. There is a rapid increase of public available, text-focussed sources due to the rise of social media several years ago. This accompanies blog posts, community pages and messages and images from social networks, but there is also a rather new (at least in its dimension) source of data from sensors, mobile phones and GPS [46, 166]. Companies e.g. want to combine sentiment analysis from social media sources with their customer master data and transactional sales data to optimize marketing efforts. Variety hereby refers to a general diversity of data sources. This not only implies an increased amount of different data sources but obviously also structural differences between those sources.

On a higher level this creates the requirement to integrate structured data\(^8\), semi-structured data\(^9\) and unstructured data\(^10\) [46, 83, 141]. On a lower level this means that, even if sources are structured or semi-structured, they can still be heterogeneous, the structure or schema of different data sources is not necessarily compatible, different data formats can be used and the semantics of data can be inconsistent [130, 152].

Managing and integrating this collection of multi-structured data from a wide variety of sources poses several challenges. One of them is the actual storage and management of this data in database-like systems. Relational database management systems (RDBMS) might not be the best fit for all types and formats of data. Stonebraker et al. state, that they are e.g. particularly ill-suited for array or graph data [213]. Array shaped data is often used for scientific problems, while graph data is important due to connections in social networks being typically shaped as graphs but also due to the Linked Open Data Project [2] use of RDF and therefore graph-shaped data.

---

\(^7\) e.g. a machine learning model
\(^8\) data with a fixed schema, e.g. from relational databases or HTML tables
\(^9\) data with some structure, but a more flexible schema, e.g. XML or JSON data
\(^10\) e.g. plain text
Another challenge lies in the face of semi- and unstructuredness of data. Before this kind of data can truly be integrated and analysed to mine source-crossing patterns, it is necessary to impose some structure onto it [45, 46]. There are technologies available to extract entities, relationships and other information\textsuperscript{11} out of textual data. These lie mainly in the fields of machine learning, information extraction, natural language processing and text mining. While there are techniques available for text mining, there is other unstructured data which is not text. Therefore, there is also a need to develop techniques for extracting information images, videos and the like [45]. Furthermore Agrawal et al. expect that text mining will typically not be conducted with just one general extractor, but several specialized extractors will be applied to the same text. Therefore they identify a need for techniques to manage and integrate different extraction results for a certain data source [46].

This is especially true, when several textual sources need to be integrated, all of them structured by using some extractors. In the context of integrating different data sources, different data - if its initially unstructured, semi-structured or structured - needs to be harmonized and transformed to adhere to some structure or schema that can be used to actually draw connections between different sources. This is a general challenge of data integration and techniques for it are available as there is an established, long-lasting research effort about data integration [46].

Broadly speaking there are two possibilities at which time information extraction and data harmonization can take place. One option is to conduct information extraction form unstructured sources and data harmonization as a pre-processing step and store the results as structured or semi-structured data, e.g. in a RDBMS or in a graph store. The second option is, to conduct information extraction and data harmonization at runtime of an analysis task. The first option obviously improves the runtime performance, while the second option is more flexible in the sense of using specialized extractors tailored for the analysis task at hand. It is also important to note, that in the process of transforming unstructured to structured data only that information is stored, that the information extractors were build for. The rest might be lost. Following the ‘Never-throw-information-away’ principle mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2 it might therefore be valuable to additionally store original text data and use a combined solution. In that case information extraction runs as a pre-processing steps, extracted information gets stored as structured data, but the original text data keeps available and can be accessed at runtime, if the extracted information is not sufficient for a particular analysis task. The obvious drawback for this combined approach is a larger growth storage space needed.

Additionally, a challenge lies in creating metadata along the extraction and transformation process to track provenance of the data. Metadata should include which source data is from, how it got recorded there, what its semantics are, but also how it was processed during the whole analysis process, which information extractors where applied etc. This is necessary to give users an idea where data used for analysis came from and how reliable the results therefore are [45].

**Data Sources**

As mentioned with the growing ability to leverage semi- and unstructured data, the amount and variety of potential data sources is growing as well. This Section is intended to give an overview about this variety.

Soares classifies typical sources for ‘big data’ into 5 categories: Web and social media, machine-to-machine data, big transaction data, biometrics and human-generated data [202, pp. 10-12,143-209]:

\textsuperscript{11} e.g. the underlying sentiment
2.1. Definition and Characteristics of Big Data

Web Data & Social Media

The web is a rich, but also very diverse source of data for analytics. For one, there are web sources to directly extract content - knowledge or public opinion - from, which are initially intended for a human audience. These human-readable sources include crawling of web pages, online articles and blogs [83].

The main part of these sources is typically unstructured, including text, videos and images. However, most of these sources have some structure, they are e.g. related to each other through hyperlinks or provide categorization through tag clouds.

Next, there is web content and knowledge structured to provide machine-readability. It is intended to enable applications to access the data, understand the data due to semantics, allow them to integrate data from different sources, set them into context and infer new knowledge. Such sources are machine-readable metadata integrated into web pages\(^\text{12}\), initiatives as the linked open data project [2] using data formats from the semantic web standard\(^\text{13}\) [3], but also publicly available web services. This type of data is often graph-shaped and therefore semi-structured.

Other web sources deliver navigational data, that provide information how users interact with the web and how they navigate through it. This data encompasses logs and clickstreams gathered by web applications as well as search queries. Companies can e.g. use this information to get insight how users navigate through a web shop and optimize its design based on the buying behaviour. This data is typically semi-structured.

A last type of web data is data from social interactions. This can be communicational data, e.g. from instant messaging services, or status updates in social media sites. On the level of single messages this data is typically unstructured text or images, but one can impose semi-structure on a higher level, e.g. indicating who is communicating with whom. Furthermore social interaction also encompasses data describing a more structural notion of social connections, often called the social graph or the social network. An example for this kind are the ‘friendship’ relations on facebook. This data is typically semi-structured and graph-shaped.

A last type of web data is data from social interactions. This can be communicational data, e.g. from instant messaging services, or status updates in social media sites. On the level of single messages this data is typically unstructured text or images, but one can impose semi-structure on a higher level, e.g. indicating who is communicating with whom. Furthermore social interaction also encompasses data describing a more structural notion of social connections, often called the social graph or the social network. An example for this kind are the ‘friendship’ relations on facebook. This data is typically semi-structured and graph-shaped. One thing to note is, that communicational data is exactly that. This means, the information people publish about themselves on social media is for the means of communication and presenting themselves. It is aiming at prestige and can therefore be biased, flawed or simply just lied. This is why Alex Pentland prefers to work with more behavioural data like locational data from phones, which he claims to tell ‘what you’ve chosen to do’ and not ‘what you would like to tell’ [177]. A concrete example location check-ins people post on foursquare, as they often contain humorous locations that are you used to tell some opinion or make some statement [192]. Therefore one should be cautious how much trust to put into and which questions can be answered by this kind of data

It is also worth to mention, that these different types of web data are not necessarily exclusive. There can be several overlaps. Social media posts can be both, human-readable publication of knowledge and communicational. The same goes for blog posts, which often include a comment function which can be used for discussion and is communicational. Another example is the Friend of a Friend (FOAF) project [1]. It is connected to the semantic web and linked open data initiatives and can be used to publish machine-readable data modelled as a RDF graph, but at the same time it falls into the category of structural social interactions.

Machine-to-machine data

Machine to machine communication describes systems communicating with technical devices that are connected via some network. The devices are used to measure a physical phenomenon like movement or temperature and to capture events within this phenomenon. Via the network the devices communicate with an application that makes sense of the measurements and captured events and

\(^{12}\) e.g. through the HTML <metadata> tag or microformats

\(^{13}\) RDF, RDFS and OWL
extracts information from them. One prominent example of machine to machine communication is the idea of the ‘internet of things’ [202, p. 11].

Devices used for measurements are typically sensors, RFID chips or GPS receiver. They are often embedded into some other system, e.g. sensors for technical diagnosis embedded into cars or smartmeters in the context of ambient intelligence in houses. The data created by these systems can be hard to handle. The BMW group e.g. predicts its Connected Drive cars to produce one petabyte per day in 2017 [168]. Another example are GPS receivers, often embedded into mobile phones but also other mobile devices. The later is an example of a device that creates locational data, also called spatial data [197]. Alex Pentland emphasizes the importance of this kind of data as he claims it to be close to peoples’ actual behaviour [177]. Machine to machine data is typically semi-structured.

Big transaction data
Transactional data grew with the dimensions of the systems recording it and the massive amount of operations they conduct [83]. Transactions can e.g. be purchase items from large web shops, call detail records from telecommunication companies or payment transactions from credit card companies. These typically create structured or semi-structured data. Furthermore, big transactions can also refer to transactions that are accompanied or formed by human-generated, unstructured, mostly textual data. Examples here are call centre records accompanied with personal notes from the service agent, insurance claims accompanied with a description of the accident or health care transactions accompanied with diagnosis and treatment notes written by the doctor.

Biometrics
Biometrics data in general is data describing a biological organism and is often used to identify individuals (typically humans) by their distinctive anatomical and behavioural characteristics and traits. Examples for anatomical characteristics are fingerprints, DNA or retinal scans, while behavioural refers e.g. to handwriting or keystroke analysis [202]. One important example of using large amounts of biometric data are scientific applications for genomic analysis.

Human-generated data
According to Soares human-generated data refers to all data created by humans. He mentions emails, notes, voice recording, paper documents and surveys [202, p. 205]. This data is mostly unstructured. It is also apparent, that there is a strong overlap with two of the other categories, namely big transaction data and web data. Big transaction data that is categorized as such because it is accompanied by textual data, e.g. call centre agents’ notes, have an obvious overlap. The same goes for some web content, e.g. blog entries and social media posts. This shows, that the categorization is not mutally exclusive, but data can be categorized in more than one category.

2.1.5 Data Veracity

According to a dictionary veracity means “conformity with truth or fact”. In the context of ‘big data’ however, the term describes rather the absence of this characteristics. Put differently veracity refers to the trust into the data, which might be impaired by the data being uncertain or imprecise [231, pp. 14-15].

There are several reasons for uncertainty and untrustworthiness of data. For one, when incorporating different data sources it is likely, that the schema of the data is varying. The same attribute name or value might relate to different things or different attribute names or value might relate to the same thing. Jeff Jones, chief scientist at IBM’s Entity Analytics Group, therefore claims that ‘there is no such thing as a single version of the truth’ [139]. In fact, in the case of unstructured data there is not even a schema and in the case of semi-structured data the schema of the data is not as
exact and clearly defined as it uses to be in more traditional data warehousing approaches, where data is carefully cleaned, structured and adhering to a relational specification \cite{130}. In the case of unstructured data, where information first needs to be extracted, this information is often extracted with some probability and therefore not completely certain. In that sense, variety directly works against veracity.

Furthermore, the data of an individual source might be fuzzy and untrustworthy as well. Boyd and Crawford state, that in the face of ‘big data’ duplication, incompleteness and unreliability need to be expected. This is especially true for web sources and human-generated content \cite{73}. Humans are often not telling the truth or withholding information, sometimes intentionally, sometimes just because of mistakes and error. Agrawal et al. give several examples for such behaviour. Patients decide to hold back information about risky or embarrassing behaviour and habits or just forget about a drug they took before. Doctors might mistakenly provide a wrong diagnosis \cite{45}. If there are humans in a process, there might always be some error or inconsistency.

There are several possibilities to handle imprecise, unreliable, ambiguous or uncertain data. The first approach is typically used in traditional data warehousing efforts and implies a thorough data cleansing and harmonisation effort during the ETL process, that is at the time of extracting the data from its sources and loading it into the analytic system. That way data quality \cite{14} and trust is ensured up front and the data analysis itself is based on a trusted basis. In the face of ‘big data’ this is often not feasible, especially when hard velocity requirements are present, and sometimes simply infeasible, as (automatic) information extraction from unstructured data is always based on probability. Given the variety of data it is likely, that there still remains some incompleteness and errors in data, even after data cleaning and error correction \cite{45}.

Therefore it is always necessary to handle some errors and uncertainness during the actual data analysis task and manage ‘big data’ in context of noise, heterogeneity and uncertainness \cite{45}. There are again essentially two options. The first option is, to do a data cleaning and harmonization step directly before or during the analysis task. In that case, the pre-processing can be done more specific to the analysis task at hand and therefore often be leaner. Not every analysis task needs to be based on completely consistent data and retrieve completely exact results. Sometimes trends and approximated results suffice \cite{130}.

The second option to handle uncertain data during the analysis task at hand is also based on the notion, that some business problems do not need exact results, but results ‘good enough’ - that is with a probability above some threshold - are ‘good enough’ \cite{130}. So, uncertain data can be analysed without cleaning, but the results are presented with some probability or certainty value, which is also impacted by the trust into the underlying data sources and their data quality. This allows users to get an impression of how trustworthy the results are. For this option it is even more crucial thoroughly track data provenance and its processing history \cite{45}.

2.1.6 Data Value

While the other four characteristics were used to describe the underlying data itself, value refers to the processing of the data and the insights produced during analysis. Data is typically gathered with some immediate goal. Put differently, gathered data offers some immediate value due to the first time use the data was initially collected for. Of course, data value is not limited to a one-time use or to the initial analysis goal. The full value of data is determined by possible future analysis tasks, how they get realized and how the data is used over time. Data can be reused, extended and newly combined
with another data set [165, pp. 102-110]. This is the reason why data is more and more seen as an asset for organisations and the trend is to collect potential data even if it is not needed immediately and to keep everything assuming that it might offer value in the future [141].

One reason why data sets in the context of ‘big data’ offer value, is simply that some of them are underused due to the difficulty of leveraging them due to their volume, velocity or lack of structure. They include information and knowledge which just was not practical to extract before. Another reason for value in ‘big data’ sources is their interconnectedness, as claimed by Boyd and Crawford. They emphasize that data sets are often valuable because they are relational to other data sets about a similar phenomenon or the same individuals and offer insights when combined, which both data sets do not provide if they are analysed on their own. In that sense, value can be provided when pieces of data about the same or a similar entity or group of entities are connected across different data sets. Boyd and Crawford call this ‘fundamentally networked’ [73].

According to the McKinsey Global Institute there are five different ways how this data creates value. It can create transparency, simply by being more widely available due to the new potential to leverage and present it. This makes it accessible to more people who can get insights and draw value out of it [163].

It enables organisations to set up experiments, e.g. for process changes, and create and analyse large amounts of data from these experiments to identify and understand possible performance improvements [163].

‘Big data’ sets can be used and analysed to create a more detailed segmentation of customers or other populations to customize actions and tailor specific services. Of course, some fields are already used to the idea of segmentation and clustering, e.g. market segmentation in marketing. They can gain additional value by conducting this segmentation and a more detailed micro-level or by doing it in real-time. For other industries this approach might be new and provide an additional value driver [163].

Furthermore the insights of ‘big data’ analysis can support human decision making by pointing to hidden correlations, potential effects to an action or some hidden risks. An example are risk or fraud analysis engines for insurance companies. In some cases low level decision making can even be automated to those engines [163].

Finally, according to the McKinsey Global Institute ‘big data’ can enable new business models, products and services or improve existing ones. Data about how products or services are used can be leveraged to develop and improve new versions of the product. Another example is the advent of real-time location data which lead to completely new services and even business models [163].

To create this value the focus of ‘big data’ gets focussed on more complex, ‘deep’ analysis [83]. Stonebraker et al. also claim, that conventional, SQL-driven analytics on massive data sets are available and well-solved by the data warehouse community, but that it is more complex analytics tasks on massive data sets, that needs attention in ‘big data’ research. They name predictive modelling of medical events or complex analysis tasks on very large graphs as examples [213]

In that sense, ‘big data’ is also connected with a shift to more sophisticated analysis methods compared to simple reports or OLAP exploration in traditional data warehouse approaches. This includes semantic exploration of semi- or unstructured data, machine learning and data mining methods, multivariate statistical analysis and multi-scenario analysis and simulation. It also includes visualization of the entire or parts of the data set and of the results and insights gained by the above mentioned advanced analysis methods [62].
2.2 Reference Architectures

2.2.1 Definition of the term ‘Reference Architecture’

Before defining the term ‘reference architecture’, we must first establish an understanding of the term ‘architecture’. Literature offers several definitions to describe this later term. Some of the most widely adopted are the following:

Garlan & Perry 1995: *The structure of the components of a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time.* [116]

iEEE Standard 1471-2000: *Architecture is the fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment and the principles guiding its design and evolution.* [4]

Bass et al. 2012: *The software architecture of a system is the set of structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise software elements, relations among them, and properties of both.* [60, p. 4]

All these definitions have in common, that they describe architecture to be about structure and that this structure is formed by components or elements and the relations or connectors between them. Indeed this is the common ground that is accepted in almost all publications [59, 123, 151, 193]. The term ‘structure’ points to the fact, that an architecture is an abstraction of the system described in a set of models. It typically describes the externally visible behaviour and properties of a system and its components [59], that is the general function of the components, the functional interaction between them by the means of interfaces and between the system and its environment as well as the non-functional properties of the elements and the resulting system [15][193]. In other words, the architecture abstracts away from the internal behaviour of its components and only shows the public properties and behaviour visible due to interfaces.

However, an architecture typically has not only one, but several ‘structures’. Most more current definitions support this pluralism [59, 60, 123]. Different structures represent different views onto the system. These describe the system along different levels of abstraction and component aggregation, describe different aspects of the system or decompose the system and focus on subsystems. A view is materialized in one or several models.

As mentioned, an architecture is abstract in terms of the system it describes, but it is concrete in the sense of it describing a concrete system. It is designed for a specific problem context and describes system components, their interaction, functionality and properties with concrete business goals and stakeholder requirements in mind. A reference architecture abstracts away from a concrete system, describes a class of systems and can be used to design concrete architectures within this class. Put differently a reference architecture is an ‘abstraction of concrete software architectures in a certain domain’ and shows the essence of system architectures within this domain [52, 114, 172, 173].

A reference architecture shows which functionality is generally needed in a certain domain or the solve a certain class of problems, how this functionality is divided and how information flows between the pieces (called the reference model). It then maps this functionality onto software elements and the data flows between them [59, pp. 24-26][222, pp. 231-239]. Within this approach reference architectures incorporate knowledge about a certain domain, requirements, necessary functionalities and their interaction for that domain together with architectural knowledge how to design software systems,

---

15 e.g. security and scalability
their structures, components and internal as well as external interactions for this domain which fulfil the requirements and provide the functionalities (see Figure 2.1) [52, 173][222, pp. 231-239].

![Diagram of Reference Architecture](Image)

**Figure 2.1:** Elements of a Reference Architecture [222, p. 232]

The goal of bundling this kind of knowledge into a reference architecture is to facilitate and guide future design of concrete system architectures in the respective domain. As a reference architecture is abstract and designed with generality in mind, it is applicable in different contexts, where the concrete requirements of each context guide the adoption into a concrete architecture [52, 85, 172]. The level of abstraction can however differ between reference architectures and with it the concreteness of guidance a reference architecture can offer [114].

### 2.2.2 Reference Architecture Methodology

While developing a reference architecture, it is important to keep some of the points mentioned in Section 2.2.1 in mind. The result should be relevant to a specific domain, that is incorporate domain knowledge and fulfil domain requirements, while still being general enough to be applicable in different contexts. This means that the level of abstraction of the reference architecture and its concreteness of guidance need to be carefully balanced. Following a design method for reference architectures helps accomplishing that and the basis for the reference architecture to be well-grounded and valid as well as to provide rigour and relevance.

However, the research about reference architectures and respective methodology is significantly more rare than that about concrete architectures. The choice of design methods in that space is therefore rather limited and the one proposed by Galster and Avgeriou [114] is to the best of my knowledge the most extensive and best grounded of those. Therefore I decided to loosely follow the proposed development process, which consists of the following 6 steps, which are distributed across this thesis.

**Step 1: Decide on the reference architecture type**

Deciding about a particular type of reference architecture helps to fix its purpose and the context to place it in. The characterisation of the reference architecture and its type will be described in Section 2.2.3. This guides the design and some overarching design decisions as described in the same Section.

**Step 2: Select the design strategy**

The second step is to decide, if the reference architecture will be designed from scratch (research-driven) or designed based on existing architecture artifacts within the domain (practice-driven). As Galster and Avgeriou [114] point out, the design strategy should be synchronized with the reference architecture type chosen in step 1. Therefore, the selection of the design decision will be made at the end of Section 2.2.3.
Step 3: Empirical acquisition of data
The third step is about identifying and collecting data and information from several sources. It is generally proposed to gather data from people (customers, stakeholders, architects of concrete architectures), systems (documentations) and literature \[114\]. As the scope of this thesis does not allow to use comprehensive interviews or questionnaires, the reference architecture will mainly be based on the later two. It will involve document study and content analysis of literature about ‘big data’ including industrial case studies, white papers, existing architecture descriptions and academic research papers. A first result of the literature study is the establishment of requirements the resulting reference architecture will be based on. These requirements will be presented in Chapter 3.

Step 4: Construction of the reference architecture
After the data acquisition, the next step is to construct the reference architecture, which will be described in Chapter 4. As pointed out in Section 2.2.1, an architecture consists of a set of models. Constructing the reference architecture therefore means to develop these models. To structure the set of models Galster and Avgeriou \[114\] agree with the general recommendation within the software architecture literature to use the notion of views \[60, pp. 9-18,331-344\][193, pp. 27-37][222, pp. 76-92]. According to the respective iEEE and ISO standards for the design of software architectures[4, 7], a view consists of one or several models that represent one or more aspects of the system particular set of stakeholder concerns. In that sense a view targets a specific group of stakeholders and allows them to understand and analyse the system from their perspective filtering out elements of the architecture which are of no concern for that specific group. This enhances comprehensibility by providing a set concise, focussed and manageable models instead of putting every aspect of the system into one big, complex model which would be hard or impossible to understand. All views together describe the system in its entity, the different views are related and should of course not be inconsistent.

Step 5: Enabling reference architecture with variability
I will omit this step and I will not add specific annotations, variability models or variability views. I consider the variability to be inherit in the abstractness of the reference architecture. I aim for completeness regarding the functional components, so variability can be implemented by choosing the functionality required for a concrete architecture based on its requirements, while leaving unwanted functionality out. Furthermore the last step, the mapping to technology and software platforms will not be a fixed 1:1 mapping, but more loosely discuss several options and choices of technology and software to implement a functional component. It will also not be fixed towards specific industrial products. This provides the freedom to make this choice based on the concrete situation. This freedom is also necessary, considering the whole ‘big data’ space is not completely mature yet, under steady development and new technologies will still arise during the next couple of years.

Step 6: Evaluation of the reference architecture
Unfortunately it will not be possible to evaluate the reference architecture within a concrete project situation due to the scope of this work, but also due to the lack of access to such a project situation. The evaluation and verification will therefore rely on mapping the reference architecture to concrete ‘big data’ architectures described in research papers and industrial whitepapers and reports. This will be done in Chapter 5 and allows to evaluate the completeness, correctness, compliance and validity of the reference architecture \[114\].
2.2.3 Classification of the Reference Architecture and general Design Strategy

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, reference architectures can have different levels of abstraction. However, this is not the only major characteristic they can differ in. To design a reference architecture it is important to first decide its type, mainly driven by the purpose of the reference architecture. Galster and Avgeriou [114] mention the decision on the type of the reference architecture as the first step in its design and propose a classification method by Angelov et al. [51].

I will follow this proposition but will use a more recent publication of the same authors, in which they extend their initial work [52] to determine the type of a reference architecture. They base their framework on the three dimensions context, goals and design and describe complex interrelations between these dimensions (see Figure 2.2). The architecture goals limit the possible context of the architecture definition and impact its design. The other way round, architecture design and context dictate if the goals can be achieved. Furthermore design choices are made within a certain context and therefore influenced by it. A design choice might also imply a certain context, while it would not be valid in another.

![Figure 2.2: Interrelation between architecture goals, context and design](52)

All these dimensions have a couple of sub-dimensions. However, as hinted on above, not every combination of these dimensions is valid. Angelov et al. call a reference architecture ‘congruent’, if the goals fit into the context and both are adequately represented within the design. Reference architecture types are then valid, specific value combinations within this dimensional space [52].

**Reference Architecture Goals**

This dimension classifies the general goal of a reference architecture and typically drives decisions about the other two dimensions. While goals in practice are quite diverse and could be classified in more detail, Angelov et al. postulate, that a coarse-granular classification between reference architectures aimed at standardization of concrete architectures and those aimed at facilitation of concrete architectures is sufficient to describe the interplay with the context and design dimension [52].

**Reference Architecture Context**

The context of a reference architecture classifies the situation in which it gets designed and possible situations in which it can get applied. First, it classifies the scope of its design and application, that is if it is designed and intended to be used within a single organization\(^\text{16}\) or in multiple organizations [52].

Second, it classifies the stakeholders that participate in either requirements definition or design of the reference architecture. These can be software organizations that intend to develop

\(^{16}\) In this case a reference architecture is sometimes also called a standard architecture for the respective organization.
software based on the reference architecture, user organizations that apply software based on the reference architecture or independent organizations\(^{17}\) [52].

Third, the context defines also the **time a reference architecture gets developed** compared to the existence of relevant concrete systems and architectures. It is necessary to decide if the reference architecture gets developed before any systems implemented the architecture and their entire functionality in practice (preliminary) or as a accumulation of experience from existing systems (classical). Typically reference architectures were based on knowledge from existing systems and their architecture and therefore on concepts proven in practice [85, 171]. That is, they are often classical reference architectures. However, a reference architecture can also be developed before respective technology or software systems actually exist or they might enhance and innovate beyond the existing, concrete architectures in the domain. In that case, they are preliminary [52].

**Reference Architecture Design**

The design of a reference architecture can be faced with a lot of design decisions and they way it is designed can therefore differ in multiple ways. This dimensions helps to classify some of the general design decisions. First, it can be classified by the **element types** it defines. As stated in most of the definitions of the term ‘software architecture’ in Chapter 2.2.1, an architecture typically incorporates components, connectors between components and the interfaces used for communication. Another mentioned element type are policies and guidelines. Furthermore a reference architecture can possibly also include descriptions of protocols and algorithms [52].

Second, there needs to be a decision on which **level of detail** the reference architecture should be designed. Angelov et al. propose a broad classification into detailed, semi-detailed and aggregated elements and the classification can be done individually for each element type mentioned above [52]. The level of detail refers to the number of different elements. While in a more detailed reference architecture different sub-systems are modelled as individual element, in a more aggregated reference architecture sub-systems are not explicitly modelled. It is however difficult to provide a formal measure to distinguish between detailed, semi-detailed and aggregated reference architectures based on the number of elements. In a complex domain an aggregated reference architecture can still contain a lot of elements. The classification is therefore more a imprecise guideline, but Angelov et al. consider this sufficient for the purpose of their framework. It should also be noted, that reference architectures can comprise different aggregation levels to support different phases of the design or for communication with different stakeholders.

Third, the **level of abstraction** of the reference architecture can be classified. It is important to distinguish between abstraction and aggregation as described in the previous sub-dimension. While aggregation refers to how detailed sub-elements are modelled, abstraction refers to how concrete decisions about functionality and used technology are. The sub-dimension differentiates between abstract, semi-concrete and concrete reference architectures. While an abstract reference architecture specifies the nature of the elements in a very general way, e.g. general functionality, a concrete architecture describes very specific choices for each element, e.g. a concrete vendor and software product. A semi-concrete reference architecture lies in between and couples elements to a class of products or technology [52].

Fourth, reference architectures are classified according to the **level of formalization** of the specification. Informal reference architectures are specified in natural language or some graphical ad-hoc notation. Semi-formal specifications use an established modelling language with clearly defined semantics, but one that has no formal or mathematical foundation, e.g. UML. A formal specification uses a formal architecture language, e.g. C2 or Rapide, that has a thorough mathematical foundation and strictly defined semantics [52].

---

\(^{17}\) Independent organizations can e.g. be research, standardization, non-profit or governmental organizations
Application of the Reference Architecture Framework

The framework described above can be applied to guide the design of reference architectures. It can do so, by providing five architecture types placed in the classification space, that the authors claim to be valid and congruent. Reference architectures that cannot be mapped to one of these types are considered incongruent. When designing a new reference architecture these predefined types can be used as guidance for the general design decisions. The application of the framework starts with assessing the general goal and the contextual scope and timing of the planned reference architecture. The result of these decisions can then be mapped against the framework to determine the fitting reference architecture type. If no type fits to the respective choices for goals and context it is a strong indication, that these choices should be revised. Otherwise, the next step after mapping the type, is to ensure, that input from the stakeholders specified in the chosen type is available. If this is not possible, the goals and context should again be revised to fit to the available stakeholder input or the design effort should be stopped. If a match is found, the general design decisions can be taken as guidelines from the identified type [52].

As described in the problem statement (Chapter 1.2), this thesis aims to give an overview of existing technology within the ‘big data’ space, put it into context and help architects designing concrete system architectures. Therefore, the general goal according to the framework is clearly facilitation. This rules out the choice of classical reference architectures aimed at standardization for both, multiple organizations (type 1) and within a single organization (type 2). The scope of the reference architecture will not be focussed onto one organization, but it is intended to be general enough to be applicable in multiple organizations, making a classical, facilitation architecture to be used within a single organization (type 4) a poor choice. Furthermore, there already exist multiple system in the ‘big data’ space and much of the underlying technology is available and proven. According to the timing sub-dimensions the reference architecture can thus be classified as classical. Mapped against the framework, a classical, facilitation reference architecture to be used in multiple organizations (type 3) is therefore the fitting choice (see Table 2.1) and not a preliminary, facilitation architecture (type 5), which aims to guide and move the design of future systems forward.

A type 3 reference architecture is a ‘classical, facilitation architecture designed for multiple organizations by an independent organization’ [52]. This kind of reference architecture is developed by an independent organization, typically a research center, based on existing knowledge and experience about respective architectures in research and industry. One critical point and possible weakness of
the resulting reference architecture is, that it is not possible, due to the scope and timeline of the work, to actively involve user and software organizations. The requirements elicitation is therefore only based on a literature study. This can lead to overlooking requirements important for practice or over-emphasizing requirements that are less important to practice. However, the reference architecture will be verified by mapping existing architecture from industry onto it. This might help to reduce this weakness.

From the design dimension we can now derive general design decisions. As this reference architecture intends to give an overview of necessary functionality, existing technologies, how the functionality can be distributed onto existing software packages and how different packages interact within the architecture, the use of components, connectors and interfaces makes intuitively sense for the design. Policies and guidelines will be used to give decision rules in cases, where multiple options, e.g. multiple types of database systems, exist to implement a certain functionality. The design of the reference architecture will be conducted in multiple phases, starting with a aggregated and abstract view to then stepwise refine the models and add more detail and concreteness. According to the framework, the design will not be too detailed and definitely not to concrete, e.g. specifying an element to be a graph-based database systems but not explicitly to be Neo4J, to allow for a broader applicability of the reference architecture. Views according to the different levels of details and abstraction will be included. Referring to the framework’s recommendation to use a semi-formal way to specify the design elements, I will use UML and some of its diagram types.

In Chapter 2.2.3 I picked the timely context to refer to a classical reference architecture. From that point of view it is only logical to base the reference architecture on existing architectural artifacts and technology and therefore decide for a practice-driven design strategy.

Note however, that this classification is to some extent arguable. It is true, that involved technologies are available. The Google File System \[119\], MapReduce \[94\] as well as their open-source implementations within Hadoop \[12\] are just examples. However, while there are Apache projects aiming at solving this, supporting tools e.g. for administration and metadata management are still not completely mature. Some software companies relying on Hadoop, e.g. Cloudera \[23\], try to fill these gaps with their own solutions, some of them open-source, other proprietary. Furthermore, most published architectures focus on parts of the ‘big data’ space, while there is, to the best of my knowledge, no published, concrete or reference architecture that aims at the space as a whole. Therefore the design strategy is to some extent hybrid, based on existing architectural artifacts and technologies where possible and suggesting possible solutions where not.

2.3 Related Work

2.3.1 Traditional BI and DWH architecture

Business intelligence is a widely but rather ambiguously used term. It typically describes all technologies, software applications and tools used to create business insights and understanding and to support business decisions. That includes the whole data lifecycle from data acquisition to data analysis and the back-flow of analysis results to adjust and improve business processes. However, the term is often not only used to describe software tools, but a holistic, enterprise-wide approach for decision support. This broader definition additionally incorporates analysis and decisions processes, organizational standards, e.g. standardized key performance indicators, practices and strategies, e.g. knowledge management\[61, pp. 13-14\].
Considering this, it is obvious that ‘big data’ falls into the area of business intelligence, at least with its analytical part, which is the scope of this thesis. Traditionally, the data warehouse is a software tool within this area, that is responsible for integrating data, structuring and preparing it and storing it in a way that supports and is optimized for analytical applications. In that, data warehousing has a big overlap in tasks with ‘big data’ solutions or put differently, it is most influenced by the advent of ‘big data’ and its characteristics. Therefore it makes sense to give an overview of data warehousing principles and typical architectures.

A data warehouse is an organization-wide, central repository for historical, physically integrated data from several sources, applications and databases. The data is prepared, structured and stored with the aim of facilitating access to this data for analysis and decision support purposes. Additionally, in its initial definition by Inmon, a data warehouse is subject-oriented (the data is structured to represent real-world objects, e.g. products and customers), time-variant (data is loaded in time intervals and stored with appropriate timestamps to allow comparison and analysis over time) and non-volatile (data is stable and is not changed or deleted once it was loaded). Yet, in practice the characteristics of Inmon’s definition were often criticized for being both too strict and not significant enough, e.g. by Bauer and Günzel and Jiang, and the focus of a data warehouse is on the integrated view onto data optimized for analysis purposes. Data warehousing then describes the whole technical process of extracting data from its sources, integrating, preparing and storing. There is however an ambiguous use of the term data warehouse of either being an information system supporting the whole data warehousing process including data transformation routines or only being the central repository to store the data.

Based on this definition Figure 2.3 shows an early, general data warehousing architecture described by Chaudhuri and Dayal.

According to this a traditional data warehousing architecture encompasses the following components:

- data sources as external systems and tools for extracting data from these sources
- tools for transforming, that is cleaning and integrating, the data
- tools for loading the data into the data warehouse
- the data warehouse as central, integrated data store
- data marts as extracted data subsets from the data warehouse oriented to specific business lines, departments or analytical applications
- a metadata repository for storing and managing metadata
• tools to monitor and administer the data warehouse and the extraction, transformation and loading process
• an OLAP (online analytical processing) engine on top of the data warehouse and data marts to present and serve multi-dimensional views of the data to analytical tools
• tools that use data from the data warehouse for analytical applications and for presenting it to end-users

This architecture exemplifies the basic idea of physically extracting and integrating mostly transactional data from different sources, storing it in a central repository while providing access to the data in a multi-dimensional structure optimized for analytical applications[53, 100, 188]. However, the architecture is rather old and, while this basic idea is still intact, it is rather vague and imprecise about several facts.

First, most modern data warehousing architectures use a staging or acquisition area between the data sources and the actual data warehouse[53, 100, 228][61, pp. 55-56]. This staging area is part of the extract, transform and load process (ETL process). It temporarily stores extracted data and allows transformations to be done within the staging area, so source systems are directly decoupled and no longer strained.

Second, the interplay between data warehouse and data marts in the storage area are not completely clear. Actually, in practice this is one of the biggest discourses about data warehousing architecture with two architectural approaches proposed by Bill Inmon and Ralph Kimball [74]. Inmon places his data warehousing architecture in a holistic modeling approach of all operational and analytical databases and information in an organization, the Corporate Information Factory (CIF). What he calls the atomic data warehouse is a centralized repository with a normalized, still transactional and fine-granular data model containing cleaned and integrated data from several operational sources[135]. Subsets of the data from the centralized atomic data warehouse can then be loaded into departmental data marts where they are optimized and stored oriented at analysis purposes, typically online analytical processing (OLAP).

Storing data OLAP oriented means, that they are transferred into a logical, multi-dimensional model, often called data cube, where data is structured according to several dimensions, which represent real-world concepts, e.g. products, customers or time. In a relational database this multi-dimensional model is typically implemented either via the star- or the snowflake schema. Both consist of a central fact table which contains different key figures as attributes and refers to surrounding dimension tables via foreign key relations. The dimension tables describe the real-life concepts, that are used to structure the fact data, and their attributes. They are typically hierarchical, e.g. a time dimension containing attributes hour, day, month and year. In the star schema the dimension tables are flat, while they are normalized in the snowflake schema. See Figure 2.4 for examples of both.

Additionally, optimization for analysis purposes also includes calculation of application specific key figures, aggregation and view materialization, that is the pre-calculation and physical storage of data views that are often used by analytical applications and during analysis. An OLAP engine then provides access to this multi-dimensional data in the data marts, presents views of the data to front-end tools, e.g. for reporting, dashboarding or ad-hoc OLAP querying, and allows navigation through the multi-dimensional model by translating OLAP queries into actual SQL queries that can be processed in the database.\(^\text{18}\)

---

\(^{18}\)This is only a brief summarization of these concepts, to get an idea of the building blocks in the overall data warehouse architecture. A complete description is out of scope and would be too extensive. For a definition of OLAP and its principles see the original paper by Codd et al. [86]. For a short, general introduction into all mentioned concepts see Chaudhuri and Dayal [82]. For an in-depth description of OLAP functionality, the multi-dimensional model and the star- and snowflake schema see e.g. Bauer and Günzel [61, pp. 114-130,201-338] or Kimball et al. [145, pp. 137-314].
CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM CONTEXT

Inmon’s approach, also called enterprise data warehouse architecture by Ariyachandra and Watson [53], is often considered a top-down approach, as it starts with building the centralized, integrated, enterprise-wide repository and then deriving data marts from it to deliver for departmental analysis requirements. It is however possible, to build the integrated repository and the derived data marts incrementally and in an iterative fashion. Kimball on the other hand proposes a bottom-up approach which starts with process and application requirements[142, 145]. With this approach, first the data marts are designed based on the organization’s business processes, where each data mart represents data concerning a specific process. The data marts are constructed and filled directly from the staging area while the transformation takes places between staging area and data marts. The data marts are analysis-oriented and multi-dimensional as described above. The data warehouse is then just the combination of all data marts, where the single data marts are connected and integrated with each other via the data bus and so-called conformed dimensions, that is data marts use the same, standardized or ‘conformed’ dimension tables. If two data marts use the same dimension, they are connected and can be queried together via that identical dimension table. The data bus is then a net of data marts, which are connected via conformed dimensions. This architecture (also called data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data marts by Ariyachandra and Watson [53]) therefore forgoes a normalized, enterprise-wide data model and repository.

Based on some of these ideas Bauer and Günzel [61, pp. 37-86] describe a more detailed reference architecture for data warehousing, see Figure 2.5. Note, that they use the term data warehouse in a rather extensive meaning, where it encompasses the entire system including extraction, transformation and load processes and procedures and not just the centralized repository. What gets apparent in their reference architecture is the idea of data getting processed and transformed in multiple stages, comparable to a pipeline, from the raw source data to data prepared and optimized for analysis. The pipeline processing gets triggered by the monitor, which tracks changes in the data sources. From there, the data first gets extracted into a temporary staging area, then cleaned and integrated in a first transformation step before it gets loaded into the basis database, which is a normalized, integrated and central repository comparable to Inmon’s atomic data warehouse. This represents the first part of the data warehousing pipeline, the integration area. Afterwards a second transformation step in the analysis area transforms the data into the multi-dimensional, analysis-oriented model and loads it into a central, derived database. Views from this central, multi-dimensional data store can then be loaded into analysis databases, that is data marts specific for departmental use or certain applications. Analysis tools are applied on top of these analysis databases / data marts. Compared to a typical Inmon architecture, Bauer and Günzel [61] therefore add the derived database as central repository of multi-dimensional data, before the data gets distributed into the data marts. In a sense, this central derived database can be seen as a version of Kimball’s data bus and it leads to
the fact, that dimensions across data marts are standardized, which is not necessarily the case for Inmon architectures. The whole data warehousing pipeline gets controlled by a single data warehouse manager. It e.g. triggers the processing steps and rolls back or restarts failed tasks. Additionally, a metadata manager mediates the access to a central metadata repository, provides metadata to the processing steps where needed and extracts metadata along the processing pipeline.

![Data Warehouse Reference Architecture](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Data Warehouse Reference Architecture as adapted and translated from Bauer and Günzel [61]

### 2.3.2 Big Data architectures

To my best knowledge, currently there is no extensive and overarching reference architecture for analytical ‘big data’ systems available or proposed in literature. One can find however several concrete, smaller-scale architectures. Some of them are industrial architecture and product-oriented, that is they reduce the scope to the products from a certain company or from a group of companies. Some of them are merely technology-oriented or on a lower lever. These typically omit a functional view and mappings of technology to functions. None of them really fits into the space of an extensive, functional reference architecture. To a large extent that is by definition, as these are typically concrete architectures.

One of those product-oriented architectures is the ‘HP Reference Architecture for MapR M5’[25]. MapR is a company selling services around their Hadoop distribution. The reference architecture described in this white paper is then more an overview of the modules incorporated in MapR’s Hadoop distribution and of the deployment of this distribution on HP hardware. One could consider it a product-oriented deployment view, but it is definitely far from a functional reference architecture.
Oracle also published several white papers on ‘big data’ architecture. In their first white paper [217], they described a very high-level ‘big data’ reference architecture along a processing pipeline with the steps ‘acquire’, ‘organize’, ‘analyze’ and ‘decide’. They keep it very close to traditional information architecture based on a data warehouse supplemented with unstructured data sources, distributed file systems or key value stores for data staging, MapReduce for the organization and integration of the data and additional sandboxes for experimentation. Their reference architecture is however, just a mapping of technology categories to the high-level processing steps. They provide little information about interdependencies and interaction between modules. However, they provide three architectural patterns. These can be useful, even if they are kind of trivial and mainly linked to Oracle products. These patterns are (1) mounting data from the Hadoop Distributed File System via virtual table definitions and mappings into a database management system so they can be directly queried with SQL tools, (2) using a key value stores to stage low-latency data and provide it to a streaming engine, while using Hadoop to calculate rule models and provide them to the streaming engine for processing the real-time data and raising alerts if necessary, (3) using the Hadoop file system and key value stores as staging areas from which data is processed via MapReduce either for advanced analytics applications (e.g. text analytics, data mining) or for loading the results into a data warehouse, where they can be further analyzed using in-database analytics or be accessed by further business intelligence applications (e.g. dashboards). The key principles and best practices that are focussed on in the paper are first, to integrate structured and unstructured data, traditional data warehouse systems and ‘big data’ solutions, that is to use e.g. MapReduce as a pre- and post-processor for traditional, relational sources and link the results back. The second key principle they mentions, is to plan for and facilitate experimentation in a sandbox environment. In a second, more current white paper [101], they refresh the idea of using distributed file systems and NoSQL databases, especially key value stores, for data acquisition and staging and MapReduce for data organization and integration, while results are written back to a relational data warehouse for in-database analytics and as a structured source for other analytical applications. They do this however in a very product-oriented way, mainly mapping Oracle products onto the different stages.

A third paper from Oracle [77], takes that idea of incorporating ‘big data’ technologies and knowledge discovery through data mining into a traditional information architecture environment and covers in more detail two process approaches to organizationally arrive at an integrated architecture, starting from a traditional enterprise data warehouse system. Both of them add a knowledge discovery layer to the data warehouse architecture, which contains an ‘analytical discovery sandbox’. These sandboxes are then used to experiment how ‘big data’ can be used to derive new knowledge. The derived knowledge as well as the used ‘big data’ capabilities are then incorporated into the enterprise data warehouse architecture, either into the ETL process or as an pool for unstructured data into the foundational layer linked to the basis data warehouse. Derived knowledge in the sense of calculated rule models can also be incorporated into a complex event processing engine.

Another reference architecture is proposed by Soares [202, pp. 237-260], which he describes as part of his ‘big data’ governance framework (see Figure 2.6). Again, the proposed reference architecture is kind of high level and while it provides a good overview of software modules or products applicable for ‘big data’ settings, it no little information about interdependencies and interaction between these modules. Furthermore, the semantics are not clear. There is e.g. no explanation, what the three arrows mean. It is also not clear, what the layers mean, e.g. if there is an chronological interdependency or if the layer got ordered depending on usage relations. They are also on different levels and there are some overlaps between layers. Data warehouses and data marts e.g. are implemented using databases. That is, they are technically on different levels. A usage relation would be applicable, but this does not work for data warehouses and big data sources, as those are different systems and both an the same, functional level. An overlap exists e.g. between Hadoop Distributions and the Open Source
Foundational Components (HDFS, MapReduce, Hadoop Common, HBase). Therefore, the reference architecture can give some ideas, what functionality and software to take into account, but it is far from a functional reference architecture, which is the objective of this thesis.

![Figure 2.6: A reference architecture for big data taken from Soares [202, p. 239]](image)

In academia there is, to the best of my knowledge, also no proposal for an overarching reference architecture. Most research effort and architectural work is on a lower level, targeting specific platforms, concrete systems or software. One example for this is the ASTERIX project [47, 64, 71, 72]. It describes a concrete architecture consisting of a data management system to perform query in a self-developed query language, AsterixQL, an algebraic abstraction layer which also serves as a virtual machine to ensure compatibility to other query languages, e.g. HiveQL, and data parallelization platform called Hyracks as the foundation. The project aims at developing a parallel processing framework over different levels as an alternative to Hadoop as the authors claim different flaws in the architecture of the Hadoop stack.

Furthermore, there are several publications to describe best practices and patterns for ‘big data’ systems, e.g. by Kimball [143, 144]. Marz and Warren [164] also describes an architecture which he calls Lambda Architecture. What he describes is however more a general pattern how to structure an architecture with based on the principles of immutability and human fault-tolerance. The architecture is merely based on technical consideration and characteristics and also does not incorporate a functional view along the data processing pipeline. It provides however a very useful pattern for separating high-latency batch processing from processing data for low-latency requirements and a corresponding distribution of data storage with the aim to isolate and reduce complexity. These best practices and patterns will be incorporated into my ‘big data’ reference architecture in Chapter 4.
To build the reference architecture on solid ground and to make evidence-based instead of arbitrary design decisions it is necessary to base it on a set of requirements. Extracting, formulating and specifying requirements helps understanding a problem in detail and is therefore a pre-requisite to design a solution for that problem. This specification is part of this Chapter. In Section 3.1 I will first define the term requirement and then describe how requirements can be described and how they can be structured. I will also develop a specification template. Afterwards, in Section 3.2, I will use this template to describe requirements the reference architecture needs to tackle. These will later be used in Chapter 4 to base design decisions on them.

3.1 Requirements Methodology

Motivation for specifying requirements
Understanding the problem and its requirements is important for designing a solution, but also for users afterwards to understand the solution, which problem it solves and how to apply it. To make matters more concrete, in this case the problem is handling different types of ‘big data’ and the solution is a reference architecture. At design time of this reference architecture, requirements help to understand ‘big data’, what challenges it creates, to focus on the problem and to reason about design decisions. Of course, a reference architecture is an abstract construct and needs to be applicable in different situations, where it gets realized in the form of a concrete architecture for that particular situation. This part of realizing a concrete architecture is the application. When applying it in a concrete context, the requirements description helps to identify if the reference architecture is applicable and feasible for that context, but they can also serve as an inspiration or input for the concrete requirements for the respective situation. While a reference architecture is typically broad to be applicable in a variety of situations, a concrete architecture project normally selects necessary parts and only implements those. Therefore, a subset of these abstract requirement set can be chosen and the individual requirements be concretised by filling placeholders to match the concrete project situation. Placeholders will be referred to in the requirements description by <p1>, <p2> etc.

Definition of the term ‘requirement’
Requirements specify what a system should do, how it should behave, which qualities it should show along the way and within which borders or constraints this behaviour should take place to provide value. In this sense requirements are often categorised into functional requirements\(^1\), non-functional actions the system performs

\(^1\) actions the system performs
requirements\textsuperscript{2} and constraints on the development process or the design of the system \[146, \text{pp. 6-7}]\[227, \text{pp. 7-12}]\[189, \text{pp. 1-11}].

**Scope of the requirements specification**

One thing to note is, that requirements are about what to implement and not how to implement it. The latter is about architecture and design decisions. Therefore the need for scalability e.g. creates a non-functional requirement, while the usage of parallel processing to ensure scalability is not a requirement but an architectural decision.

Another point worth mentioning is, that functional requirements are often at the application level, that is they are about what functionality a system should deliver to the end-user. A functional requirement might e.g. be to calculate a sentiment score for a certain product based on tweets. As the reference architecture should not be application-specific, but focus on the infrastructure and support different application scenarios on top, functional requirements on the application level will not be part of this specification. However, there will be functional requirements on the infrastructure level, such as to manage metadata throughout the data processing steps.

Furthermore requirements should typically be very specific and measurable. This is however not feasible in the context of a reference architecture. The exact measure or fit criterion to judge fulfilment of a requirement is very situation dependent. While it is important for the reference architecture to e.g. specify a requirement to ensure latency, it is very application dependent if the latency needs to be within microseconds or if even 5 seconds are sufficient. Therefore, exact measures and fit criteria also need to be omitted.

**Structure of the requirements specification**

As explained, requirements for a reference architecture are typically more abstract. Therefore it is not feasible to exactly adopt a template for requirements specification\textsuperscript{3}. I used the Volere template as an inspiration, but adjusted the attributes used to describe individual requirements. The specification will be structured hierarchically for clarity reasons. First, the requirements will be organized below five high-level goals. These goals are directly derived from the characteristics of ‘big data’ described in Chapter 2.1 and are therefore:

- **VOL** Handle data volume
- **VEL** Handle data velocity
- **VAR** Handle data variety
- **VER** Handle data veracity
- **VAL** Create data value

All requirements will be grouped by those high-level goals and will be identified accordingly, e.g. as ‘VOL1’. Of course, sometimes a requirement might support several of those goals. In that case, all related goals will be listed, but the requirement identifier will follow the one, where the relation is strongest. Furthermore, requirements themselves can be hierarchical, that is a requirement can be supported by several sub-requirements. The identifier of those sub-requirements will be grouped accordingly. A sub-requirement of ‘VOL1’ might e.g. have the identifier ‘VOL1.1’.

Beyond this structure requirements can have three more relationship structures. One is a link to supporting literature, that is a reference to literature which mentions the requirement. The second relationship structure are dependencies on other requirements. Those other requirements do not need to be within the same hierarchy. If a requirement is dependent on another this means that they

\textsuperscript{2} qualities or properties of the system

\textsuperscript{3} e.g. the Volere Template [189, pp. 393-472]
are either complementary or even strongly dependent, that is one cannot be implemented without implementing the other. The third relationship structure are conflicts with other requirements. If a requirement creates a conflict to another requirement, implementing one of them makes it harder or even impossible to implement the other. These relationships help deepening the understanding for the problem on hand and how different aspects play together. Once a concrete architecture has been developed, they also help to guide requirements evolution. If a certain requirement changes they point to related requirements that might also need to be adjusted or at least thought about.

This leads to the following attributes for individual requirements:

| Req. ID: | Identifier of the requirement |
| Parent Req.: | Parent requirement in the requirements hierarchy (if any) |
| Goals: | High-level goals the requirement is supporting |
| Description: | A one-sentence specification of the requirement, including placeholder values for concretization |
| Rationale: | Reasoning or justification for the requirement |
| Dependencies: | Dependencies to other requirements and their type (complementary / strongly dependent) |
| Conflicts: | Conflicts to other requirements and their type (competing / impossible) |
| Literature: | References to literature that supports this requirement |

### 3.2 Requirements Description

This section will now instantiate the requirements template with concrete requirements and is structured after the overarching goals to handle data volume, data velocity, data variety and data veracity as well as to create value as described in Chapter 3.1. Each section starts with an overview diagram of the requirements categorized under the respective goal, and their dependencies and conflicts with each other, but also with requirements corresponding to other goals. The relationship between requirements get displayed as plus, equal or minus signs. A plus sign indicates complementary requirements, that is implementing one of the requirements will make it easier or support to fulfil the other one. An equal sign shows that two requirements are strongly dependent on each other and variables specified in both should be synchronized. It e.g. makes no sense to built a system, that can extract data of a certain format, but cannot process or store it. Finally, a minus sign refers to competing requirements, that is implementing one of them will make it harder to implement the other one. For such requirements there is typically the need to establish some trade-off. Requirements are furthermore coloured to depict their categorization. See Figure 3.1 for a legend of those colours. The left side of the figure shows the colours of the overarching goals, while the right side shows the colours of related requirements. Afterwards the different requirements will be listed and described in more detail.
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

3.2.1 Requirements aimed at Handling Data Volume

Volume Requirements Overview

Handling a growing volume of data obviously adheres to the ability to store that data\footnote{see requirement VOL1} and to process it with the aim of getting valuable results. While requirements specifying the concrete processing functionality are mainly part of Chapter 3.2.5 and described in the context of creating value, some requirements need to be fulfilled to enable processing in the advent of data value. First, the system should provide the necessary query performance\footnote{see requirement VOL3}, that is responding to queries within a certain time frame or with a certain latency, given a static data volume. Second, the system needs to be scalable\footnote{see requirement VOL2}, in the sense that it allows to add additional resources, to keep that query performance stable if the data volume grows \cite{45, 132, 141}.

Storage, performance and scalability all influence each other. If the system stores and uses a lot of data, this volume makes it harder to provide a reasonable query performance, while scalability supports meeting the performance requirement in the case of larger data volume stored in the system. This also means, that a large data volume and a high-volume storage requirement put pressure onto the scalability requirement, as the system needs to be more scalable to process that amount of stored data.
Furthermore, there is typically a trade-off between the required amount of storage and administrative or system management requirements. The later often require to store additional metadata and therefore increase the storage need. Another factor is the pre-calculation of intermediate results, rules and models, which can again help to increase the query performance, but also to handle velocity requirements. The later is also true for an improvement of performance in itself.

On the other hand, it is also possible to conduct measures and formulate respective requirements to help managing and decreasing the necessary storage. This is typically part of the notion of data lifecycle management, mainly data archiving and data compression. Another option is to filter out unnecessary data during the extraction process and only store what is needed. In general, one should note, that the requirements for data extraction and data storage should be synchronized. This is especially true because data storage is labelled as a volume requirement, but also has a variety component. In most cases it does not make sense to require the storage of particular data formats if data sources of this format are not to be extracted. There might be exceptions, e.g. data that gets extracted and is directly processed for an analytics task without this data be persisted in the meantime. However, these parameters should be synchronized and if there is a gap between both, there should be specific and documented reason for it.
Volume Requirements Specification

Table 3.1: Requirement VOL1 - Storing the Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VOL1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VOL, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall store data up to a volume of (&lt;p1: specify data volume&gt;) in the following formats (&lt;p2: specify required data formats&gt;).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to data volume and data variety as described in Chapters 2.1.2 and 2.1.4. Obviously, a system aiming at analysing large amounts of data also needs to store this data and the results. If data storage involves a lot of different formats, it makes sense to use this as a general requirement and create a sub-requirement for each data format that needs to be stored.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR1: Extracted data obviously needs to get stored. The formats specified in both requirements should be consistent. &lt;br&gt;VAR1.1: Filtering out data decreases the storage need. &lt;br&gt;VAL4.1: Compressing data decreases the data volume and therefore the amount of storage needed. &lt;br&gt;VAL4.2: Archiving data decreases the data volume and therefore the amount of storage needed. &lt;br&gt;VEL1.2: Similar to the extraction of data-at-rest, streaming data acquired for later used needs to get stored. If streaming data needs to get acquired, requirements should be synchronized and the respective data format regarded for storage.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VOL2, VOL3: The more data needs to be stored, the more scalable the system needs to be to handle the data and the harder it gets to provide performance. &lt;br&gt;VAR4.1: Storing additional metadata increases the storage need. &lt;br&gt;VEL1.1.1.2: Pre-calculated intermediate results, models or rules need to be stored and therefore increase the storage volume required.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Requirement VOL2 - Scaling with Growing Data Volume and Workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VOL2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-functional: Scalability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VOL, VEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall be scalable, in the sense that the processed data volume per time unit can be improved by adding hardware resources while making use of the additional resources in a linear manner with a factor of at least (&lt;p1: define scaling factor&gt;).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Fulfilling this requirement ensures, that the system can be enhanced with hardware resources to keep the response time constant on the level specified in VEL1, while the data volume is increasing over time. As described in Chapter 2.1.2, data volume is expected to be growing and it is necessary to efficiently (see the scaling factor) scale the system with that data volume.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL3: Scalability allows to keep performance while growing the data volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VOL1: The more data needs to be stored, the more scalable the system needs to be to handle the data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>([45, 132, 141])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: Requirement VOL3 - Providing Sufficient Performance when Answering Queries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VOL3</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-functional: Query Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VOL, VEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall respond to a query that involves &lt;p1: define amount of data&gt; within a response time of &lt;p2: define response time&gt;, while the system runs on &lt;p3: define base hardware configuration&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement also supports timeliness mentioned in Chapter 2.1.3, but it refers to query performance in general. While timeliness refers to analysing and getting results directly when data flows in, query performance is also applicable for batch processing of data and processing stored data at later point in time. Performance is of course, one of the supporting factors to achieve timeliness, but reasonable performance is also necessary for batch and ad-hoc processing to ensure user satisfaction. If necessary VOL3 can be decomposed into sub-requirements, which specify necessary query performance dependent to the analysis tasks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL2: Ensuring a constant response time with growing data volume requires scalability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VEL1.1.1.1: Query performance supports the timely analysis of inflowing data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VEL1.1.1.2: Pre-calculated intermediate results, models or rules can, if they are applicable, improve the performance of queries in general.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAL2.3: The abstraction away from implementation details in declarative query languages typically allows query translation and execution in those languages to be highly optimized, both logically and physically. Therefore it frees programmers from doing this optimization in lower level code and prevents the usage of unoptimized code.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VOL1: The more data needs to be stored, the harder it gets to provide performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Requirements aimed at Handling Data Velocity

Velocity Requirements Overview

Requirements aiming at velocity mainly tackle the idea of stream processing [62], that is to process data directly while it flows in. The challenge here lies in the speed of the incoming data and is therefore best reflected by a couple of non-functional requirements, which pose constraints on the rate of processing of incoming data. As described in Section 3.2.2, there can be distinguished between two parts of that challenge.

One is to create insights from the inflowing data and react on it in time [166, 213]. That is the timeliness challenge ⁷ [45]. This can be broken down into two phases of the feedback loop, analysing inflowing data ⁸ and reacting according to this insights ⁹ [11, 231]. As the reference architecture presented in this thesis focusses on the analytical site of ‘big data’, the reaction itself will be out of scope and part of an operational system. It is however required to communicate with that system and to trigger the reaction. Handling the timeliness challenge typically does not allow to do a deep analysis

---

⁷ see requirement VEL1.1 and sub-requirements  
⁸ see requirements VEL1.1.1 and sub-requirements  
⁹ see requirement VEL1.1.2 and sub-requirement
and compare inflowing data against a large amount if historical data, but requires the pre-calculation of models or rules the streaming data can be matched against\textsuperscript{10}.

The other challenge is handling the acquisition rate\textsuperscript{11}. This refers to acquiring data from data streams and storing it in the system [45, 147, 213] and typically to processing a large amount of rather small transactions while maintaining a persistent state.

There is a natural interaction between velocity and volume requirements. It is intuitively clear, that the data volume gets bigger, the faster data flows in. The overarching goals of volume and velocity are therefore already interwoven. On the requirements level this leads to an obvious conflict between the acquisition rate and data storage. The higher the acquisition rate, the more data will be stored over time and the harder it will get to store all of them. The pre-calculation of models also slightly stretches the storage requirements, as those models need to be stored. On the other hand, these models can improve the general query performance if they are applicable during the query processing. Furthermore, the acquisition rate challenge can be made easier, by filtering out data and decreasing the effective inflow rate, that is the rate of inflowing data that actually needs to be stored. On the other hand, requiring the extraction of metadata during the inflow takes time, slows down the process and makes it harder to confirm with the required acquisition rate.

\textsuperscript{10}see requirement VEL1.1.1.2
\textsuperscript{11}see requirement VEL1.2 and sub-requirement
### Velocity Requirements Specification

**Table 3.4:** Requirement VEL1 - Handling Streaming Data while it is flowing in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Handle Streaming Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall handle data while it is flowing in with a rate of up to &lt;p1: specify inflow rate&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to data stream processing and handling velocity as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It is a parent requirement to contain timeliness and acquisition rate as the main challenges of stream processing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[11, 45, 62, 83, 92, 141, 147, 166, 213, 231]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.5:** Requirement VEL1.1 - Reacting on-time to Streaming Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Analyse Streaming Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall conduct analysis tasks on streaming data, create insights as specified in VEL1.1.1 and react to them as specified in VEL1.1.2 while data is flowing in with a rate as specified in VEL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the timeliness problem and the feedback loop as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It is an overarching requirement, which contains the analysis of streaming data and the reaction to it and represents the feedback loop as a whole. It allows to directly react to in-flowing business transactions and increase business agility.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[11, 45, 62, 92, 166, 213, 231]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.6:** Requirement VEL1.1.1 - Creating Insights from Streaming Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Create Insights from Data Streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall conduct analysis tasks on streaming data and create insights as specified in &lt;p1: specify functional requirements that describe the actual data analysis steps&gt; while data is flowing in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the timeliness problem as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It addresses the first part of the feedback loop, that is to timely create insights on inflowing data and is a parent requirement to functional requirements &lt;p1&gt;, which specify the single steps and methods for analysing streaming data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.2: Creating insights from streaming data is just one part of the feedback loop. These insights need to be applied and reacted on. &lt;p1&gt;: Add dependencies to the functional requirements that specify the analysis tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[11, 45, 62, 92, 166, 213, 231]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.7: Requirement VEL1.1.1.1 - Creating Insights from Streaming Data - Timeliness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1.1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Timeliness Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall create insights from streaming data as specified in VEL1.1.1 within a time frame of $&lt;p1$: specify time acceptable for generating insights $&gt;$ while data is flowing in with a rate as specified in VEL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the timeliness problem as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It addresses the first part of the feedback loop, that is to timely create insights on inflowing data and specifies the time horizon that is acceptable for creating those insights.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL3: Timely analysis of streaming data gets supported by query performance in cases where it involves querying existing data within the system. VEL1.1.1.2: Pre-calculated models or rules can directly be applied to inflowing data and rapidly improve the analysis time compared to analysing it against all stored data. VEL1.1.2.1: The timely analysis and insight creation from streaming data is a necessary prerequisite for reacting on streaming data in-time, the faster insights are created the faster they can be applied.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[11, 45, 62, 92, 166, 213, 231]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Requirement VEL1.1.1.2 - Creating Insights from Streaming Data - Pre-computation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1.1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Pre-calculate models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall pre-compute the following rules and models $&lt;p1$: specify models to pre-compute $&gt;$ from the persistent data available in the system and apply these models to process streaming-in data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>The analysis of inflowing data often involves comparing the new data to a large amount of similar, historical data. It is not feasible to do this in real-time. Therefore it is necessary to create rules or models that are applicable to the streaming data to create the required insights, but also to create suitable index structures to quickly find relevant historical data for comparison. This combines analysis at-rest to process large amounts of available data to compute applicable models with real-time analysis to apply these models to inflowing data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.1.1: Pre-calculated models or rules can directly be applied to inflowing data and rapidly improve the analysis time compared to analysing it against all stored data. VOL3: Pre-calculated intermediate results, models or rules can, if they are applicable, improve the performance of queries in general.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VOL1: Pre-calculated intermediate results, models or rules need to be stored and therefore increase the storage volume required.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45][231, pp. 9-14]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.9: Requirement VEL1.1.2 - Using Insights from Streaming Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Apply Insights from Data Streams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall communicate the insights from VEL1.1.1 as specified in &lt;p1: specify functional requirements that describe to which systems or recipients and in which format insights should be communicated&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the timeliness problem as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It addresses the second part of the feedback loop, that is to react to inflowing data in (near) real-time. Note, that the actual reaction to inflowing data will not happen within the analytical system, which is in scope of this reference architecture, but the insights will be sent back to operational systems or as alerts to employees to be handled. The actual reaction is out of scope of this reference architecture. This requirement is a parent requirement to functional requirements &lt;p1&gt;, which specify formats, steps and partners of the communication.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Dependencies:    | VEL1.1.1: To communicate, apply and react on insights from streaming data, these insight obviously need to be created first.  
<p1>: Add dependencies to the functional requirements that specify how, in which formats and to which systems / recipients to communicate the insights |
| Conflicts:       | -        |
| Literature:      | [11, 45, 62, 92, 166, 213, 231] |

### Table 3.10: Requirement VEL1.1.2.1 - Using Insights from Streaming Data - Timeliness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.1.2.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Timeliness Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.2</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall communicate the insights from VEL1.1.1 as specified in VEL1.1.2 within a time frame of &lt;p1: specify time acceptable for communicating insights&gt; while data is flowing in with a rate as specified in VEL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the timeliness problem as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It addresses the second part of the feedback loop, that is to timely react to insights on inflowing data and specifies the time horizon that is acceptable for communicating those insights to operational systems.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VEL1.1.1.1: The timely analysis and insight creation from streaming data is a necessary prerequisite for reacting on streaming data in-time, the faster insights are created they faster they can be applied.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[11, 45, 62, 92, 166, 213, 231]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

Table 3.11: Requirement VEL1.2 - Acquiring and Processing Streaming Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Process Streaming Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall process and acquire data as specified in <code>&lt;p1: specify functional requirements that describe how and which parts of the streaming data should be acquired and pre-processed&gt;</code> and store it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the acquisition rate challenge as described in Chapter 2.1.3. It allows to acquire very fast inflowing data for later use and to create a basis for large OLTP-like workload. This requirement is a parent requirement to functional requirements <code>&lt;p1&gt;</code>, which specify acquisition and pre-processing of streaming data before it gets stored. Note that pre-processing only refers to steps that are necessary before storing the data for later analytical use and not to operational processing of streaming data, which is out of scope of this reference architecture.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL1: Similar to the extraction of data-at-rest, streaming data acquired for later used needs to get stored. If streaming data needs to get acquired, requirements should be synchronized and the respective data format should be regarded for storage.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 83, 141, 147, 213]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12: Requirement VEL1.2.1 - Acquiring and Processing Streaming Data - Acquisition Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VEL1.2.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Acquisition Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VEL1.2</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VEL, VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall acquire, pre-process and store streaming data as specified in VEL1.2 with an acquisition rate of <code>&lt;p1: specify acquisition rate&gt;</code> while data is flowing in with a rate as specified in VEL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to the acquisition rate challenge as described in Chapter 2.1.3 and could also be referred to as ‘write performance’. It specifies the necessary acquisition rate. The acquisition rate should typically be equal to the rate of in-flowing data or smaller in cases where not all in-flowing data needs to be acquired.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR1.1: Filtering out data decreases the amount of data to store and therefore decreases the necessary acquisition rate and write performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VAR4.2: Extracting additional metadata during the data acquisition process decreases prolongs the acquisition process and makes it harder to achieve the acquisition rate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 83, 141, 147, 213]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.3 Requirements aimed at handling data variety

To not mess up the requirements visualization and keep it somehow simple, it is split up into two parts. The first part describes the requirements that aim at extracting information of varied sources and integrating it\(^\text{12}\). The second part describes managing metadata to describe the data and sources and to keep them manageable and understandable\(^\text{13}\).

Variety Requirements Overview - Part 1

As described in Chapter 2.1.4, variety refers to deriving information from several, heterogeneous data sources\(^{[45, 83, 166]}\)\(^\text{[202], pp. 10-12,143-209]}\). Doing this can be regarded as a 3-step process. First, data needs to get extracted from these sources and loaded into the ‘big data’ system\(^\text{14}\). One important measure to consider for data extraction, is data filtering\(^\text{15}\)\(^\text{[45]}\). This can help to satisfy several other requirements, namely to decrease the storage needs, to decrease the acquisition rate needs and to decrease uncertainty.

---

\(^\text{12}\)see Figure 3.4
\(^\text{13}\)see Figure 3.5
\(^\text{14}\)see requirement VAR1
\(^\text{15}\)see requirement VAR1.1
As a second step, in the case of unstructured or sometimes semi-structured data\textsuperscript{16}, there is a need to impose some structure, that can later be used for analysing the data\textsuperscript{17}. Information extraction is the process of extracting this structure, e.g. in the form of entities mentioned in a text or a sentiment expressed by the author \cite{45, 46, 104}. Typically there is a need to manage and apply several extractors to extract different kinds of information\textsuperscript{18}. Identifying the sentiment of a text can be quite different from resolving entities \cite{45, 46}.

The third step is to integrate data from different sources, so they can be queried and analysed together to create overarching insights, that are not available from analysing different sources in isolation. On a higher level this means integrating multi-structured data\cite{83, 141}, after the necessary information extraction has been done as a pre-step. On a lower level, this means the general integration of heterogeneous data based on schema- and entity integration\textsuperscript{19}. Schema integration refers to defining a general, overarching schema and mapping the different data sources to it. This includes mappings and transformations on the field level, e.g. splitting a ‘name’ field into two fields ‘first name’ and ‘surname’ or calculation a field ‘salary before taxes’ to ‘salary after taxes’. There is also a great dependency between schema integration and metadata management. Schema integration requires high quality metadata and information about the schemas of the different data sources to finally map those schema onto an integrated one. Entity integration refers to identifying unique entities on the row level and collapsing information that are spread over several rows and data sources, but are actually about the same entity or object. Examples are collapsing information about two people ‘M. Maier’ and ‘Markus Maier’ or identifying that two keys refer to the same entity based on a mapping table.

As described in Chapter 2.1.4, it is however important to note, that it can be necessary to allow data analysts to access the raw source data\textsuperscript{20}. If this is the case, raw data needs to be stored in the system in the same form as it gets extracted from the sources. The decision is then, either to build a virtual, integrated schema, which can be queried and transparently transforms the query into sub-queries onto the different raw data sources based on a set of mapping and transformation rules, or to run information extraction and integration tasks as a regular batch job and store a persistent, integrated schema additionally to the raw data. This is obviously a trade-off between a decreased storage need (first option) and a performance gain for all analysis tasks, that can directly run on the integrated schema (second option).

**Variety Requirements Specification - Part 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall extract data in the following formats &lt;p1: specify required data formats&gt; from the following sources &lt;p2: specify required data sources&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{16}see requirement VAR2
\textsuperscript{17}see requirement VAR2.1
\textsuperscript{18}see requirements VAR2.1.1 and VAR2.1.2
\textsuperscript{19}see requirements VAR3.1 and VAR3.2
\textsuperscript{20}see requirement VAR3.3
CHAPTER 3. REQUIREMENTS FRAMEWORK

**Table 3.14:** Requirement VAR1.1 - Filtering Data during the Extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Filtering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VOL, VEL, VAR, VER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall filter out data extracted from sources based on the following rules &lt;p1: specify filter rules&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>It is often the case, that only parts of the data from a source are needed or valuable for the analysis. In this cases it is reasonable to filter out unnecessary parts of the data. This can help to decrease the storage need and handle the acquisition rate challenge. It can also be reasonable to filter out very untrustworthy data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL1: Filtering out data decreases the storage need</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL1.2.1: Filtering out data decreases the amount of data to store and therefore decreases the necessary acquisition rate and write performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VER1: Filtering out untrustworthy data can help to decrease the total uncertainty of the data within the system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 83, 166][202, pp. 10-12,143-209]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.15:** Requirement VAR2 - Handling Data in Multiple Structures and Formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Multi-structured data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall handle multistructured data in the following formats &lt;p1: specify required data formats&gt; and from the following source &lt;p2: specify required data sources&gt;, where handling means to store them, manage them, extract the necessary information and apply analysis tasks as specified in the other requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement is directly related to data variety as described in Chapter 2.1.4 and adresses the diversity of structures. It is a parent requirement for several other requirements that tackle the challenge of data formats with different levels of structure. If a lot of different formats are involved, it makes sense to use this as a general requirement and create a sub-requirement for each source from which data needs to be acquired. &lt;p1&gt; can refer to structured, semi-structured (e.g. XML files possibly connected to a schema definition, but also concrete HTML pages) and unstructured (text, video and audio) data sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45][203, pp. 138-139]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

Dependencies: VOL1: Handling multi-structured data is the more general requirement, while the storage of the data is one of the necessary requirements to accomplish that. The formats specified in both requirements should be consistent.
VAR1: It obviously makes only sense to extract data if it can also be handled. The formats specified in both requirements should be consistent.

Conflicts: 

Literature: [45, 46, 83, 130, 141, 166]

| Table 3.16: Requirement VAR2.1 - Extracting Information from Unstructured Data |
|---------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Req. ID: VAR2.1     | Req. Type:       | Functional: Information Extraction |
| Parent Req.: VAR2   | Goals:           | VAR, VAL         |
| Description: The system shall extract (additional) machine-readable information from the following formats <p1: specify data formats> and from the following source <p2: specify required data sources> and therefore impose structure onto this data. |
| Rationale: This requirement is directly related to data variety as described in Chapter 2.1.4 and is a sub-requirement for VAR2. To generally handle multi-structured data it is first necessary, to extract machine-processable information out of the data and set it in relation to impose some structure. |
| Dependencies: VAR2: Information extraction is a sub-requirement of generally handling multi-structured data. <p1> should be a subset of the data formats specified in VAR2, as there might be sources that do not require information extraction to be processed (e.g. relational, but also semi-structured data like XML files) |
| Conflicts: - |
| Literature: [45, 46, 104] |

| Table 3.17: Requirement VAR2.1.1 - Applying Multiple Extractors for Information Extraction |
|---------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Req. ID: VAR2.1.1   | Req. Type:       | Functional: Apply extractors |
| Parent Req.: VAR2.1 | Goals:           | VAR, VAL         |
| Description: The system shall host and manage several extractors using different information extraction techniques and algorithms and apply a configurable subset of them to data from different sources. |
| Rationale: As Agrawal et al. point out [46], it is to be expected that a variety of extractors will be used to extract information from one and the same source. This can be valuable to tune the information extraction to a particular data source or the analysis task at hand. It is also the case, that different information extractors aim at different types of information (e.g. entities, relationships or sentiment). It can make sense to create additional sub-requirements that list the necessary extractors and map them to data sources. This also depends on how closely data sources and information extractors are coupled and how flexible the linking should be. |
| Dependencies: VAR2.1: Information Extraction is one necessary step to handle multi-structured data.) VAR2.1.2: The information extracted by independent extractors needs to stored and accessible in an integrated manner. |
| Conflicts: - |
| Literature: [46] |
### Table 3.18: Requirement VAR2.1.2 - Storing and Managing Multiple Extractors for Information Extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR2.1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Store extractors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR2.1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall store the information extracted by different extractors according to requirement VAR2.1.1 in a structured form in one integrated data model and related to the source data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Information extracted from semi- and unstructured source data, needs to be stored in an integrated way, so it is easier to keep an overview over the available information as well as how and from which source data it got created. This information also needs to be available for further analysis tasks and for end-users to search through.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR2.1: Information Extraction is one necessary step to handle multi-structured data. VAR2.1.1: The information extracted by independent extractors needs to stored and accessible in an integrated manner.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.19: Requirement VAR3 - Integrating Data from Varied Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR3</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall integrate heterogeneous data from the following sources &lt;p1: specify data sources&gt; and with the following formats &lt;p2: specify data formats&gt; into an unified view.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As described in Chapter 2.1.4 analysis tasks in the ‘big data’ environment often span data from several sources involving several data formats and schemas, to do this in a meaningful way it is necessary to impose a global schema on top of the different sources and to harmonize data semantics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR1, VOL1: The data that gets integrated needs first to extracted and stored. The data sources and formats specified in VAR3 should therefore be a subset of those specified in VAR1 and VOL1, as it might be the case that not all extracted sources need to be integrated, e.g. if data from one source is only needed for a separated analysis task.) VAR2.1: Information extraction is a necessary pre-step for integrating multi-structured data. Unstructured sources and formats that are listed in VAR 3, should also be listed in VAR2.1. VER1: Data integration can resolve some of the issues of uncertainty, e.g. bei harmonizing entities and adopting values from other data sources. VER1.1: An improved data quality by completing and correcting values can make it easier to do the data integration step.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 67, 83, 128, 130, 169, 212]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

Table 3.20: Requirement VAR3.1 - Integrating the Schema of Data from Varied Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR3.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Schema Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR3</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall maintain a global schema and a semantic mapping of the schemas of the different data sources specified in VAR3 onto that global schema. The global schema should be $&lt;p1:\text{virtual} / \text{persisted}&gt;$.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As described in Chapter 2.1.4 and Chapter 2.1.6 data needs to be combined from different sources to provide overarching insights and value. However, even in case of structured or semi-structured sources, their structure or schema typically differs. A global schema is an unique schema, visible to the users, which is mapped to the schemas of the source data. This schema can be either virtual, that is queries to the global schema are translated according to the mapping and passed to the original data sources on runtime, or persistent, that is the original source data is transformed according to the mapping rules and stored in the global schema before runtime. In a concrete architecture, it can make sense to add requirements to fix the (most important parts of the) global schema and the (most important) mapping rules.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR2.1, VAR2.1.2: Extracting information and impose structure onto unstructured data is a necessary pre-step to integrate that data and map it to a global schema. ) VAR3.2: If both, schema integration and entity integration, are to be persistent, they can use the same intermediate storage layer for their persistence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 73, 83, 128, 130, 169, 212]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.21: Requirement VAR3.2 - Integrating Entities from Data from Varied Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR3.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Entity Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR3</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall be able maintain rules to resolve and match similar entities, that is to identify tuples and field values that refer to the same entity and collapse them. This should be done $&lt;p1:\text{virtually} / \text{persistent}&gt;$.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As described in Chapter 2.1.4 data needs to be combined from different sources to provide overarching insights. However, it is very probable that different sources refer to the same entity or object with different names or keys. There can even be duplicates of objects which are referred to by different names or keys within a single source. The system should be able to recognize these and integrate tuples which refer to the same object into one tuple to provide an integrated and more consistent view onto this object. This can not only happen for identifiers of tuples, but also for attribute values within a tuple. It is also typical to happen for information extracted from unstructured data, as those data sources typically do not use a unique key to refer to an entity. The resolution can either be virtual, that is the rules are applied at runtime, or persistent, that is entities are collapsed before runtime and stored as a single tuple.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR2.1, VAR2.1.2: Extracting information and entities from unstructured data is a necessary pre-step to integrate these entities with objects from other sources.) VAR3.1: If both, schema integration and entity integration, are to be persistent, they can use the same intermediate storage layer for their persistence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.22: Requirement VAR3.3 - Providing Access to Original Source Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR3.3</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Original Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR3</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall enable users and analysis tasks to directly access the original source data without any pre-processing or integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>In some cases, inconsistencies and noise in the data sources are part of the analysis task or can provide additional insights. In cases, where schema and entity integration are not persistent, it can sometimes also be necessary to avoid the virtual integration step for performance reasons. In those cases, the necessary amount of integration and handling connection between different data sources needs to be handled within the analysis task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR3.1, VAR3.2: Accessing original sources means bypassing the functionality specified in schema and entity integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 67, 83, 110, 130, 212, 225]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variety Requirements Overview - Part 2
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Figure 3.5: Requirements Visualization: Data Variety View 2 - Metadata Management
The management of metadata\textsuperscript{21} is necessary to allow users to get an overview of available data in the system, to understand that data and its semantics, to work with it, but also to administrate the system as a whole [45, 96, 97]. It also helps to users to understand the certainty and quality of the data, to determine which questions they can ask and to estimate how much they can rely on a certain analysis result. Therefore metadata management supports the handling of uncertainty in the data. Furthermore, as mentioned above, it also supports the integration of data from different sources.

Metadata management mainly consists of four parts. Metadata obviously needs to get created during the normal data extraction process\textsuperscript{22} and it needs to get stored in relation to the actual data\textsuperscript{23}. Therefore, metadata also poses some drawbacks. It can slightly slow down the extraction process and conflicts with the acquisition rate challenge. It also increases the storage need. On the other hand, several information necessary to fulfill other requirements namely the tracking of trustworthiness, also get stored as metadata. Furthermore, metadata is necessary to enable users with an effective, ad-hoc discovery of data and data sources. However, metadata does not only need to be extracted and stored, it also needs to be collected along the whole data processing. It should be possible for users to track the data provenance and to track analysis results all the way back to identify from which data sources the involved data was extracted and which data integration, information extraction and other steps have been conducted on it\textsuperscript{24} [45]. It should also be possible for administrators and users to inspect the stored metadata and modify it, if needed\textsuperscript{25}.

### Variety Requirements Specification - Part 2

#### Table 3.23: Requirement VAR4 - Managing Metadata of Data from Varied Sources and during Processing it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR4</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Manage Metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall gather and store metadata to describe:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- the data source structure, schema and recording method
- the data structures used within the system
- analysis techniques and processing steps within the system
- for data items from which source they are from and which processing steps have already been conducted (data provenance)
- operational information about the analysis processes

**Rationale:** As described in Chapter 2.1.4, the management of metadata is important to keep an overview of the data available to and within the system and its structure, it is important for users to put analysis results into context and to judge the reliability of those results, it is important for integrating data with different structure and schema, it is important to query developers to determine which data they can use and which semantics this data has and it is important for operators to administrate the system.

**Dependencies:** VER1: Managing metadata helps to handle uncertainty, as metadata describes the available data, its structure and how it got recorded and as it allows users to set the data into context and judge its trustworthiness.

\textsuperscript{21} see requirement VAR4 and sub-requirements
\textsuperscript{22} see requirement VAR4.2
\textsuperscript{23} see requirement VAR4.1
\textsuperscript{24} see requirement VAR4.3
\textsuperscript{25} see requirement VAR4.4
VAL1.3.1: The data discovery and navigation through the available data and
data sources relies on the stored metadata about this data and this data sources.
The availability of metadata is a necessary prerequisite.

| Conflicts: | - |
| Literature: | [45, 169, 202] |

Table 3.24: Requirement VAR4.1 - Storing Metadata Related to the Data it Describes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR4.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Store Metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR4</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall store metadata using the following data structures &lt;p1: describe format / schema of the structures&gt; and directly related to the data or structures it describes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Metadata of different data and structures needs to get stored in an integrated way, so it is easier to administrate, navigate through and use the metadata. It should be directly linked to the data or structures it describes as typically both data and its metadata get used together.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VER1.3: When computing the metric to track trustworthiness it needs to be stored as metadata within the metadata structures. VAR4.2,4.3: Metadata automatically extracted from sources and during data provenance need to be stored within the metadata storage structures. VAR4.4: To inspect the metadata it is necessary to access the metadata storage structures. When metadata gets manipulated during the inspection, the changes need to be written back. VAL1.4: The data discovery and navigation through the available data and data sources relies on the stored metadata about this data and this data sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VOL1: Storing metadata additionally to the data itself increases the storage need.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 169]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.25: Requirement VAR4.2 - Extracting Metadata during Data Extraction from Varied Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR4.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Extract Metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR4</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall additionally extract the following metadata in the following formats &lt;p1: specify metadata formats, e.g. microformats&gt; when extracting data from:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Data source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Structure of the data source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recording method of the data in the data source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

Rationale: To work with data it is important to know where it comes from, how it was recorded or measured there and in which structure it was store before it got transformed to the data structures used in the system. It allows users to put analysis results into context and to judge the reliability of those results, it allows query developers to determine what semantics and structure their input data has, it gives an overview about which data sources are already leveraged within the system and it provides information for integrating data from different sources.

Dependencies: VAR3.1, VAR3.2, VAR3.3: Extracting metadata from the sources provides necessary information to process schema and entity integration and it gives information about the structure for directly accessing the original source data. VAR4.1: Metadata automatically extracted from data sources needs to be stored within the metadata storage structures.

Conflicts: VEL1.2.1: Extracting additional metadata during the data extraction process decreases the performance and makes it harder to achieve the acquisition rate.

Literature: [45, 169]

| Table 3.26: Requirement VAR4.3 - Tracking Provenance and Processing History for Data |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Req. ID:        | VAR4.3          | Req. Type:      | Functional: Track Provenance |
| Parent Req.:    | VAR4            | Goals:          | VAR, VER, VAL |
| Description:    | The system shall collect metadata during the processing of data to track the provenance for data sets within the system, that is their source and which processing steps where conducted to them. |
| Rationale:      | According to [45] it is important to track the provenance of data during the analysis process to resolve dependencies to other steps in the case of error in one processing step and to allow users to put analysis results into context and to judge the reliability of those results. |
| Dependencies:   | VER1.3: The computation of a metric to track trustworthiness of data relies on information about the provenance of this data. VAR4.1: Metadata about data provenance automatically extracted during data processing needs to be stored within the metadata storage structures. |
| Conflicts:      | -               |
| Literature:     | [45, 169]       |
Table 3.27: Requirement VAR4.4 - Enabling Manual Inspection and Adjustment of Metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAR4.4</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Inspect Metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAR4</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAR, VER, VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall allow administrators and users to inspect the available metadata for each data source, data item, data structure etc. and to adjust metadata they consider to be incorrect.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>To provide an overview of available data and data sources it is necessary for users and administrators to inspect the metadata about them. In some cases the extraction of metadata for a source can be faulty or incomplete. In this case it makes sense for administrators to adjust this metadata.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR4.4: To inspect the metadata it is necessary to access the metadata storage structures. When metadata gets manipulated during the inspection, the changes need to be written back.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Requirements aimed at handling data veracity

Veracity Requirements Overview

Figure 3.6: Requirements Visualization: Data Veracity View
3.2 REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

Veracity requirements aim at managing uncertainty\(^{26}\). As described in Chapter 2.1.5, uncertainty is inherent in most ‘big data’ sources\(^{45, 130, 139, 231}\). There are generally two strategies to manage it. One is, to reduce uncertainty by improving the quality of the underlying data\(^{27}\). Improving the data quality also has the effect, that it typically supports the data integration. Improving the data quality comprehends two basic tasks, correcting incorrect values\(^{28}\) and completing missing ones\(^{29}\). There are several techniques available to do this, e.g. machine learning techniques to identify incorrect values and derive values for empty fields, simple mapping rules based on other fields or populating values from another data sources during or after the data integration step.

The second strategy is to allow for and expect quality problems in the data. Typically, that is even the case after data cleansing and quality improvements. In that case, it is necessary to give users the necessary information to estimate the trustworthiness of the data. It is even more important to provide with information about data provenance. It can help to define a metric for trustworthiness and calculate it based on the source, the underlying originates from, and on the trust into the different preprocessing steps\(^{30}\). After all, some of the preprocessing steps, e.g. information extractions, are based on statistical or machine learning techniques and therefore on probability or estimation\(^{45, 130}\). Obviously, tracking trustworthiness of data has a strong dependency to metadata management and especially the tracking of data provenance, as these provide the necessary input for the calculation.

### Veracity Requirements Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VER1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Manage Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VER, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall handle uncertain data, that is give meaningful results in the face of uncertain data and put those results into context.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This requirement directly concerns veracity and data uncertainty as discussed in Chapter 2.1.5. It is a parent requirement to group together sub-requirements that tackle uncertainty. Data of a source itself might be fuzzy and untrustworthy, but in the case of multiple sources it is probable that schemas and semantics differ and they are not always resolvable in an integration step, or that they even contain inconsistent and conflicting data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR1.1: Filtering out untrustworthy data can help to decrease the total uncertainty of the data within the system. VAR3: Data integration can resolve some of the issues of uncertainty, e.g. by harmonizing entities and adopting values from other data sources. VAR4: Managing metadata helps to handle uncertainty, as metadata describes the available data, its structure and how it got recorded and as it allows users to set the data into context and judge its trustworthiness.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 130, 139, 231]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{26}\) see requirement VER1  
\(^{27}\) see requirement VER1.1  
\(^{28}\) see requirement VER1.1.2  
\(^{29}\) see requirement VER1.1.1  
\(^{30}\) see requirement VER1.2
Table 3.29: Requirement VER1.1 - Improving Data Quality to Decrease Uncertainty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID: VER1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type: Functional: Improve Data Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.: VER1.1</td>
<td>Goals: VER, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The system shall improve data quality by cleaning data from the following sources &lt;p1: specify data sources&gt; and in the following formats &lt;p2: specify data formats&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale: As pointed out in Section 2.1.5, it is often the case that data of a data source is uncertain because of poor data quality. Cleaning imprecise, erroneous or incomplete data before analysing it can improve the data quality, decrease data uncertainty and improve quality of analysis results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies: VAR3: An improved data quality by completing and correcting values can make it easier to do the data integration step. VER1.1.1,VER1.1.2: Cleaning data consists of value completion and value correction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts: -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature: [45, 212]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.30: Requirement VER1.1.1 - Improving Data Quality - Complete Empty Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID: VER1.1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type: Functional: Value Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.: VER1.1</td>
<td>Goals: VER, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The system shall use the following techniques &lt;p1: specify techniques&gt; to fill empty fields with estimated values under the following conditions &lt;p2: specify conditions&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale: It is often the case, that fields important for data analysis are not propagated. In that case it can be reasonable to fill these fields with some technique (e.g. a machine learning technique, a simple transformation from other fields or adoption of the value from another data source). However, not every field is important and there are situations where an empty field is meaningful. Therefore it should be specified under which conditions (e.g. just specific fields) values should be derived.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies: VAR3.1,VAR3.2: If the schema and entities among data sources are integrated, empty fields in one data set can be derived from another data set. VER1.1: Value Completion is a child requirement of Improve Data Quality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts: -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature: [45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.31: Requirement VER1.1.2 - Improving Data Quality - Correct Wrong Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID: VER1.1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type: Functional: Value Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.: VER1</td>
<td>Goals: VER, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The system shall use the following conditions &lt;p1: specify conditions&gt; to identify untrustworthy or incorrect data and apply the following techniques &lt;p2: techniques&gt; to resolve the untrustworthiness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale: Conditions like error models or conflicting data between different sources can often be used to identify erroneous data values and these errors can be resolved with some technique (e.g a machine learning technique, a simple transformation from other fields or adoption of the value from another data source).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

**Dependencies:** VAR3.1, VAR3.2: If the schema and entities among data sources are integrated, it is possible to identify conflicting information and resolve these conflicts by comparing different data sets.

VER1: Value Correction is a child requirement of Manage Uncertainty.

**Conflicts:** -

**Literature:** [45]

| Table 3.32: Requirement VER1.2 - Informing Users about Trustworthiness of Data |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Req. ID: | VER1.2 | Req. Type: | Functional: Track Trustworthiness |
| Parent Req.: | VER1 | Goals: | VER, VAR |
| Description: | The system shall track the trustworthiness of data on the level of <p1: specify level to track trustworthiness> and calculate a trustworthiness metric in the following way <p2: specify method to calculate trustworthiness>. |
| Rationale: | As described in Chapter 2.1.5 even after integrating data, completing and correcting it as good as possible, it is still likely that some errors remain. This is even more true in cases, where data correction and integration is based on probability (e.g. when using some machine learning approaches). This uncertainty needs to be visible to the user, so he can evaluate the analysis results in context. Providing a metric of the trustworthiness of the underlying data can help in this process. This metric can be calculated on several levels (e.g. per attribute, entity or data source) and in many ways (e.g. giving a trust value to the data source and manipulating that trust value for all processing steps conducted to the data). |
| Dependencies: | VAR1, VAR2.1, VAR3.1, VAR3.2, VER1.1, VER1.2: The sources data is extracted from, the way to extract information from this data, the techniques for data integration, data completion and data correction can all influence the trustworthiness metric for that data. VAR4.1: When computing the metric to track trustworthiness of data it is necessary to access and use the stored metadata. Once the metric is computed, it needs to be stored within the metadata structures. |
| Conflicts: | - |
| Literature: | [45, 130] |

3.2.5 Requirements aimed at creating value

To not mess up the requirements visualization for value and keep to it somehow simple, it is split up into two parts. The first part describes the requirements that aim at the typical analysis tasks and the final interaction of the user within the system. The second part describes additional services or tasks the system must conduct to maintain or increase the value of the data.

**Value Requirements Overview - Part 1**

Value created from data mainly originates from the analysis tasks conducted over the data. The data analysis can broadly be classified into three categories. The first category comprises classical analysis techniques such as summarization, filtering, and sorting. The second category includes more complex analysis methods like classification, clustering, and regression. The third category consists of advanced techniques such as data mining and machine learning. Each category can be further divided into subcategories based on the specific analysis methods used.

---

31 see Figure 3.7
32 see Figure 3.8
33 see requirement VAL1
business reporting functionality. This is very similar to traditional data warehousing front-ends and refers to predefined and -calculated, often static reports and dashboards as well as classical OLAP navigation functionality\textsuperscript{34}. The second category refers to ad-hoc or interactive processing for power users to dig into the available data and conduct deeper analysis \textsuperscript{35}. It consists of mere discovery and navigation through the available data and metadata\textsuperscript{36} and of ad-hoc analytics or querying based on a declarative language, scripts or on some analytics package\textsuperscript{37}, e.g. R or SAS. This analysis is conducted ad-hoc and interactive, therefore the response time is an issue. Finally, the third category involves deep analytics tasks, that is complex analysis tasks over large amounts or all of the available data\textsuperscript{38}. These tasks typically take a lot of time and are processed during a batch job.

While the data analysis requirements mentioned above mainly describe direct functionality, several usability requirements can be considered, that allow users to interact with the system more effectively\textsuperscript{39}. First, the use of visualization techniques make it easier for users to interpret results\textsuperscript{40} and are typically prominent in dashboard and reports \textsuperscript{41, 132}. Therefore they directly support business reporting, but they can also be applied to ad-hoc analytics results, e.g. visualization functionality embedded in

\textsuperscript{34}see requirement VAL1.2
\textsuperscript{35}see requirement VAL1.3.1
\textsuperscript{36}see requirement VAL1.3.2
\textsuperscript{37}see requirement VAL1.1
\textsuperscript{38}see requirement VAL2 and sub-requirements
\textsuperscript{39}see requirement VAL2.1
analytics packages, and even for deep analytics results. Another requirement is to provide appropriate programming models and framework to enhance the productivity of programming analysis tasks within the system\textsuperscript{40} [132]. This directly supports deep analytics tasks, as those are typically developed on demand and need to be changed when analysis requirements change. It can, however, also support ad-hoc analytics and queries, in the case that they are formulated with scripting languages. Another, probably the most wide-spread, possibility is the use of declarative languages\textsuperscript{41} to formulate ad-hoc queries. The obvious example is SQL, but there are also new languages, which got developed within the ‘big data’ ecosystem, e.g. Pig or HiveQL. Declarative languages are in most cases also highly optimized and provide a level of optimization that is only hard and with a lot of effort to achieve in non-declarative languages. Therefore they can have a positive effect onto query performance. Finally, it can be considered to integrate and use analytics package or libraries, which provide often used functionality\textsuperscript{42}, e.g. machine learning algorithms. An example is Apache Mahout. This supports programmers productivity and these packages can often also be used to quickly formulate some ad-hoc analysis.

Another requirement, which is tightly connected with ad-hoc analytics, is the support of experimentation\textsuperscript{43}. Working with data and identifying or optimizing appropriate analysis techniques and parametrization of those techniques require experimentation by the data analysts. Furthermore, data from new sources might need to be experimented with, before a decision is made if they are to be acquired on a regular basis. This requires a sandbox approach, which allows analysts and programmers to ‘play’ with data in an isolated area. Experimentation gets supported by all usability requirements and by effective ad-hoc analytics possibilities.

### Value Requirements Specification - Part 1

**Table 3.33: Requirement VAL1 - Analysing the Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall conduct analysis tasks as specified in sub-requirements VAL1.1, VAL1.2 and VAL1.3 over data from the following sources &lt;p1: specify sources&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>The whole system is built with the reason to create insights by analysing data. Therefore, this requirement is obvious and the most important one. This is at least true, considering the scope of the reference architecture to exclude operational and transactional processing of ‘big data’. The analysis of data can be classified into 3 categories, which are represented by the sub-requirements. Also note, that &lt;p1&gt; needs not necessarily refer to original data sources, but can refer to data sets either persisted or virtual resulting from pre-processing steps, e.g. an data set integrated from several original sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL1.1, VAL1.2, VAL1.3: Data Analysis can be classified into Deep Analytics, Reporting and Ad-hoc Analytics represented by these sub-requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 62, 63, 83, 169, 195, 213]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{40} see requirement VAL2.2
\textsuperscript{41} see requirement VAL2.3
\textsuperscript{42} see requirement 2.4
\textsuperscript{43} see requirement VAL3
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Table 3.34: Requirement VAL1.1 - Batch-Processing the Data for Deep Analytics Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Deep Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall conduct the following deep analytics tasks &lt;p1: specify functional requirements that describe the necessary deep analytics tasks&gt; as batch-jobs over the following data sources &lt;p2: specify data sources&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As described in Section 2.1.6, ‘big data’ is also connected to a shift to more complex analysis methods including data mining, machine learning and simulation over large amounts of data. These tasks are typically too complex and take too much time to be done in an interactive fashion, but must be conducted during regular batch-jobs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL2.2: Deep Analytics tasks can typically not be formulated using declarative methods, but need to be programmed in a lower-level language. Methods to enhance programmer productivity, e.g. abstraction from lower-level concepts or from parallelisation, can therefore simplify and accelerate development of deep analytics tasks. Note that the data sources mentioned in &lt;p2&gt; should be a subset of the data sources specified in VAL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 62, 63, 83, 169, 213]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.35: Requirement VAL1.2 - Creating Standard Reports from Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall provide users with pre-calculated standard reports as specified in &lt;p1: specify functional requirements to describe standard reports&gt; with traditional OLAP-like navigation functionality using data from the following sources &lt;p2: specify data sources&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Not all end-users and decision makers that use results and insights from ‘big data’ analysis have the necessary skill or the time to formulate ad-hoc queries and directly interpret deep analytics results. Therefore, the system needs to create easy-to-understand standard reports and dashboards for frequently used data and analysis results. Note that the data sources mentioned in &lt;p2&gt; should be a subset of the data sources specified in VAL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL2.1: Standard reports and dashboards are typically targeted at business end-users and often use visualization techniques to present the data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[103]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.36: Requirement VAL1.3 - Enabling Users to formulate Ad-hoc Processing Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1.3</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Ad-hoc Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL1</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall enable users to interactively work with the available data and to query and analyse it in an ad-hoc manner.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 3.37: Requirement VAL1.3.1 - Enabling Users to Interactively Discover Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1.3.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Discovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL1.3</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL, VAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall provide users an overview of and enable them to navigate through all available data sources, data available in the system and already computed results for analysis tasks and single processing steps all together with the related metadata.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>To work with data it is obviously necessary for users to be able to discover the available data. They need to be able to navigate through the original raw data, through data along the different pre-processing steps and through the corresponding metadata. This allows them to identify data available to them, view example data and look up the format of this data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAR4: The data discovery and navigation through the available data and data sources relies on the stored metadata about this data and this data sources. The availability of metadata is a necessary prerequisite.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 63, 111, 195]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.38: Requirement VAL1.3.2 - Enabling Users to Perform Ad-hoc Analysis of Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL1.3.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Ad-hoc Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL1.3</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall provide users with an end-point to formulate and process ad-hoc queries and processing tasks over data from the following sources &lt;p1: specify data sources&gt; using the following methods &lt;p2: specify methods to formulate queries and processing tasks, e.g. query languages&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As mentioned in the parent requirement VAL1.3, querying and analysing data in an ad-hoc manner is important for power users to interactively work with data. Ad-hoc analysis can either be free or guided. Free methods specified in &lt;p2&gt; can e.g. involve declarative query languages, usage of analytical packages and tools such as SAS, R and Weka Explorer, but also scripting languages, e.g. Python. Guided ad-hoc analysis largely refers to multi-dimensional navigation through a data cube as represented by traditional OLAP tools. Note that the data sources mentioned in &lt;p1&gt; should be a subset of the data sources specified in VAL1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dependencies: VAL2.3, VAL2.4: Easy-to-use declarative languages and analytical packages enable users to quickly and easily write ad-hoc queries and to conduct ad-hoc analysis tasks.

VAL2.2: Programmer productivity measures can support ad-hoc analysis in those cases in which scripting languages are used, e.g. by the inclusion of libraries for that scripting language.

Conflicts: -

Literature: [45, 63, 102, 111, 195]

Table 3.39: Requirement VAL2 - Providing Functionalities in an Easy-to-Use Manner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Usability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall make it easy for users to explore available data, analysis results as well as results of intermediate steps and should support users in understanding and interpreting those results.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>This is a high-level requirement to comprise and structure the different usability requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL3: A system that easily allows users to quickly write scripts or prototypes, to formulate queries directly in some declarative language and to use analytical packages and tools for their tasks supports the experimentation with data and analysis techniques.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 132]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.40: Requirement VAL2.1 - Visualizing Data and Analysis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL2.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Visualization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall visualize the following data and analysis results &lt;p1: specify data to be visualized&gt; as specified in &lt;p2: specify functional requirements that describe the necessary visualization tasks&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Visualization allows users to grasp data and analysis results faster, more intuitively and supports them with interpreting these results.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL1.2: Standard reports and dashboards are typically targeted at business end-users and often use visualization techniques to present the data. &lt;p2&gt;: Add dependencies to the functional requirements that specify the visualization tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[45, 169, 213][108, pp. 65-68]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.41: Requirement VAL2.2 - Supporting Programmer Productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL2.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Programmer Productivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL2</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall support programmer productivity by allowing programmers to focus on the application logic while abstracting low-level implementation and infrastructure details away.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rationale: Programming ‘big data’ systems can involve a lot of low-level implementation and infrastructure details, such as handling parallelization. These tasks, if done manually, typically involve a lot of effort and require experienced programmers with a very specific skill set. This can make the development of functions for such a system rather expensive. Using a framework which takes over responsibility for and abstracts away from infrastructure functionality, e.g. a Map Reduce framework for handling distribution, lets programmers focus on the actual application logic, increases productivity and cuts down development cost. Increasing programming productivity also involves the inclusion and usage of software libraries in the system which implement lower level algorithms, e.g. Mahout or Weka.

Dependencies: VAL1.1: Deep Analytics tasks can typically not be formulated using declarative methods, but need to be programmed in a lower-level language. Methods to enhance programmer productivity, e.g. abstraction from lower-level concepts or from parallelisation, can therefore simplify and accelerate development of deep analytics tasks.
VAL1.3.1: Programmer productivity measures can support ad-hoc analysis in those cases in which scripting languages are used, e.g. by the inclusion of libraries for that scripting language.
VAL2.4: Analytical packages often allow to access included functions programmatically via APIs and can be used similar to libraries to increase programmer productivity, e.g. the distinction between the Weka library and the Weka Explorer UI on top.

Conflicts:

Literature: [132]

| Table 3.42: Requirement VAL2.3 - Enabling Users to Formulate Queries and Analysis Tasks Using Declarative Query Languages |
|---|---|
| **Req. ID:** | VAL2.3 |
| **Req. Type:** | Non-Functional: Declarative Query Languages |
| **Parent Req.:** | VAL2 |
| **Goals:** | VAL |
| **Description:** | The system shall provide an end-point that allows users to formulate queries and analysis tasks in the following declarative query language(s) <p1: specify declarative query languages> and process those queries over the following data sources <p2: specify data sources>. |
| **Rationale:** | Declarative are a powerful tool for doing analysis in an ad-hoc manner as they abstract away from implementation details. They are typically easier to learn and use for non-technical users compared to a lower level programming language. It is typically also faster to formulate a query in a declarative language than programming it in a lower level language. Note, that not all data sources might be feasible to be queried in a declarative manner, this might e.g. be difficult for unstructured text data. Therefore, the data sources that can be queried in this way are to be specified in <p2>. |
| **Dependencies:** | VAL1.3.2: Easy-to-use declarative languages enable users to quickly and easily write ad-hoc queries for analysis tasks and are the main building block for ad-hoc analysis. |
VOL3: The abstraction away from implementation details in declarative query languages typically allows query translation and execution in those languages to be highly optimized, both logically and physically. Therefore it frees programmers from doing this optimization in lower level code and prevents the usage of unoptimized code.

Conflicts: -
Literature: [45]

Table 3.43: Requirement VAL2.4 - Providing Analytical Packages to Formulate Processing Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL2.4</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Analytical Packages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL2</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall incorporate the following analytical packages &lt;p1: specify analytical packages&gt; to be used by users to analyse data from the following sources &lt;p2: specify data sources&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>Analytical tools, such as SAS or SPSS, are powerful tools for users to explore data and analyse it using some more advanced methods, e.g. statistical analysis or predictive modeling. Note, that some analytical packages are very specialized and optimized for a certain type of task. Therefore, it can make sense to provide users with several of those tools to use the one best suited for the task at hand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL1.3.2: Easy-to-use analytical packages enable users to quickly and easily conduct ad-hoc analysis tasks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[83]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.44: Requirement VAL3 - Supporting Users in Experimenting with Data and Analysis Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL3</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Support experimentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall enable and support users to experiment with data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>As already mentioned in requirement VAL1.3, power users work interactively with data, making hypotheses, testing these by experimenting with the data, drawing some conclusions and refine their hypotheses. They also need to experiment with new analysis methods, data mining and machine learning techniques, parametrisation of those etc. This kind of experimentation needs to be supported by the system, e.g. by making it easy to extract samples out of data and to work with it in a sandbox.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VAL2: A system that easily allows users to quickly write scripts or prototypes, to formulate queries directly in some declarative language and to use analytical packages and tools for their tasks supports the experimentation with data and analysis techniques.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[95, 186, 191]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, there are some requirements that need to be satisfied to maintain and govern the value creation of data. The first of those is the application of data lifecycle management\textsuperscript{44} [202]. Data lifecycle management helps to keep the data volume within the system in line by archiving outdated data that is not needed on a regular basis anymore\textsuperscript{45}. Furthermore, it reduces the amount of storage needed by compressing the stored data\textsuperscript{46}. Compressing data can also create performance improvements in some cases. Another important issue is to ensure data privacy\textsuperscript{47}. The system needs to conform to governmental regulations and policies and need to be in line with the internal privacy standards. This is even more important in the case of ‘big data’, where the large scale integration of data from different sources can lead to privacy breaches, which is anonymized in each single source but where personal information can be identified and re-personalized when those data sources are integrated and put together [160].

Value Requirements Specification - Part 2

Table 3.45: Requirement VAL4 - Managing Data along its Lifecycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL4</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Lifecycle Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Description: | The system shall manage the lifecycle of the stored data, that is track data records and documents from their creation and, determine based on the following rules <p1: specify functional requirements that describe data lifecycle management rules> if data is still to retain or became stale and to archive or delete data.

\textsuperscript{44} see requirement VAL4
\textsuperscript{45} see requirement VAL4.2
\textsuperscript{46} see requirement VAL4.1
\textsuperscript{47} see requirement VAL5
### Rationale:
Data is typically stored because it is considered valuable. Not every data item has the same value, though. With a restricted IT budget and growing data volumes, it makes sense to prioritize data, focusing effort, e.g., for data cleaning and integration, onto higher priority data and to save up storage by discarding stale data from the system, either through archiving or deleting it. These actions, especially the deletion of stale data, however need to comply to governmental laws and regulations, e.g., the Sarbanes-Oxley Act which regulates which records need to be stored how long. Having a system that can conduct data lifecycle management tasks automatically and rule-based guarantees the compliance to such regulations while reducing effort needed for the IT department.

### Dependencies:
Add dependencies to the functional requirements that specify the data lifecycle rules

### Conflicts:
- 

### Literature:
[202, pp. 133-140]

---

### Table 3.46: Requirement VAL4.1 - Compressing Data to Save Storage Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL4.1</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Compression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL4</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL,VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall compress data where possible using the following compression technique &lt;p1: specify compression technique&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>With growing data volumes it makes sense to compress data where possible, to decrease the required storage space. There are also cases where compression leads to better performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL1: Compressing data decreases the data volume and therefore the amount of storage needed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[202, pp. 137-138]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.47: Requirement VAL4.2 - Archiving Data when it is no longer Needed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL4.2</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Functional: Data Archiving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>VAL4</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL,VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall archive or delete data based on the rules specified in requirement VAL4 using the following archiving method &lt;p1: specify archiving method and archiving system used&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>With growing data volumes it makes sense to archive stale data where possible, to decrease the required storage space.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>VOL1: Archiving data decreases the data volume and therefore the amount of storage needed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[202, pp. 137-138]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.48: Requirement VAL5 - Ensuring Privacy and Security of Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. ID:</th>
<th>VAL5</th>
<th>Req. Type:</th>
<th>Non-Functional: Privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent Req.:</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Goals:</td>
<td>VAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The system shall ensure privacy of data, that is data should not be able to be accessed by people not authorized for it. The system shall therefore conduct the following measures &lt;p1: specify functional sub-requirements that describe measures to ensure privacy&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale:</td>
<td>People whose information is stored and processed in an information system, e.g. users, customers or employees, have particular expectation about how their data is stored and used and how its privacy is protected. Furthermore, there are governmental regulations that define how data can be used and what privacy measures need to be taken. Privacy breaches can have a huge impact on a company’s business. As described above, this is even more important in the case of integrating many different sources, because cross-references between those sources can be used to de-anonymize data which is anonymized in the single sources. Privacy measures specified in &lt;p1&gt; can include authentication and authorization, tracking data access by users and anonymization techniques.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies:</td>
<td>&lt;p1&gt;: Add dependencies to the functional sub-requirements that specify privacy measures.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts:</td>
<td>VAR3: The integration of data across sources can make it possible to identify and assign personal information which is not identifiable in each single source.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature:</td>
<td>[81, 160]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this chapter I will develop and describe the ‘big data’ reference architecture. This will be based on the groundwork from the previous chapters, namely the definition of ‘big data’ in Section 2.1, the definition of reference architectures as well as the characterization of the reference architecture on hand in Section 2.2 and finally the requirements specified in Chapter 3. The reference architecture is intended to give an overview of the ‘big data’ space, involved functionality and technology and to guide and reason about design decision for a respective concrete architecture.

First, in Section 4.1, I will describe and reason about the methodology I use to develop the reference architecture. Afterwards, I will step-wise develop and refine the functional reference architecture in Section 4.2 and finally, I will map existing technology to the functional components of the reference architecture in Section 4.3.

### 4.1 Architectural Methodology

As discussed in Section 2.2.2 under ‘Step 4: Construction of the reference architecture’, developing a reference architecture means building a set of models structured according to defined views. To guide on the decision how to separate the concern of system architecture design into different views, there are several models or frameworks available. One of the earliest was Kruchten’s 4+1 view model for architecture [150]. Rozanski and Woods [193, pp. 211-360] developed a viewpoint catalogue based on Kruchten’s 4+1 model. Here, a viewpoint describes guidelines and principles for a particular view and identifies the respective stakeholders and their concerns. As this reference architecture aims at describing the general functionality needs within the ‘big data’ space and how this functionality can be mapped onto available technologies and software modules, I will pick the functional and the development viewpoint out of this catalogue. The other viewpoints are less applicable due to the abstraction of the reference architecture and its placement on the system level. The information viewpoint is not applicable as the reference architecture does not describe concrete data models of a respective domain. The concurrency viewpoint is not directly applicable at the system level of the reference architecture, but is addressed on a lower level within its subsystems and modules (e.g. within a massively parallel processing framework). The deployment view is not applicable, as the reference architecture focusses on software, not on its deployment and hardware.

As a guideline and to structure the design process itself, I will use the process of stepwise refinement as described and applied by Grefen et al. [125]. According to this approach and in line with Galster and Avgeriou [114] the design of an architecture is based on a set of requirements. Building on the
requirements identified in Section 3.2, I will build a high-level model of functionality in Section 4.2.1 and then step-wise refine that functional model. In a first step I will break down the clusters of functionality to a more detailed level. The result can be seen as the functional view of the architecture. Afterwards I will map the functionality to general software components and add development related information, e.g. general data stores. This represents a general development view of the reference architecture. This last refinement step is described in Section 4.2.2. In a final step, I will add concreteness by mapping these general software components to concrete technology and software platforms, e.g. to more concrete database technology. This can also mean, that I will identify and mark gaps, where no or no mature software modules are available, yet. See Section 4.3 for this last step.

4.2 Reference Architecture Design

In this Section, I will develop the proposed reference architecture. As described in Section 4.1, this will be a step-wise process. Section 4.2.1 will describe the functional, more high-level view of the reference architecture, while I will concretize in Section 4.2.2 to a more implementation oriented view of the reference architecture.

4.2.1 Reference Architecture Functional View

The high-level reference architecture shown in Figure 4.1 aims at showing the main functionality needed in the system. This can be seen as a process of steps or functions that get conducted on the data, from preparing the data, analysing it and presenting the results. In that, the 'big data' process is not un-similar to the traditional data warehousing, where data gets sequentially processed in different layers or phases of the extract-transform-load process before it gets analysed, e.g. within an OLAP engine, and presented to the end-user\(^1\).

To acknowledge this process characteristic und to provide further structure, I am using and incorporating the ‘Big Data Analysis Pipeline’ as proposed by Agrawal et al. [45]. Agrawal et al. split the analysis of ‘big data’ into distinct phases of a sequential processing pipeline: Acquisition / Recording, Extraction / Cleaning / Annotation, Integration / Aggregation / Representation, Analysis / Modeling and Interpretation. I organize the functionality the system needs to provide along the different steps of this pipeline. In other words, the different functions are assigned to different phases of the analysis pipeline and therefore to different phases of a ‘big data’ analysis process. The system functions are depicted as components of an UML component diagram, while the pipeline is shown as packages. Keep in mind however, that these are general functions and not identical to software components. They can be mapped, but one function might be distributed across several software components or a software component might implement several functions. For the high level diagram, functional components and the pipeline steps proposed by Agrawal et al. [45] are quite similar and have a large overlap. I also omitted interfaces to external systems, e.g. data sources at this point. This will change and get more complicated, the further down the architecture process and the more detailed the functional components will be broken down.

The functional components are very closely tight to functional requirements as specified in Chapter 3.2 and focus on depicting the higher level requirements. In that sense it is very coarse-grained, but it gives a first overview, serves as a starting point of the architecture process and guides the further

\(^1\)see Section 2.3.1 for an overview of traditional data warehouse architecture
design. The mapping of the requirements onto functional components is quite straightforward and can be seen in Table 4.1.

Looking at the reference architecture, it gets apparent, that there are functional components which are placed and create value along the analysis pipeline. These can be seen as steps within a data analysis process which in the end lead to a result presented to the user.

However, these steps are not necessarily mandatory. This is depicted by the structure of the connectors (arrows). It can e.g. make sense to go from the data extraction directly to data cleaning or even data integration if the source data is in a structured or well-understood semi-structured format. Another example are applications of data discovery where end-users can directly navigate through the source data. In the case of heavy timeliness needs it can also be necessary to leave out data cleansing and to accept more approximate results in exchange for latency. This can be especially important for stream processing.

Furthermore, some of these steps are not necessarily sequential, but can be iterative. This is the case for data cleaning and data integration, which can have a rather complex interrelation. Doing the cleaning step first, as Agrawal et al. [45] propose, means cleaning data from each source in isolation. Identifying incorrect data or filling in empty attributes for a data set can make it easier to integrate it with another data set. On the other hand, integrating two or more data sets can lead to quality issues in the resulting set, e.g. new duplicates or inconsistencies between both sources, which need again to be cleaned. Rahm and Do [182] e.g. point out, that data cleansing needs increase significantly when several data sources are merged. Furthermore, data integration can also data cleansing activities which were not possible before. As an example it is possible to conduct data validation across data sets to detect inconsistencies, incorrect data and to fill empty attributes from another data set.
4.2. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Component</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Extraction</td>
<td>VAR1 (Data Extraction) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream Processing</td>
<td>VEL1 (Handle Data Streams) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Extraction</td>
<td>VAR2.1 (Information Extraction) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage Data Quality / Uncertainty</td>
<td>VER1 (Manage Uncertainty) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Integration</td>
<td>VAR3 (Data Integration) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>VAL1 (Data Analysis) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Distribution</td>
<td>VAL2 (Usability) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Storage</td>
<td>VOL1 (Data Storage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Management</td>
<td>VAR4 (Manage Metadata) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Lifecycle</td>
<td>VAL4 (Data Lifecycle Management) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>VAL5 (Privacy) and sub-requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Reference Architecture: High-level, functional view

Data Extraction

Data that is to be analysed naturally needs to get into the system. This is the task of data extraction (derived from requirement VAR1) and to some extent stream processing (see next component). The difference between data extraction and stream processing is broadly speaking, that data extraction aims at acquiring data at rest, while stream processing aims at acquiring data in motion. The data extraction component is therefore more batch related and includes connectors to the source systems acquire the data, but also management components, e.g. to monitor changes in the data source and handle delta loads. The extraction can e.g. be realized using standard or proprietary database interfaces (e.g. ODBC), API’s provided by the source application, but also file-based interfaces. Data extraction can also refer to crawling data from web pages. Referring to requirement VAR2 (Multi-structured data) data can be extracted from structured, semi-structured and unstructured data sources [45, 46, 141]. The distinction between different types of data sources is derived from and just depicts the variety of in-flowing data as described in Section 2.1.4. The type of data can have some influence on the processing pipeline. Unstructured data e.g. necessitates an information extraction step, while structured data does not. Data extraction can also involve data filtering [45]. This sub-function is directly derived from requirement VAR1.1 (Data Filtering). Some times data can or needs to be filtered if it is not necessary for further analysis or if it is not suitable for further analysis due to privacy concerns. The filtering can be conducted rule- or attribute-based or based on some machine-learning model, e.g. to classify relevant data items.

Stream Processing

The stream processing component is directly derived from requirement VEL1 and its sub-requirements. As mentioned above it aims at acquiring and analysing data from streams near real-time.

Stream Processing - Data Stream Acquisition: The data stream-acquisition sub-function is directly derived from requirement VEL1.2 (Process Streaming Data) and its sub-requirement. It refers to the acquisition rate challenge as described in Section 2.1.3 and aims at acquiring data from in-flowing data streams and store relevant data (after filtering) [213]. The acquisition includes capabilities to ‘subscribe’ to a data stream or to simulate the stream via quickly repeating API
calls. Storing means to put the streaming data into some temporary data store from where it gets incorporated into the regular processing pipeline, so it can be analysed together with data at rest. It can additionally be loaded into temporary views, so it can be analysed by end-users more timely, if the time waiting for the data running through processing pipeline is prohibitive, mainly because the time interval between the regular transformation and loading process is too long. In that case the data can be deleted from the temporary views, once it is loaded into the regular data stores. Again, data stream acquisition can also include data filtering, similar to the data extraction component.

**Stream Processing - Data Stream Analysis:** The functional sub-component for Data Stream Analysis is directly requirement derived from VEL1.1 (Analyse Streaming Data) and its sub-requirements. It refers to the timeliness challenge and the task is to automatically analyse streaming data while it is flowing and accordingly react to the analysis results as described in Section 2.1.3. This is different compared to analysis in a temporary view as described under Data Stream Acquisition. Loading streaming data into temporary view can only supplement manual analysis tasks (e.g. reporting or ad-hoc analytics), but due to its manual nature cannot ensure a timely reaction to the in-flowing data. This needs to be done via an automatic analysis, which sends a response back to the source application, so the source application can adjust the process or an alert into a report or dashboard.

In its nature stream analysis is however fundamentally different compared to analysing data at-rest. The data is always incomplete in the sense that there is not a fixed data set as input, but the data set is growing during the analysis and ‘unknown before execution’ [214]. Stream analysis is ongoing incremental and requires ‘one-go’ analysis. Techniques like sketching and approximation are therefore fundamental [126], while they play no or only a minor role in analysis at-rest. An extensive description of these techniques and special stream mining algorithms is out of scope of this thesis as the focus is on the general architecture for ‘big data’ and an overview of infrastructure software to support it. For an introduction and deeper discussion of these concepts I refer to according literature [41, 42, 43, 55, 69, 79, 214].

The Data Stream Analysis can however use partial results, models and rules pre-calculated during a deep analytics task at-rest to accelerate the analysis [45][231, pp. 9-14], therefore the backflow from the data analysis component in the diagram in Figure 4.1. Data Stream Analysis also includes the triggering of actions based on analysis results, the communication of results back to the transactional application or alerts to users.

**Information Extraction**

Information extraction is derived from requirement VAR2.1 and its sub-requirements. It aims at all functionality to extract information from semi-structured and unstructured content and thereby impose structure on it, that is storing the extracted information in structured form [45, 46, 57]. This can include simple parsing and structure extraction from semi-structured sources e.g. XML or HTML pages [200]. It also refers to using more complex techniques like text analytics and natural language processing for classification, entity recognition and relation extraction from unstructured data [57]. Using ontologies, e.g. expressed in OWL, can also be helpful, e.g. for identifying and classifying entities, while the other way round information extraction can be used to populate ontologies.

**Information Extraction - Classification:** Classification refers to all functions that aim at classifying unstructured data in different dimensions, e.g. extracting a topic or sentiment analysis.
**Information Extraction - Entity Recognition:** Entity recognition is used to identify unique entities in unstructured data. This also includes entity matching to merge identical entities and therefore needs to consider synonyms, that is different names referring to the same entity e.g. due to term evolution, and homonyms, that is different entities sharing the same name. An entity recognition component furthermore needs to categorize the identified e.g. as persons or products. This is easier, if domain knowledge can be used and the categorization is based on a set of known and named entity types. It is harder, if general entities need to be extracted, whose possible types are not known in advance [57].

**Information Extraction - Relation Extraction:** Building on entity recognition it is also possible to extract facts or relations about entities, e.g. in the form of triples comparable to RDF. These facts can either be attributes and attributes values, e.g. the age of a person, or general relationships between entities, e.g. a person ‘is born’ in a city, where both the person and the city are extracted entities. Relation extraction is often limited onto a context, where possible entity types are named and known in advance, as the extraction of attributes necessitates knowledge about which attributes can be present. For the task of extracting general relationships it is furthermore especially useful to use ontologies that specify possible relationships between entity types. Furthermore, there is an interdependence between extracting attributes for an entity and the entity matching task during entity recognition, as identical or similar attribute values are a strong indication for entities to be identical as well [57].

**Information Extraction - Structure Extraction:** This functions aims to extract information out of semi-structured data by using the structure that is given. This can include parsers to parse and extract metadata from binary objects, splitting an object of comma separated values into single attributes are parsing and extracting relevant information from documents specified using some markup language, e.g. translating XML or JSON files into the relational schema or extracting relevant information from the HTML code of crawled web pages [200].

**Manage Data Quality / Uncertainty:**

This component is derived from VER1 and its sub-requirements. It partially refers to data cleaning, that is correcting errors in the data, completing empty attributes and optionally identifying and eliminating noise and outliers [182]. It therefore refers to handling data quality problems that originate from a single data set, contrary to data integration, which refers to harmonizing different data sources and handling quality issues and inconsistencies that occur when combining data from different sources. Data cleaning techniques can generally be classified as data scrubbing, that is using domain knowledge and rules to identify and correct errors (e.g. defining a threshold for an attribute value), and data auditing, that is to use statistical, data mining and machine learning techniques to do the same. A simple example for the later is the use of the average of an attribute value and to identify tuples that exceed a tolerance interval of that average as outliers. One can also distinguish between several sub-functions: value completion, outlier detection & smoothing, duplicate filtering and inconsistency correction [61, pp. 101-105]. Note, however, that data can only be cleaned to a certain extent and the resulting data quality is still largely dependent on the quality of the source data.

Another part of managing data quality refers to giving users an assumption of the credibility of the data and estimate the probability of the results. This is related to metadata management (see below), mainly provenance tracking, presenting users with the necessary information and calculating a
trustworthiness score. Though, this cannot happen as a separate function within the data processing pipeline. At this point in time, the processing is just not complete and information from processing steps further down the pipeline also need to be incorporated into the score. Therefore, this needs to happen integrated into other function, namely metadata management (provenance tracking) and data analysis as well as the user interface (calculating and presenting the trustworthiness score).

**Manage Data Quality - Value Completion:** Value Completion is directly derived from requirement VER1.1.1 (Value Completion). It includes all functionality to fill incomplete and empty attribute values. This can be based on simple constant, derivations of values from other attributes or statistical and machine learning techniques. A simple example for the later would again be to use the average of all attribute values.

**Manage Data Quality - Outlier Detection & Smoothing:** Outlier detection is derived from requirement VER1.1.2 (Value Correction). The goal is to identify outliers and errors and to correct or smooth them. The identification can be based on rules, thresholds or on statistical or machine learning models. As a reaction a tuple which contains incorrect attribute values can either be simply flagged, discarded, passed to a separate error handling area where it can be manually inspected and corrected or it can be automatically corrected or smoothed. Correcting an attribute value is similar to value completion and can share functionality. Generally an empty attribute value can be seen as a special version of an outlier.

**Manage Data Quality - Duplicate Filtering:** The function of this component is obvious - filtering out multiple data items that actually refer to one identical object or entity. This is easy if one tuple is just duplicated using the same key or at least identical values of the other attributes. It gets more complicated if attribute values differ between duplicated and involves record matching techniques in these occasions [110]. Additionally this also means, that two possible attribute values need to be reduced to one valid. Using an error handling area for a manual decision can again be a good option if the issues does not occur to often and is feasible to be corrected manually. Note also, that there is some overlap between Duplicate Filtering and Entity Matching during Data Integration, as both involve identifying and resolving identical entities.

**Manage Data Quality - Inconsistency Correction:** There are often constraints on single attributes or on a combination of attributes, e.g. a ‘late delivery’ flag needs to be set if the interval of ‘order data’ and ‘delivery data’ is too large. There is also the issue of referential integrity between relations. If these constraints are violated, e.g. because they are not checked and imposed in the data source, they need to be identified and corrected if possible. Note again, that there is some overlap to error detection. Note further, that especially cases of referential integrity, e.g. if a tuple of a relation references a tuple of another relation which does not exist, are often impossible to correct automatically. In those cases the only options are either to discard the reference or the whole tuple, to create a dummy tuple in the referenced relation or to have the correction been done manually.

**Data Integration**

Data Integration is derived from requirement VAR3 and its sub-requirements. It aims at all measures to persistently or virtually harmonize data from different sources and transform them into one overarching schema, so they can be queried together. This mainly includes **schema integration** and **entity resolution** [106, 128, 212].
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**Data Integration - Schema Integration:** Schema Integration also called schema mapping is derived from requirement VAR3.1 (Schema Integration). Integration at this levels refers to all harmonization that needs to be done because the data in heterogeneous sources are modelled differently. The goal is to convey the original schemas of two or more data sources to one global schema and to transform the data accordingly so it can be queried together based on that global schema [106]. This can include field or attribute mappings from the source schemas to the global schema [128], the harmonization of data formats (e.g. converting from type ‘number’ to type ‘data’), representation and coding harmonization (e.g. converting flags ‘male’/‘female’, ‘0’/’1’ or ‘m’/’f’ to one global representation), string harmonization (e.g. converting ‘Markus Maier’ to ‘Maier, Markus’) as well as harmonization and transformation to one valid unit of measure [61, pp. 95-101]. In its simplest form, data integration can be implemented via a set of fixed mapping and transformation rules, but there are also efforts to automatically generate probabilistic schema mappings, e.g. based on machine learning techniques or fuzzy string matching [128, 212]. These later approaches can also be used to bootstrap the integration rules for later refinement [90]. Another approach can be to use semantic web technology and ontologies to describe the different schemas and then use inference and ontology mappings for the integration [48, 169].

**Data Integration - Entity Resolution:** Entity Resolution is derived from VAR3.2 (Entity Integration) and aims at integration on the entity level, that is identifying data that refers to the same entity and integrate it (e.g. matching ‘Markus Maier’ and ‘M. Maier’). This can be done simply using key harmonization. That is, using mapping tables to map keys used in different data sources to surrogate keys in a global, common key space. However, creating such mapping tables can be tedious especially considering large volumes of data and it is often also infeasible to identify identical entities just based on keys [61, pp. 96-97]. Therefore, statistical and probabilistic record linkage approaches are used, also called entity matching or entity resolution [83, 106, 110, 174, 212, 225]. Note again, that there is some overlap with Duplicate Filtering during the data cleaning phase, but during the data integration phase the emphasis is not in just filtering out records referring to the same entity, but to merge them, as they typically hold different information and attributes based on the data source the are coming from. This merge can be easy, if the sets of attributes in both sources do not overlap, while it gets more involved, if both sources share attributes with contradicting values. Merging in the later case is treated in the field and research area of ‘data fusion’ [68, 106].

**Data Analysis**

The data analysis component is derived from VAL1 and its sub-requirements. It contains all functionality that directly aims at deriving meaning and insights from data. Generally, one can distinguish several categories of data analysis functionality. This functionality can be either directly end-user facing or it prepares information, calculate intermediate results and creates insight, which are then stored together with and enrich their input data and are input themselves for further, directly end-user focussed processing and presentation. This is the case for value deductions and deep analytics tasks. The reasons to timely separate these functions from the presentation can be performance reasons which necessitate pre-computation, especially in cases which typically involve computation in batch mode, or they can have organizational reasons, e.g. to centralize the definition of critical, enterprise-wide key figures in one place, which can then be used by different analysis tools. On the other hand, in this cases key figure definition is less flexible as a trade-off. User-facing analysis can be categorized by the level of interactivity and freedom for the user. On the one end, there are rather fixed and pre-defined reporting & and dashboarding solutions, on the other hand, there is free ad-hoc analysis, which allows users to freely query data and define their own computations.
Guided ad-hoc analysis (e.g. traditional OLAP approaches) and data discovery & search lie somewhere in between the two as both allow different levels of free navigation while typically limiting definition of own computations.

Note, that these distinctions can be kind of fuzzy with dashboards gaining capabilities for navigation and filtering, moving them closer to guided ad-hoc analysis. The distinction between free and guided ad-hoc analysis is fuzzy in itself depending where to draw the line considering freedom and query flexibility. Furthermore, free ad-hoc analysis also allows for statistical and predictive analysis tools sharing similar techniques with deep analytics. There the differences are very much dependent on the available hardware performance, scalability and amount of data involved to dictate the timeliness of the analysis either requiring batch computation or allowing interactive analysis. One characteristic is, that users during ad-hoc analysis often need to rely on sampling available data, while deep analytics can incorporate all available data with the possible size of the sample and input data depending on the complexity of the computation (as well as on the availability of hardware and performance and scalability of the underlying system).

Data Analysis - Value Deductions: Deducting values is the most simple of all analysis tasks. It means adding additional information with a single record or a small amount of records (e.g. if a business transaction is represented by one header and several item records) as input. This can refer to calculating key figures (e.g. deriving the profit from revenue and costs) or enrich master data information (e.g. adding a contact person based on a given company). These value deductions are typically when the data gets transformed for and loaded into an analysis data store and can then be addressed by the front-end analysis tools. Most of the time, the pre-computation is not done for performance reasons as it is not very complex and could normally be done in real-time without adding performance issues. The reason is typically to compute critical, enterprise-wide key figures in one place, so they adhere to the same definition every time they are used in some front-end tool.

Data Analysis - Deep Analytics: Deep Analytics is directly derived from requirement VAL1.1 (Deep Analytics) and refers to all data analysis tasks that are too complex or involve too much input data to be conducted interactively and are therefore batch computed. Often this includes more complex techniques like machine learning, data mining and statistical analysis [62, 83], but batch computation can also be necessary for simple computations (e.g. computing ratios) where the input data is very voluminous. Where interactive analysis often uses some sort of sampling and only takes in parts of the available data, deep analytics task can involve extensive parts or even all of it. Deep Analytics tasks typically compute and store insights, rules, models or extract relationships between data items, which are later utilized and navigated through using end-user facing analysis functions, e.g. reporting and ad-hoc analysis. Results can also be incorporated into some other tasks of the processing pipeline allowing for a feedback loop, e.g. by incorporating mined classification models into valued correction during data cleaning.

Data Analysis - Reporting & Dashboarding: Reporting & Dashboarding is derived from requirement VAL1.2 (Reporting). It describes the definition of fixed reports and dashboards, which largely limit navigation and flexibility of the end-users. Dashboarding additionally corporates visualization techniques, e.g. traffic lights and diagrams, to allow for easier and faster grasping of the presented data and key figures. They are often used for executive personnel or general employees who have few time to spend and often not the lower-level skills for sifting through data, but need a fast and comprehensive overview of available information, e.g. the company’s performance in different areas. Reporting & Dashboarding often relies on pre-calculated values or incorporates deep analytics.
results, but can also compute simple key figures on the fly, especially if those key figures are only needed for a single report.

**Data Analysis - Guided Ad-hoc Analysis:** Guided Ad-hoc Analysis is derived from VAL1.3.2 (Ad-hoc Analytics). It refers to tool-based ad-hoc analytics with fixed navigational options (e.g. traditional OLAP navigation). Fixed navigational options means, that users can typically navigate and filter through dimensions and master data attributes with the values of according key figures being adjusted. This allows to investigate results by drilling down into the data and adding detail (e.g. switching from showing the revenue per country to showing the revenue per single location or per country and product) or switching the perspective (e.g. switching from showing revenue per country and product to showing revenue per country and customer). The users are, however, often limited to a pre-defined set of key figures and cannot define or change their calculation. It is also not possible to do deeper analysis of the data, e.g. by using statistical methods. Furthermore, also the input data sources to navigate through are fixed.

**Data Analysis - Free Ad-hoc Analysis:** Free Ad-hoc Analysis is also derived from VAL1.3.2 (Ad-hoc Analytics) and distinguishes itself from guided ad-hoc analysis by the level of flexibility it provides to its users. While they are granted a higher level of freedom, this also means, that respective tools require a higher level of skill and knowledge about underlying analysis concepts and a larger time effort to sift through the data and use these context. In exchange for this larger skill and time requirement, users can freely query available data sources usually based on directly formulating queries in some declarative language (e.g. SQL, PigLatin or HiveQL). Tools for advanced or predictive analytics using statistical and data mining techniques (e.g. SAS or SPSS) also fall into this category. The user communicates with these tools interactively, formulating a query and getting rapid responses, to sift through the data and allow analytical reasoning over data at usage time [45, 111, 195].

**Data Analysis - Data Discovery & Search:** Data Discovery & Search is derived from requirement VAL1.3.1 (Data Discovery). It aims less at analysing data for new insights, but more at discovering and sift through available data (structured and unstructured) and possible data sources. It is largely based on metadata to provide users with an overview of what data is available and help them in deciding which available data to use, e.g. for free ad-hoc analysis, and how to sample it. It also includes functionality to search for specific data items or documents utilizing free-text search (e.g. based on Apache Lucene / Apache Solr).

**Data Distribution**

The data distribution component is partly derived from requirement VOL2 and its sub-requirements. It contains all functionality that aims at distributing and making data and analysis results available either to human users through a user interface or to other applications that further work with them through an application interface.

**Data Distribution - User Interface:** One or several user interfaces are used for visualization and presentation of data and results to end-users. This can e.g. include portals or distributing reports as pdf by e-mail. It decoupled presentation, which is typically done at a client, from analytical functionality, which is done closer to the data in an application server layer or even in-database.
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Data Distribution - Application Interface: Data stored in a ‘big data’ system landscape and analysis results are often provided to other applications. This can include technical interfaces and APIs to access data and processing results from the system as well as message passing and brokering functionality. Note, that data consuming applications can very well be identical to data sources, in which case the communication represents some feedback loop.

Furthermore, there are also supporting functions, which support several of those steps and cannot be assigned to a single phase. These functions are shown horizontally and while they can possibly interact with each of the functional steps, this is not included in the diagram for readability reasons, as drawing a connector from each functional step to each supporting function would mess up and complicate the diagram.

Data Storage

The data storage component is directly derived from requirement VOL1. It includes all data stores, either temporary for caching or persistent, along the data processing pipelines. There can be several of those stores and besides the processed data itself, data storage is also important for metadata. On the other hand, data storage is a supporting function and has no direct influence onto the analysis result. From a high-level view, storage is therefore a vertical function, that supports several functional components, either by storing its input, its results or both. In a detailed view this will be broken down into concrete data stores along the processing pipeline. Generally, several sub-functions of data storage can be distinguished: staging, data management oriented storage, sandboxing and application optimized storage.

Data Storage - Staging: Staging refers to temporarily store data after it got extracted from its source to allow cleaning, integration and transformation routines on this data. It effectively leads to a faster de-coupling from the source systems decreasing the strain put onto them. It also enables faster access to the raw data, so it can already be used while the cleaning, integration and transformation processes are still under way and before it got loaded into a durable data store.

Data Storage - Data Management oriented Storage: Data management oriented storage refers to long-time data stores, which are heavily managed, e.g. considering available metadata and schema. The data is typically heavily cleaned and integrated providing a centralized, enterprise-wide notion of the idea of ‘single version of the truth’. The idea is very comparable to a traditional Enterprise Data Warehouse, especially the basis database². It is often used to distribute data to other, distributed data stores.

Data Storage - Sandboxing: Sandboxing can directly be derived from requirement VAL3 (Support Experimentation). It refers to temporary data stores, that are created for single users, user groups or departments to play and experiment with data, data processing and analysis techniques. The data is copied from various sources along the ‘big data’ system, e.g. from the data management oriented data store or from source applications just for experimentation. The users of the sandbox are free in what processing techniques they want to use for experimentation, typically incorporating free ad-hoc analysis and deep analytics functionality, but also ad-hoc cleaning and integration. The sandbox allows them, to experiment with this data as well as with new ideas of processing the data and to manipulate the data without risking negative impacts onto other analytical applications. Some of

² compare Section 2.3.1
the gained insights and results can be incorporated back into the processing pipeline (e.g. machine learning techniques and models which were found valuable). Furthermore a sandbox environment is a good place for data analysis tasks that are non-recurring as the source data can be copied raw for one time use and processed ad-hoc without imposing high efforts for modelling it, extending a global schema or creating cleaning and integration procedures.

**Data Storage - Application Optimized Storage:** Application optimized storage is comparable to the concept of data marts in traditional data warehouse architecture\(^2\). Data is typically copied from the data management oriented storage area and loaded into the application optimized storage area, while the data is transformed and stored optimized for the respective analysis objective and application. This can either refer to schema transformation, e.g. transforming the data into a star schema\(^2\), or to the database technologies used to store the data, e.g. the usage of column-oriented storage\(^3\). Furthermore, an application optimized data store only holds the subset of all available data necessary to the respective application and the data is enriched during the transformation and loading process using information from value deductions or deep analytics results (e.g. a classification of data records based on some machine learning model).

**Metadata Management**

The metadata management component is directly derived from requirement VAR4 and its sub-requirements. Metadata management refers to the extraction, creation, storage and management of structural, process and operational metadata. The first type describes structure, schema and formats of the stored data and its containers, e.g. tables. Process metadata describes the different data processing and transformation steps, data cleaning, integration and analysis techniques. Operational data describes the provenance for each data item, when and from which sources it was extracted, which processing steps have been conducted and which are still to follow. Structural and process metadata needs to be provided for all data structures and steps along the processing pipeline and operational metadata needs to be collected accordingly. Metadata management is therefore a vertical function consisting of metadata extraction, metadata storage, provenance tracking and metadata access.

**Metadata Management - Extract Metadata:** This function is directly derived from requirement VAR4.2 (Extract Metadata). To store, manage and provide metadata information it is obviously first necessary to extract metadata. Extraction of metadata occurs of all data sources and storage areas within the ‘big data’ system [45, 169][203, pp. 74,77]. This can involve different techniques based on the nature of the data source, e.g. extracting it from the metadata section of microformats within a HTML page, extracting an additionally published RDF file or another schema file, extracting schema definitions form a relational database or using the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format. Sometimes metadata about data sources also needs to be manually prepared, e.g. adding information about expected timeliness and completeness of data from a certain source, but also adding enterprise-wide term definitions to data sources, data and key figures [203, pp. 68-71,74].

**Metadata Management - Store Metadata:** This is directly derived from requirement VAR4.1 (Store Metadata). The purpose is to provide a centralized metadata repository and storage area. Every metadata that is extracted or gathered during system operation is stored there and can be centrally
queried and accessed. This also means, that an overarching schema and model of the metadata needs to be established. Standard models or ontologies can help here, e.g. the Dublin Core standard [169].

**Metadata Management - Track Provenance:** Provenance tracking is derived from requirement VAR4.3 (Track Provenance). This function describes extraction and collection of administrative and operational metadata during the different data processing steps. This includes job logging of processing steps, run time of components and information about volume and timeliness of loaded data. It furthermore includes user statistics, data access and reporting logs[203, pp. 75-77]. Especially the logging of processing steps data items went through, probabilities and confidence intervals for statistical and machine leaning techniques and the timeliness of loaded data allows end-users to trace analysis results back to the data sources and make educated estimations about the reliability and relevance of data and analysis results [45, 169]. It is also the basis for calculating a trustworthiness score in analytical applications as stated in requirement VER1.2 (Track Tustworthiness) [45].

**Metadata Management - Metadata Access:** Metadata access is derived from VAR4.4 (Inspect Metadata) and allows users and administrators to access stored metadata, to manipulate and to enhance it. The later is often necessary for business metadata, which cannot be extracted from technical sources, e.g. adding a business glossary, term and key figure definitions [203, pp. 68-71].

**Data Lifecycle Management**

The data lifecycle management component is directly derived from requirement VAL4 and its sub-requirements. It includes all activity aimed at the management of data across its lifecycle from the creation to its discarding. It is typically based on a rules-engine (Rule-based Data and Policy Tracking), which determines the value of data items and accordingly automatically triggers data compression, data archiving or discarding of stale data [202, pp. 133-140]. It is also used to move data between different storage solutions and triggering processing steps according to direct rules, e.g. scheduled jobs or according to data rule-derived value, e.g. moving data from an in-memory database to a disk-based database if it is less used. Data lifecycle management needs to be conducted along the processing pipeline without having direct influence onto analysis results and is therefore a vertical function.

**Data Lifecycle Management - Rule-based Data and Policy Tracking:** This function is derived from requirement VAL4 (Data Lifecycle Management). Data Lifecycle Management tasks should be automated as much as possible and allow the definition of processing schedules as well as rules and triggers, e.g. based on the rule-derived relevance of data or on the volume of a certain data store. Relevance of data can itself be determined based on rules, e.g. based on the age of the data. These rules should comply to company policies and governmental regulations and they should automatically be monitored and actions should be triggered accordingly [203, pp. 134-137].

**Data Lifecycle Management - Data Compression:** This function is derived from requirement VAL4.1 (Data Compression) and includes techniques to compress data in the different storage areas. The compression itself can be triggered based on rules, see Rule-based Data and Policy Tracking [202, pp. 137-138].
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Data Lifecycle Management - Data Archiving: Data Archiving is derived from requirement VAL4.2 (Data Archiving). This includes storage areas for archiving data, procedure to do the archiving and triggers to run these procedures based on rules [202, pp. 137-138].

Privacy

The privacy component is directly derived from requirement VAL5. It includes all methods and techniques used to ensure privacy of the stored data, namely authentication and authorization, access tracking and data anonymization. To be effective these techniques obviously need to be adapted during all steps and data stores along the processing pipeline with a special emphasis on the data distribution component, which is typically the point-of-access to data and functions within the system. It is therefore a vertical function. [81][203, pp. 79-99]

Privacy - Anonymization: Anonymization is derived from requirement VAL5 (Privacy). Often, governmental regulations and company policies require data about customers, employees etc. to be anonymized before it gets presented to end-users. This is even harder if several data sources are merged as cross references can be used to de-anonymize data [160]. Therefore sensitive data needs to be identified, tagged in the metadata repository and accordingly anonymized or de-identified. Options are to manipulate certain data fields replacing or even deleting values, aggregating data so it does not refer to single persons anymore, adding noise to the data or swapping values between records [160][203, pp. 84-86].

Privacy - Authentication & Authorization: This function is also derived from requirement VAL5 (Privacy). It adds centralized services to identify users, e.g. based on a password system, and selectively grant them authorization to sensitive data only in the extent which is necessary for their job function and which is unproblematic [81, 169].

Privacy - Access Tracking: Access tracking is derived from requirement VAL5 (Privacy). Access tracking is based on Authentication & Authorization and logs who request access to which data sets and items, if that access request is valid and if and how data is manipulated during each access [81][203, pp. 98-99].

Comparison to traditional data warehousing functionality

From its principle structure and the idea of pipelining data, the reference architecture looks similar to data warehousing architectures and processes as described in Chapter 2.3.1. In those functionality is also broken down into different phases or stages, which the data sequentially goes through. This is very similar to the processing pipeline used above.

Compare for example the architecture proposed by Bauer and Günzel [61, pp. 37-86]. Some of the components in their data warehouse architecture can easily be mapped to the ‘big data’ functions proposed here. Both contain a data extraction component and the first data transformation step in the data warehouse architecture can be mapped to the data cleaning and data integration functions. Others have more subtle similarities, the different data stores in the data warehouse architecture (staging area, basis database, derived database and analysis database) are e.g. all included in the vertical data storage function, but it exemplifies the same idea of data getting stored along the processing pipeline. Furthermore, the components in the upper part of the data warehouse architecture, namely
the second transformation step and the loading into the derived database and the analysis database are all subsumed in the data analysis function of the ‘big data’ reference architecture. The analysis database itself and the final analysis component are both partly included in the data analysis and the data distribution component of the ‘big data’ reference architecture.

Furthermore there are also some differences that should be emphasized. In the ‘big data’ reference architecture, the processing pipeline is coupled more loosely. While the sequence in traditional data warehouse architectures is strict and data is typically persisted after each step, for ‘big data’ several steps can be skipped and the data volume does not always allow to persist data in each layer. Furthermore, traditional data warehousing does not include stream processing components including a feedback loop back to the data source. Of course there are also differences within the single components. The data extraction and storage component e.g. needs to consider unstructured data, which is not the case in traditional data warehousing. This also means, that the information extraction component is new, as it especially aims at handling unstructured data. One should however note, that there are indeed efforts to build an ‘unstructured data warehouse’, see e.g. Inmon’s Data Warehouse 2.0 approach [136].

The similarities and differences get even more apparent, once detail is added to the functional reference architecture (see Figure 4.2). The diagram also depicts functions, that are new (e.g. data stream analysis) or fundamentally more important (e.g. deep analytics and sandboxing) compared to traditional data warehouse architectures colored in blue.

Of course, this comparison is to some extent uneven as the data warehouse architecture from Bauer and Günzel [61, pp. 37-86] describes a more implementation-oriented view, while the view discussed here emphasizes general functions. However, the comparison shows, that there is a large overlap
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4 even though there are efforts for real-time data warehousing, which typically includes direct access to the data source with virtual data cubes
between traditional data warehouse and newly emerging ‘big data’ architecture. This is the reason, why I believe that an Enterprise Data Warehouse still has a core place in a ‘big data’ architecture. This will become more apparent in section 4.2.2, where I present the implementation-oriented view of the reference architecture. Several patterns from the data warehouse architecture will also be present in there, but extended with components to tackle the new requirements of ‘big data’. In general, once can see this as an evolutionary, rather than a revolutionary rip-and-replace development.

4.2.2 Reference Architecture Development View

After preparing a view onto the system functions needed in the last section, in this section I will map them to more concrete and implementation oriented system components. An architecture diagram is depicted in Figure 4.3 and will be explained afterwards. During designing the architecture I considered and incorporated several design principles taken from literature. First I will shortly introduce those principles and later during the architecture description I will point back to them where they were applied.

One very basic idea, picked up and expressed by Marz and Warren [164, pp. 8-10], is the distinction between basic and derived data and according conclusions for the architecture of ‘big data’ systems. Basic data cannot be derived from any other data item and is often a transaction of event that triggers the data recording. The sales amount of a product is e.g. derived from the basic data of each single purchase transaction or the ‘friends’ count on a social media application is derived from the single ‘friend’ relationships which themselves are derived from the basic data of ‘add friend’ and ‘delete friend’ transactions. This idea leads to the design principle of immutability. The basic idea here is to keep basic data in a separate store, where data is not updated only added, therefore the basic data is immutable. Consider e.g. the social media ‘friend’ example from above, where a ‘delete friend’ record is added instead of deleting or updating the initial ‘add friend’ record. In cases, where data sources provide updated records these are just added with a timestamp, e.g. if the address of a customer is changed. All other information can then be derived from this basic data and will be stored in another data store which is either regularly and entirely recomputed or indeed enables updates.

Where applicable, this idea provides several advantages. First, due to timestamping and keeping all basic transactions, it enables analytical applications to take the entire history into account, do comparison over time and time series analysis. Considering the social media example again, it allows applications to take into account that somebody had a ‘friend’ relationship with somebody else before, but does not anymore. This is already more information than the pure absence of said relationship. Second, it provides (human) fault tolerance. The basic data cannot be deleted as it is immutable and if derived data gets accidently deleted it can always be recomputed from the basic data without the need to extract it from the source system again. This is especially important considering, that source systems might not hold and provide data forever. Third, it takes away the need for random writes in the database system and therefore reduces complexity. Locking mechanisms are e.g. not necessary anymore Marz and Warren [164, pp. 33-36].

Another design principle is to design the architecture with a ‘data highway’ [144]. This is especially useful for incorporating streaming data into manual analysis. The basic idea here is to use a series of temporary data stores (Kimball calls them caches), which are connected via ETL processes for information extraction, data cleaning and integration. Therefore the data quality increases along the ‘data highway’, but the latency of the data does so to. Analytical applications and their user can then use the data store best suited for the particular need considering the data quality / timeliness trade-off. Data used within the streaming analysis applications is therefore the one extreme being real-time but raw and not integrated, while the Enterprise Data Warehouse would be the other extreme being
highly integrated and cleaned but with data being updated in batch often only once a day.

Another principle, which already was adopted in the requirements specification VEL1.1.1.2, is to **pre-compute results** and apply the where possible. This is especially useful for real-time stream processing. The idea is to compute intermediate results and models within a backend function over data acquired from a stream on a regular basis, e.g. each 5 minutes, and make them available to a frontend function, which uses them to analyse or respond to the data that is just flowing in from a stream in real-time [170]. There is also a set of principles proposed by Begoli and Horey [63], namely the support of a variety of analysis methods, the need to process structured and unstructured data in different data stores as well as to incorporate batch processing and data preparation steps and finally the accessibility of data by different user groups and target applications. I believe again, that all these principles have already been considered during the requirements specification.

Figure 4.3 shows a diagram of the proposed reference architecture. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, there are several components, that are similar to traditional data warehousing architectures. These are again coloured blue. Note also the different notations for software components that represent processing and transformation of data and data stores. From a structure point of view one can roughly interpret the diagram as depicting a data flow from left (data sources) to right (analysis applications), while the upper part of the diagram targets processing of data at-rest and the lower part targets processing of streaming data.

The distinction between **Structured Data Sources**, **Semi-Structured Data Sources** and **Unstructured Data Sources** is taken over from the functional architecture as the type of data source impacts the later data flow. Of course, there can be several data sources from each type, they are however modelled as one for the sake of simplicity. Technically, data sources can be quite diverse\(^5\) and should not be limited considering a reference architecture. Most often, however, they refer to different types of databases. For structured data these are typical relational, for semi-structured or unstructured data these can be XML or document stores, key value stores, column-family stores or graph databases\(^3\). In other occasions they can e.g. refer to web sites or applications that expose data via API’s, but they are not limited on that.

For each data source, there typically is one **Extraction** and one **Monitor** component, both together implementing the Data Extraction function from the functional architecture. The monitor’s task is to identify changes in the data source so they can be incrementally extracted and propagated to later functions. There might be situations, where a monitor is not necessary for data extraction from a source as the data volume in the source is small enough to allow for a full extraction and load of the data with old data being entirely overwritten. Most of the times this is however infeasible due to data volume and its effect onto performance of the ETL process. Therefore monitors are needed for an incremental extraction of the according data sources. The extraction component then takes the task of reading changed data from the data source and load it into the ‘big data’ system environment, in which store exactly depending on the type of data. It can either be directly triggered by the monitor in case of (a certain threshold of) changes or being regularly scheduled just using the information of the monitor to decide about the delta of data to extract [61, pp. 87-94].

The implementation and functionality of both, monitor and extraction components, depend very much on the nature of the underlying data source and which techniques they support. Monitoring can e.g. be trigger-based with the data source informing the monitor about changes, based on examining log files to identify new and changed data or based on timestamping the data. Sometimes this requires adjustments to the data source, e.g. a timestamping mechanism or a mechanism to message the monitor with information about data changes. The data extraction is obviously dependent on the
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\(^5\) compare to Section 2.1.4
interface the source offers. This can mean (but is not limited to) extracting data via a standard database interface (typically ODBC), via calling a proprietary database or application interface (e.g. in the case of some so called ‘NoSQL’ databases\(^3\)), via lower level file system operations in the case of file interfaces or even crawling web sites [61, pp. 87-94].

After the extraction data gets either transformed and loaded into a traditional Enterprise Data Warehouse environment or loaded into the Raw Data Archive depending on the nature and relevance of the data. The **Enterprise Data Warehouse**\(^6\) will have its place in a ‘big data’ environment for several reasons and fulfil a couple of functions. First, it fulfils the function of a data management oriented storage area to persist relevant results of the processing steps Information Extraction, Manage Data Quality and Data Integration. In that it still fulfils the traditional function of a data warehouse as being the central storage area for carefully cleaned and enterprise-wide integrated data, therefore called to present the ‘one version of the truth’. In a ‘big data’ environment this role is however constrained as the Enterprise Data Warehouse can only realize it for directly relevant and structured data, where structured data also includes structure extracted from semi- or unstructured data during the Information Extraction step. Furthermore, the Enterprise Data Warehouse has a distributional function, as it provides and is the single source for cleaned and integrated, structured data for analytical applications. The on-going importance of the Enterprise Data Warehouse is also backed up by a study of the Data Warehousing Institute from 2011, which shows high business commitment to a central data warehouse, but also a good potential growth for other technologies to augment the data warehouse for work loads it is not designed and suitable for [194].

The process of getting data into the Enterprise Data Warehouse is very comparable to an ETL process in traditional data warehousing architecture. This is reflected by the components **Staging Area, Data Cleaning, Data Integration** and **Data Load** and the ETL process as well as the role of the staging area very much compares to the explanations in Section 2.3.1. They obviously map to the according functions in the functional view from Section 4.2.1, Manage Data Quality, Data Integration and Staging. Note at this point, that especially the Data Integration, but also the Extraction, component can be a bottle-neck, not regarding performance, but regarding how quickly new data sources can be connected to the system. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, manually creating mapping rules takes time, but this is still the most widely used practice. There are two possible solutions, which were also mentioned when describing the Schema Integration and Entity Resolution functions. One is to use bootstrapping methods, that is automatically create integration rules using probabilistic schema mappings. Another is to use ontology-based schema mappings. Furthermore, note the backflow from the Enterprise Data Warehouse to the Data Integration and Data Cleansing components. Already loaded data can e.g. be used as a basis for Outlier Detection and probabilistic Record-Linkage methods within those components.

The difference is, that the Staging Area can also be loaded from a **Raw Data Archive**, optionally using the **Information Extraction** component. The Raw Data Archive is also a persistent storage area, but a counterpart to the Enterprise Data Warehouse in the sense that it acts as a storage area and archive for all raw data and data that is not directly loaded into the Enterprise Data Warehouse. The reason can be that, this data does not fit into the Enterprise Data Warehouse (e.g. unstructured data) or that it is not considered relevant enough to put the effort into cleaning and integrating it, but should still be stored for future reference\(^7\). In this sense, it has a function as a lower-cost (compared to the Enterprise Data Warehouse) data sink and archive. Note, that often the Raw Data Archive is also combined with the Staging Area, where all extracted data gets loaded into the Raw Data Archive, while highly relevant data gets transformed, cleaned and integrated within it before it gets further loaded into the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

\(^6\)compare Section 2.3.1

\(^7\)compare to the discussion in Section 2.1.2
Figure 4.3: Reference Architecture: Detailed implementation-oriented view
The Raw Data Archive also fulfils the function of persistent storing and managing unstructured and semi-structured data and to integrate it with the structured data in the Enterprise Data Warehouse. This integration can be done in two ways. First, by using a common, logical key space, where data from both storage areas can reference each other. An insurance claim transaction stored in the Enterprise Data Warehouse could e.g. reference a textual claim description stored in the Raw Data Archive. Additionally, data from the Raw Data Archive and the Enterprise Data Warehouse can be further integrated during data analysis, either in the according analysis-oriented data storage areas or directly within analysis tools. Second, the Information Extraction component fulfils the according function from the functional architecture, that is extracting structured information from the unstructured data stored in the Raw Data Archive. This extracted information can then be loaded into the Staging Area, incorporated into the general ETL process and therefore integrated with other structured data. Note, that there can also be a back-flow of extracted information to accompany the raw data stored in the Raw Data Archive. Furthermore, in the sense of storing and providing access to raw data long term, the Raw Data Archive supports requirement VAR3.3 (Original Sources).

The main function of both, Enterprise Data Warehouse and Raw Data Archive, is storage and management of data. Analysis applications, however, often only require an extract of all available data, do not necessarily need data in the highest level of detail but aggregated and work more efficiently on top of an optimized structure, e.g. a star schema. Tackling this function of application optimized storage, as described in Section 4.2.1, is task of the Analysis Data Stores. These store physically persistent views, which are built from the data in both, Enterprise Data Warehouse and Raw Data Store, and loaded into the analysis data stores via the Transformation component. In that, the Analysis Data Stores can be seen as applications of the principle to pre-calculate intermediate results.

Furthermore, there are two more storage areas located within the system. One of these is the Sandboxing Area. Sandboxes obviously aim at fulfilling the function sandboxing from the functional area and therefore supports requirement VAL3 (Support Experimentation). They can be created and filled as required by loading data from the Enterprise Data Warehouse and the Raw Data Archive. The data in a sandbox is typically temporary and based on a certain experiment or analysis project. Using a sandbox can be necessary for several reasons, most of the time because there is no analysis data store available, which holds the data modelled in the way it is required for an experiment and it is not suitable to build one for the task at hand, e.g. because it is a one-time analysis and there is no need for an on-going support of that task. Another reason is if the data needs to be manipulated within the experiment which would interfere with the usage of the analysis data store by other applications.

The last data store is the Search Index built over the data in the Raw Data Archive using the Indexing component. It supports the Data Discovery & Search function by indexing unstructured data from the Raw Data Archive and therefore allowing to search through it based on free text queries. Typically this is achieved by using an inverted index extended with additional information, e.g. the author of a text or other document related metadata. The Search Index is then used by Data Discovery & Search component, which implements the actual, user-initiated search process through the data. The index can however also be used by other applications, e.g. as input for a deep analytics task.

Analytical applications, representing the different sub-functions of Data Analysis in the functional architecture view, are on top of these different data stores and access the data stored. This involves the directly user-facing analysis applications Reporting& Dashboarding, Guided Ad-hoc Analysis and Free Ad-hoc Analysis as well as Data Discovery & Search, but also Deep Analytics tasks. The distinction of those different applications is already explained with the respective sub-functions in Section 4.2.1, so a deeper explanation shall be omitted here. Additionally, data from the persistent
data stores, Enterprise Data Warehouse, Raw Data Archive and Analysis Data Store can be made available to other applications via the Data Access API.

**Deep Analytics** applications can either be scheduled and re-occurring tasks or they can be built as part of an one-time experiment or analysis project. In both cases they typically do not include direct presentation of results to users, but results, mined rules and models are written back and stored in the respective storage areas, where they can be accessed by other analysis applications for discovery and interpretation. In the first case, the input data is taken from the persistent storage areas of Analysis Data Stores, the Raw Data Archive and possibly it Search Index, while results can be written back to the Raw Data Archive, Analysis Data Stores, but also to the Enterprise Data Warehouse if they are considered relevant enough to become part of the integrated core data. In the second case, input data is taken from a sandbox, while results are written back to the same sandbox. These results are typically not incorporated into the persistent data stores, while insights from experimentation can lead to derive and develop a re-occurring deep analytics tasks based on those.

The user-facing analysis applications, **Reporting & Dashboarding, Guided Ad-hoc Analysis** and **Free Ad-hoc Analysis** are all based on respective Analysis Data Stores. Considering this connection, it makes sense to design Analysis Data Stores in a way, so they can support several analysis applications, to make governance and management of these stores easier. However, if an analysis applications has very special requirements this can lead to the design of an exclusive Analysis Data Store. Additionally, Free Ad-hoc Analysis applications can also be based on a sandbox for experimentation, while Data Discovery & Search applications are obviously based on the Search Index.

Considering the design of the architecture, especially the different storage areas, but also the flow of data from extraction to the analysis applications, one can identify the principles of basic and derived data and immutability described by Marz and Warren [164] as well as above. The basic or raw data is stored in the Raw Data Archive, allowing (parts of) all other data stores to be reconstructed if necessary. Data is derived and manipulated on multiple levels, first by using information extraction, cleaning and integrating the data before loading it into the Enterprise Data Warehouse. Data is however not aggregated, so data in both stores is on the same level of detail, allowing cross-referencing of data between both stores. While data in the Raw Data Archive is always immutable and append-only, the data in the Enterprise Data Warehouse typically is too. Data can however be deleted from the Enterprise Data Warehouse or timestamped version of the same data item can be collapsed if the information is not relevant enough anymore. The next level of derivation is when data is transformed and loaded into the Analysis Data Stores. Data there is typically not immutable, as aggregates are regularly changed when data items are added to them. Furthermore, Analysis Data Stores can always be reconstructed from the Enterprise Data Warehouse and the Raw Data Archive due to their derived nature.

Besides analysing data at rest as described above, there is also the need to process data in motion. As described before, there are two general tasks, first analysing in-flowing data in real-time and reacting to it accordingly and second acquiring streaming data and incorporating it into the regular data processing pipeline. The in-flowing data itself gets generated in some transactional system, the **Streaming Data Source**. The nature of possible data sources and in-flowing data can be quite diverse, ranging from system that record machine generated data from sensors to social media streams and high-volume transactional business systems.
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8 see Section 3.2.2, especially requirement VEL1 and sub-requirements, and Section 4.2.1
9 for a overview of possible data sources see Section 2.1.4
The **Stream Acquisition** component’s task is to acquire the data stream from these sources and load it into the ‘big data’ system. Stream acquisition can e.g. involve subscribing to a publishing service or streaming API, simulating the data stream by repeatedly calling an API or even extending the source application to create a create a message stream and push it to the Stream Acquisition component.

From the Stream Acquisition component in-flowing data gets loaded into the **Stream Staging Area**. Its function is similar to the regular Staging Area, to temporarily hold the data until they are further processed. This occurs in two ways. First, the data is written into the Raw Data Archive, from where it gets via the Information Extraction component into the Staging Area and into the regular processing pipeline. Typically, the processing in the regular pipeline however happens in periodic intervals, e.g. over night. Sometimes this waiting time is not acceptable. To avoid it, the streaming data (or important parts of it) can be preliminarily transformed using the **Stream Data Transformation** component and then be loaded into **Analysis Delta Stores**. This transformation and loading can either be an on-going process or data can be gathered for a short period (e.g. a minute) with a periodically occurring transformation. Additionally, because of timing constraints, the transformation typically does not involve an as thorough data cleaning and integration compared to the regular ETL process. In that, it trades off data quality and integration against timeliness of available data. The data in the Analysis Delta Stores can then be accessed by different analysis applications and via the Direct Access API and it can be joined with more historic data from the Analysis Data Stores. Once, the respective streaming data went through the regular ETL process and is available in an Analysis Data Store, it can be deleted from the Analysis Delta Stores.

The second task is analysing streaming data and reacting to it. It is best practice to place this component as close and ideally within the operational system, that processes the data in the first place and is responsible for handling these transactions, e.g. business transactions. The need to communicate with another system over a network is detrimental to applying analysis results in real time and reacting to them, that is adjusting the operational processing of the respective transaction or just giving feedback to the user. Therefore, the **Stream Analysis** component should be placed within the operational application and integrated with it, if this is possible, rendering it an external component from the view point of the ‘big data’ system.

However, this is not always possible as there are use cases, where data from several sources needs to be streamed in, the data streams need to be joined and analysed in combination and results need to be streamed back to different Operational Applications. Note, that these can be identical with the Streaming Data Source, but do not need to be. In this cases it is necessary to have a central Stream Analysis component, which can be placed within the ‘big data’ system. In those cases, streaming data gets acquired as before and the Stream Acquisition components directly forwards the acquired data streams into the Stream Analysis component. The data streams should be directly forwarded instead of the Data Analysis component accessing them from the Stream Staging Area as persisting the data in between takes time and works against the ‘real-time’ requirement.

In both cases, placing the Stream Analysis component within the data source or placing it within the ‘big data’ system with several data streams flowing in, it has several interfacing points with other components of the ‘big data’ system. First, models, rules and intermediate results created from deep analytics tasks can be made available and sent to the Stream Analysis component as required, where they can be joined with and applied to the data streams. Again, here can be referred to the principle of pre-computation of intermediate results. Second, results from the Streaming Analysis component can be written to the Stream Staging Area to be joined back with the actual streaming data from the Stream Acquisition component. Third, the Stream Analysis can lead to alerts for human actors. It can make sense, to send these alerts and integrate them into reports and dashboards for an according
topic. Fourth, streaming analysis results can be made available through the Data Access API, where applications outside the ‘big data’ system can subscribe to for getting this result stream forwarded.

Additionally note, that there were several parts of the functional view, which do not directly show up in implementation-oriented view. These are most horizontal functions, which need t connected to almost every other component of the reference architecture. One of them is metadata, another one is Data Lifecycle Management. There is also no Monitoring and Management component in general. These are left out of the diagram above mainly for clarity reasons. The Metadata Management component is connected to every Data Processing as operational metadata and provenance information gets extracted while data is processed and respective jobs run. Additionally it is connected to every data store to extract structural metadata. The Metadata Management component manages the extraction of metadata, stores it within a Metadata Repository and is the single-point-of-access to this repository. It offers metadata out of the repository via an API to analytical and data discovery components, but possibly also to external applications.

Data Lifecycle Management functions need to be supported by every Data Store component. They need to support data compression and archiving (which can involve to move data from the Enterprise Data Warehouse or Analysis Data Stores to the Raw Data Archive) internally, which can then be globally triggered by a Data Lifecycle Management component. This component receives data from the Metadata Management component, uses them to check rules in a rules engine and triggers appropriate lifecycle tasks within the single data stores.

A similar statement applies for Privacy. Authentication and authorization as well as access tracking functions need to be supported by every single user-facing component and by the different data stores. Anonymization tasks can be conducted during Data Transformation before loading data to an Analysis Data Store, where they can be accessed by end-users. However, this might not be enough. Often it is not suitable to store or process non-anonymous data anywhere in the ‘big data’ system. In these cases, anonymization needs to be done as part of the Data Extraction component or as a distinct component directly following Data Extraction and Stream Acquisition.

One principle that is followed by the structure of the stream processing components it the principle of the ‘data highway’ proposed by Kimball [144] and described above. The first cache is within the streaming application itself, based on the Stream Analysis component, and allows the intermediate and automatic analysis and reaction to the raw data with the results flowing back into the operational systems and being accessible through the Data Access API or within Dashboarding & Reporting applications. The next cache are the Analysis Delta Stores, which includes partly cleaned and integrated data, which is not real-time but possibly available within minutes and between the periodic ETL runs. Finally, the last cache are the Analysis Data Stores, which provide thoroughly cleaned, integrated and transformed data, but only with a time lag depending on the scheduled period for ETL runs, typically within hours over even a nightly load. Additionally, it is possible to add another cache, by allowing access to the Stream Staging Area by analysis applications. This would allow to manually access raw data from streams that is slightly more timely, possibly within seconds, compared to the Analysis Delta Stores, but not cleaned or integrated at all.
4.3 Reference Architecture Technologies

This section will describe and discuss technologies that are connected with ‘big data’. The goal is to identify strengths and weaknesses of each discussed technology and place them into the reference architecture\textsuperscript{10}. The discussion is structured in a way, that first the focus will be on infrastructural technologies that are widely recognized and used to build ‘big data’ systems: database technologies considering relational as well as so called ‘NoSQL’ databases and Apache Hadoop and its ecosystem. Keep in mind however, that this can by no means be an extensive list of all possible options. Given the hype around ‘big data’ and technologies around it, but also ‘NoSQL’ databases the space is in a stage of flux with new products being constantly released. Therefore I will focus on general techniques, ideas and models as a discussion of each single product would first explode the scope and space of this thesis and second be stale very soon.

4.3.1 General Developments and Influences onto Database Technology

**Divergence in the database industry and ‘polyglot persistence’**: The database industry has seen a lot of movement during the last couple of years with the advent of the family of ‘NoSQL’ databases, more specialized relational databases sometimes referred to as ‘NewSQL’, but also the influence the Hadoop ecosystem had on data management. Both motivated the formation of a big start-up scene around those concept. This is especially mentionable, considering that before, except for academic research, the market was pretty stable with an ongoing development of existing systems, but without a lot of new products being released. The obvious choice for most applications were either one of the big relational, multi-purpose databases (mainly the Oracle, IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server product lines) and smaller-scale relational open-source systems (mainly MySQL and PostgreSQL). The ideas of diverging technologies and products were mostly integrated into the former systems or did not create a lot of industry traction, e.g. in the case of independent XML stores\textsuperscript{199}, pp. 981-1023 and object-oriented databases\textsuperscript{199}, pp. 945-980. The most notable exception of this rule were special-purpose, shared-nothing distributed Data Warehouse systems in the likes of Terradata, Netezza, Greenplum and others. One reason for this new development originated from web applications and a growth of data and workload with the need for distribution to highly scale with a transactional workload of mixed read/write operations. Another reason was the need for complex analytical and read-heavy computations over a large volume of data. Besides these main reasons, there are still several small ones, which I will describe in the discussion of the respective sub-category below.

Another idea, that co-emerged with these technological divergence, drove them but is also driven by them is the idea of ‘one size does not fit all’ or ‘polyglot persistence’. The idea of ‘one size does not fit all’ was first introduced by Stonebraker and Cetintemel\textsuperscript{204} and got further explained and developed in a couple of papers\textsuperscript{204, 206, 209, 210}. Initially focussed merely on relational database systems, the idea predicted that the time of large multi-purpose systems would be over, in favour of special-purpose systems with a leaner architecture optimized for certain workload characteristics. Namely they predicted four application areas that databases would be specially designed for, text databases, data warehouse systems, stream processing or high-frequency transactional systems and scientific applications. They further predicted, that each of this special-purpose systems would outperform multi-purpose systems by a factor of 10 in its respective field\textsuperscript{209}. They further elaborated on some unique characteristics of data warehouse systems and stream processing systems and how the architecture of special-purpose systems would be optimized for those\textsuperscript{204, 206}. Some examples,

\textsuperscript{10}see Section 4.2.2
they mentioned for data warehouse systems was the use of column-oriented instead of row-oriented storage, emphasis on materialized views and favouring bit-map indexes over B-trees.

With the advent of ‘NoSQL’ systems and new data models in those systems, the very similar concept of ‘polyglot persistence’ was introduced. The idea was again, that different applications within an organization would rely on different database systems depending on which data model and architectural characteristics best fit the particular application, but even more, that one application would use several database systems based on the different tasks the application has to perform [187, pp. 7] [113, pp. 133-140,147-152]. This is very different from the previous approach of using a certain relational database product almost for every data storage need. This is also very applicable to the ‘big data’ reference architecture considering the different storage areas involved: Staging Area, Raw Data Archive, Enterprise Data Warehouse, Analysis Data Stores, but also Stream Staging Area and Analysis Delta Stores. In the remainder of this section, I will introduce several types of database systems and map them to the mentioned storage areas based on the characteristics of the former and the requirements of the later. Before doing this, I will however explain several concepts that have an influence onto the architecture and therefore onto the characteristics of these systems.

**CAP theorem:** Another idea, that is often used by ‘NoSQL’ manufacturers and proponents to argue for their architectural choices[113, pp. 53-56], is the CAP theorem first introduced in a keynote by Brewer [76] and a subsequent formalization and proof by Gilbert and Lynch [120]. While the theorem was stated in 2000 and in the context of distributed systems in general, with the need of scalability due to data volume and workload and concluding a more distributed architecture for databases, it also received a lot of attention in the database community lately. This motivated an on-going discussion about the theorem, which is e.g. reflected by an issue of IEEE Computer[12] which contained several articles especially focussing on and discussing the CAP theorem [37, 66, 75, 121].

In its original form, the CAP theorem stated that in a distributed system it is only possible to achieve two out of three desirable properties: consistency, availability and partition tolerance. In this context Gilbert and Lynch [120] defined consistency using a linearizable consistency model which states, that there must be a ‘total order on all operations such that each operation looks as if it were completed at a single instant’ [120]. More intuitively, this means that a request to a distributed needs to be atomic and behave the same way, as if it would be executed on a single node or in a database context as having a ‘single up-to-date copy of the data’ [75]. Later, Gilbert and Lynch [121] generalized and relaxed this definition requiring that a response to a request is the right one, depending on the specification of the operating service. Availability means, that whenever a request it receives a response and if a non-failing node, this node must eventually be able to respond. And finally, partition tolerance means, that the system should be able to cope with network partitions and allow for an arbitrary number of messages to be lost. [120, 121]

There are, however, several things to note. First, consistency in the context of the CAP theorem has a smaller scope than consistency defined within the ACID property. While the later covers consistency over the schema and the state after an operation adhering to database and foreign key constraints, consistency within CAP means that read and write operations always occur on the latest version of a data item [75]. Second, availability is only influenced by non-failing nodes being able to respond. Failing nodes do not impact availability in this scenario, as long as not all nodes fail, that hold replications of a certain data item. Third, partition tolerance is different to the other two properties. While a system architecture can be developed in favour of and therefore influence either, availability and consistency, it has no influence on network or node failures that result in separated partitions.
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Network partitions are therefore a given, if they occur, and the system must cope with them with the probability of network and node failures increasing as the cluster grows bigger [37, 75, 121].

This third observation leads to the conclusion that the CAP theorem mainly implies, that a system needs to decide for availability or consistency in the situation of an occurring partition. One can think of this in an intuitive way. Consider a partition occurs and nodes on several partitions hold a replication of a data item. If a node receives a read or write requests it now needs to decide if it processes this request or not. In the former case, the node cannot be aware, if the respective data item was already updated on a node in another partition, therefore consistency is not ensured. In the later case the system sacrifices availability. [75] This essentially assumes, that the system replicates data over several nodes. If it does not, this would however imply that it gives up availability, as a non-reachable node makes it impossible to respond to any request that refers to data items that particular node holds.

One implication of this fact is, that according to the CAP theorem there does not need be a trade-off while the network is not partitioned. During all other times a distributed system can actually maintain both, even if many ‘NoSQL’ tend to give up strong consistency also during times in which the network is completely functional [44]. Defending this choice with CAP is one if the theorem’s big misinterpretations, but there can still be good reasons to do so. One of them is to increase latency and scalability. Maintaining consistent states over several replications can be expensive in time, therefore requiring to make a trade-off between consistency and latency\(^\text{13}\). For this reason, the CAP theorem falls somehow short as a guideline to reason about these properties. Abadi [37] therefore proposed another means to think about them. This resulted in the formulation of PAC/ELC. This should be interpreted as follows: If a system faces a network (p)artition does it choose (a)vailability or (c)onsistency? (E)lse, does it choose (l)atency or (c)onsistency. Obviously this is valid for choosing databases within a ‘big data’ system as well.

**Implications of the CAP theorem and PAC/ELC onto database systems:** Based on the observations above, several databases, especially in the ‘NoSQL’ field\(^\text{14}\), are architected around weaker consistency models [56], therefore trading-off consistency to gain either availability, latency or both.

In this case databases are often referred to as following the BASE model, which means they are (b)asically (a)vailable, but can be in a (s)oft state and only provide (e)ventual consistency [76, 179]. Keep in mind, however, that BASE is not as rigidly defined as ACID, especially considering the meaning of ‘basically available’ and ‘soft state’ [113, p. 56]. In general, basically available means, that availability is the primary goal for these systems, and both read and write operations should be, in which the database has not one concrete state, but the state is in flux, that is at points in time one replica of a data item might differ from a replica on another node. Finally, eventual consistency means, that these conflicts will ‘eventually’ be resolved and that the system guarantees that if a data item receives no more updates, that current updates will ‘eventually’ be propagated to all replicas. [76, 179, 223][199, pp. 852-853]

The first implementation change when dropping ACID is to give up on distributed transactions. Distributed transactions as implemented in most distributed, relational databases rely on commit protocols, to ensure that all nodes that are touched by a transaction (either due to replication or due to sharding) commit or roll back a transaction together, and on distributed locking [199, pp. 830-847]. Distributed transactions are however expensive over-head wise and hurt latency and scalability.

\(^{13}\text{Further reasoning why this trade-off is necessary can be found in Abadi [37].}\)

\(^{14}\text{While it would be possible to trade-off consistency and drop full ACID requirements in a relational database, to the best of my knowledge there is no product, neither open-source nor commercial, that does so}\)
Therefore, many ‘NoSQL’ systems do not allow distributed transactions, but only transactions that just touch one data shard on one node or even only transactions over a single data object.

Considering the replication model, eventual consistency is typically implemented, by allowing each replica to accept and conduct both, read and write operations. Writes are then asynchronously propagated to other replications and, once a network partition got resolved, they will eventually reach all replicas for that particular data item. The time until writes are propagated is the inconsistency window. Note, that if other replicas also update the same data item during the inconsistency window, write/write conflicts can occur and need to be resolved by merging the updates. Typically this needs to be done within the application layer, where the database just informs about these conflicts [199, p. 853].

There are however also several other options how to relax consistency based on different replication and distribution models with different impact onto latency and availability. That is, why Brewer [76] talked about the decision between ACID and BASE not as a binary choice, but as a spectrum where a trade-off needs to be established. Lloyd et al. [156] e.g. describe COPS, a system that guarantees causal consistency. This consistency model is stronger the eventual consistency but weaker than strong, ACID-like consistency. The trade-off in this sense is based on the implemented distribution model. Options are e.g. master-slave or quorum-based replication models. For example, a quorum-based protocol provides a better consistency than what is described above if the number of replicas required to agreed on a write (W) overlaps with the number of replicas required for a read (R), considering the total number of replicas (N). This is the case for (W + R > N). In this case, a read operation always touches at least one replica that is aware of the latest write operation. On the other hand, availability is decreased, because if after a partition or after a failure of several there are not enough replicas available to fulfil the read or write quorum, the system is not able to conduct the respective operation. For the case described above, which could essentially be seen as a special instance of quorum based with (R = 1), (W = 1) and (R + W < N), one replica within a partition is enough to serve both, read and write requests. Latency is also decreased, as there is the overhead of several replicas needing to agree.

Considering this example, it gets also apparent, that one can fine-tune a distributed database not only by choosing a certain distribution model, but also by configuring its parameters. Coming back to the quorum example, one can trade-off between read availability / latency and write availability / latency by shifting the number of required quoras either the read or to the write side, while (W + R) remains larger than N. A quorum can e.g. be configured Read-One, Write-All to favour read latency and availability over write latency and availability. Many databases allow to be configured and fine-tuned internally. Cassandra can e.g. be configured using one of the consistency settings ONE (one replica is enough for reads and writes), QUORUM (the majority of replicas is required for reads and writes) and ALL (all replicas are required for reads and writes) [113, pp. 103-104]. Zhu et al. [230] even describe an extension to Cassandra, that allows to define a latency limit with the system optimizing consistency settings while making sure the latency limit is not exceeded.

Application of the CAP theorem to the reference architecture: When applying the CAP theorem or the PAC/ELC model to the reference architecture, it is necessary to consider the importance of consistency, latency and availability of a database for the different storage areas. One observation is, that analytical workloads are read-heavy, often with periodic updates. This is at least true for the analysis of data at rest, the upper part of the reference architecture diagram in Figure 4.3.
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15 An extensive discussion of different distribution and replication models would go beyond the scope here. A further discussion of different models and how they impact consistency, availability and latency can be found in Abadi [37], Fowler and Sadalage [113, pp. 37-45,57-59] or Silberschatz et al. [199, pp. 839-853]
Strong consistency guarantees are therefore not as important for the Analysis Data Stores because write/write conflicts do practically not occur in those regular batch jobs. With large batch-jobs to update the Analysis Data Stores, write latency is also less of an issue, write throughput is however more important, especially if the window for running the batch-job is rather small. Read latency is however highly important for Analysis Data Stores that serve interactive analysis tasks. The same goes for availability. Scalability is definitely an issue and that goes for both, being scalable with data volume and with read workload. Sharding (for scaling with data volume and intra-query parallelization) and replication (for availability and read workload balancing) are therefore both important.

Similar observations occur, when looking at the Enterprise Data Warehouse and the Raw Data Archive. While a consistent state is very important for the Enterprise Data Warehouse, this mostly influences logical consistency, that is that the database should enforce constraints in the data model. The Raw Data Archive does not need this level of logical consistency and constraint enforcement considering that it stores raw, un-cleaned and only partly integrated data. Write/write conflicts are again improbable due the periodic loading through batch-jobs. This is even more true if the Enterprise Data Warehouse is implemented around the ‘immutable data’ and ‘append only’ principle as described in Section 4.2.2. Read and write latency are both not that important, again because neither read or write operations are conducted interactively in a larger scale. Read and write throughput, on the other hand, is, especially if the loading time window is small. Availability is important.

The situation is different for analysis of streaming data. With data streaming in with a high frequency of rather small write operations, write/write and also read/write conflicts are a lot more likely. Additionally, a high frequency of rather small write operations puts more focus onto write latency compared to writes in large batch jobs, which merely require write throughput. This is also important, as streaming data should be available for analysis in the Streaming Staging Area and the Analysis Delta Stores as soon as possible. Read latency is also important for Analysis Delta Stores, but also for the Stream Staging Area if they can be queried interactively. Availability for reads and writes is important with read availability being even more important than write availability. The premise is, that analysis results should be accessible and acted on quickly. If the data is not available, this mainly results in a waiting time until network or node failures are resolved and can therefore be seen as a very high latency impact. Consistency, on the other hand, can be slightly relaxed. As described before, the idea is to make data accessible quickly with the premise to clean and integrate it less thoroughly compared to the processing of data at rest. Some (logical) inconsistencies can therefore occur anyway and are to be expected.

4.3.2 Relational Databases

The databases that are traditionally most widely used are those, that follow the relational model. Data is modelled using tables (relations) which be seen as representing a type of objects (e.g. customers). Each column in the table refers to attributes, that are applicable to objects of that type. Each row (tuple) refers to a distinct object if that type (e.g. a certain customer) and describes the relationship of attribute values of that object. Tuples of different tables can reference each other based on attribute relationships. The relational model allows to define constraints on both, relationships of attributes within one tuple and relationships between tuples of different tables. The database system enforces that these constraints are not violated. The data is accessed using a relational query language, almost always SQL. [199, pp. 39-55]

Relational databases therefore requires data to be modelled and parsed into the relational model while it is loaded into the database. This greatly reduces the flexibility of data that can be loaded and
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requires to schema of data to be known in advance. High record-to-record variability can either break
the schema or leads to very scarce tables. On other hand it increases the query flexibility as data
is generally modelled and not with certain queries or applications in mind. Furthermore, the need
for parsing the data before loading it into the database and constraint checking lead to an increased
loading time [161, 176], again in exchange for faster querying and application performance as data
fields do not need to be parsed at application runtime. This also means, that errors in the data (e.g.
attribute type or constraint violations) pop up when loading the data, while an application on top of
the database can be sure, that the data is consistent to those constraints and violations do not pop up
at application runtime. Additionally, the use of a high-level, declarative language like SQL provides
several advantages. High-level languages normally require less lines of code to solve a problem, they
are typically also easier to read and to learn by non-programmers. The later is especially important
as many data analysts use SQL to interact with data stores, but have no extensive programming
background. Additionally, query optimizer based on SQL have years of extensive research effort and
are very hard and only with high effort to beat by programmers. Using ODBC or JDBC to interact
with the database and run SQL queries can have a significant overhead, but this overhead can often
be avoided by using stored procedures [208].

Massively Parallel Processing Databases: Lately, the term Massively Parallel Processing
(MPP) databases came up to describe databases based on a distributed architecture to for high
scalability. The idea and technology is however not new. Typically, these databases use a ‘shared
nothing’ architecture, where each node has its own CPU(s), memory and disk. From a scalability
perspective ‘shared nothing’ is superior to ‘shared memory’ or shared disk, as for the later the
interconnection bus to either, the memory or the disk becomes a bottleneck hurting scalability
[62, 99, 205, 208][199, pp. 781-784]

The data is then distributed over these nodes. Essentially, there are two forms of distribution.
First, different tables are distributed across nodes. Second, tables are automatically partitioned
(sharded) and the tuples of one table are distributed over nodes. Scalability is then provided due
to parallelism [62, 208]. Inter-Query parallelism, that is different queries hitting different nodes,
balances workloads and allows for scalability concerning the workload as well as for an increased
query / transaction throughput. Intra-Query parallelism, that is one query touches data on different
nodes with each touched node doing parts of the work, speeds up query runtimes [199, pp. 802-815].
Query parallelism depends, however, also on the partitioning technique. Hash-partitioning, where a
hash function distributes the tuples based on the value of some attribute, is good for point queries
on the partitioning attribute. Range partitioning, where data is distributed depending on some
attribute value being within a certain range interval, is also good for smaller range queries. The risk
of range queries is, however, that attribute values are concentrated within a certain range, which hurts
workload balance between the nodes [199, pp. 798-802]. Additionally, data partitions are typically not
only stored on a single node, but replicated over several. This is for availability and failure-handling
reasons if one node goes down. Additionally it can provide even more inter-query parallelism as
queries that read the same data can be run in parallel on different nodes [62]. For the user, however,
partitioning and replication over multiple machines, is transparent [176].

Relational MPP databases typically support full ACID properties. This can hurt scalability especially
for write-intensive workloads as distributed transactions and locking add overhead and are expensive.
This is one of the reasons, why these applications can scale to the tens or hundreds of nodes, but
might hit a limit at thousands of nodes [36]. An exception to some extent are data warehouse
applications and analytical databases. These are very read-heavy with only periodical writes. This
makes consistency and transactional conflicts less of an issue and allows for architectures that are
even higher scalable. Several commercial databases, e.g. Teradata, Greenplum, Netezza or Vertica,
do this successful and report that they are able to handle multi-petabyte databases [78, 161]. Note however, that the later are declarations of the respective databases vendors and should therefore be taken with a grain of salt.

**Column-wise Storage:** Another concept, mainly used in analytical databases, is the idea of column-wise storage. The idea is rather simple. While traditional, relational databases physically store data row-by-row (one complete tuple after another) column-wise databases physically store data column-by-column. Assume a, b, c refer to a row, while 1, 2, 3 refer to attributes. Simplified traditional databases system would store tuples using the structure (a1, a2, a3; b1, b2, b3; c1, c2, c3), while column-wise database systems would store (a1, b1, c1; a2, b2, c2; a3, b3, c3). Note however, that this only affects physically storage. Logically both implement the relational model. [38, 39, 206, 208]

Both storage schemes have advantages and disadvantages. First, column-wise storage achieves higher compression rates as most compression schemes are based on homogeneity within data. Typically, values within one attribute (that is within one column) are more homogeneous. Compression also has the side-effect, that more data can be stored in main memory with less copying between disk and memory and also better CPU cache utilization. Second, consider the star schema in data warehouse applications. Typically, fact tables are very broad with many different key figures stored as attributes. Queries however, often only touch few of these key figures, but aggregate them over many rows. These queries are faster on column-wise storage as they only need to read the attribute values of the included attributes, while they need to read the complete rows on row-oriented storage. Third, column-wise storage is more flexible in cases where the data model needs to be changes by adding columns to a table. [38, 39, 206, 208]

On the other hand, column-wise databases gain this advantage by trading-in write performance. In a row-oriented storage scheme a new tuple can just be added at the end. With column-wise storage a tuple needs to be broken down to attribute values and these cannot just be added at the end, but need to be inserted in several places. [38, 39, 206, 208]

Considering the reference architecture, the advantages for read performance make column-wise databases a very good fit for Analysis Data Stores. The disadvantage considering write performance is no problem here. Another story are Analysis Delta Stores. While they would definitely benefit from increased read-performance for analytical queries, they would also suffer from the decreased write-performance. Some examples of column-wise databases are C-Store, MonetDB, SybaseIQ, Vertica, Infobright, Paraccel.

**In-memory:** Another technology that gets attention lately is in-memory databases [158, 159]. They can be significantly faster than disk-based, not only because they hold all data in memory, but because they assume to do so. While a disk-oriented database would also cache all data in memory as long as memory is bigger than data volume, they still have to handle overhead to synchronize data in memory with data on disk. In-memory databases often get rid of memory buffer management, latching and logging. If they are properly architected this way, they can use main memory more efficiently compared to disk-oriented databases. Note however, that data is still flushed to disk from time to time due to availability reasons. Main memory is after volatile and restarting a machine would lead to data loss. [62, 208]

The obvious advantage of memory-based databases systems is performance, both for reads and writes. The disadvantage is cost. Even if proponents of in-memory databases claim, that main memory gets cheaper and cheaper and that it gets therefore feasible to hold all data in memory, disk is still and will probably always be more cost-efficient. This is even more true in cases, where a company’s data
volume grows faster than memory actually gets cheaper. In this case it is just infeasible to store all data in memory.

Considering the reference architecture storage areas that make most use of in-memory technology are those, that take most out of the performance improvement. These are all storage areas, that can be queried interactively by end-users and analytical applications. It can also be used by storage areas that are queried by deep analytics batch jobs as those jobs still benefit from eliminating I/O waiting times for loading data from disk. However, considering the batch nature it might make less of an impact compared to interactive analytics. On the other hand, it might enable to run applications that were only feasible in batch mode before in an interactive manner. Still, considering this Analysis Data Stores and especially Analysis Delta Stores make in-memory databases an ideal choice. The later even more, as they do not only benefit from increased read performance, but also from increased write performance due to high-frequency writes from streaming data. Both of them also only hold parts of the data, which makes it easier and less costly to fit all data into memory compared to the large volumes of more detailed data in Enterprise Data Warehouse and especially Raw Data Archive. This, again, is even more true for Analysis Delta Stores as they only hold data for a certain interval until the next ETL run for data-at-rest. Note also, that in-memory techniques are of course not limited to relational database systems. They are just listed here, as they are recently more and more applied to those, e.g. to the ‘NewSQL’ systems described below.

**In-database Analytics:** Another idea is to move computation and application tasks to the data, instead of exporting data from the database to an application and conducting application logic there. Again, this is not a concept solely applicable to relational database systems. The idea is also inherent in Hadoop’s architecture as described below and in other systems. However it gets more and more applied to relational systems, shaping the term ‘Extreme SQL’. Pavlo et al. [176] e.g. state, that almost every parallel processing task can be formulated as a set of SQL queries in combination with user defined functions. The idea is to automatically use parallelism of distributed databases and to profit from the databases system’s query optimizer. Additionally, query outputs are typically smaller then all query imports. Processing application logic close to the data and only responding with the results therefore means less network traffic and decreased network latency.

Based on this idea several efforts were made to implement data mining, machine learning and statistical techniques either directly within a database or based on SQL [161]. One of the efforts to do this in SQL is the MADlib project. It aims at implementing statistical methods using SQL scripts and user defined functions [87, 131]. Considering the use case for the reference architecture, in-database analytics makes obviously sense to be included in Analysis Data Stores and Analysis Delta Stores. Another instantiation of this idea is the inclusion of the MapReduce programming model also into relational databases. One example is Greplum. Note however, that MapReduce system typically require some overhead to start a job and are therefore mainly suitable for batch-oriented and less for interactive tasks.

**‘NewSQL’:** So called ‘NewSQL’ databases combined several of the technologies described above. There developed was driven by the idea of ‘one size does not fit all’ and with the goal of defining special-purpose databases for write-heavy, OLTP-like workload with high-frequent, but rather small write operations. These efforts aim at building OLTP systems with high scalability, but without giving up full ACID compliance and transactions. They also strive to provide better per-node performance compared to some systems the focus merely on scalability [78, 129, 210]. However, these systems largely favour small-scope transaction over few notes. Transactions and joins over a large number of
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16 A broader discussion of the MapReduce paradigm is described below when discussing Hadoop
nodes are still possible, however these are less scalable and efficient and therefore suffer a performance penalty. In other words, these databases support full ACID compliance, while only suffering from according scalability impacts if transactions span multiple nodes [78]. Considering the characteristics of the workload with highly frequent, but rather small requests, this seems to be an appropriate join for specialized OLTP systems. Contrary to analytical systems, large, node-spanning joins are rather rare.

To achieve high node performance and scalability most of these systems are completely in-memory. They additionally get rid of logging, locking, latching shared data structures and buffer management. Harizopoulos et al. [129], Stonebraker and Cattell [208] claim, that this overhead accounts for almost 80% of typical transaction runtime. Logs need to be written to disk to be durable if a node fails. Instead ‘NewSQL’ system do node fail-over and recovery from data replications on other nodes. This is also necessary, as in-memory databases would just not allow to write logs to disk. The buffer pool is completely avoided by the database being solely in-memory. Locking is avoided by using techniques like the two-phase commit protocol for distributed, node-spanning transactions (which notably decreases scalability in those cases, as mentioned above), ordering through timestamps and multi-version concurrency control. Finally, the avoid latching by using improved B-trees for indexing and often being single-threaded per CPU core with main memory being divided into buckets, one for each CPU core. [78, 207, 208]

Considering the reference architecture, the optimization for OLTP and high-frequent, low volume transactions places ‘NewSQL’ databases as an option for the stream acquisition components. However, due to the performance penalty for distributed joins they might not be an ideal choice for Analysis Delta Stores, but the seem very suitable for the Stream Staging Area. Both, the support of ACID-like consistency and scalability and performance for high-frequent write operations, make them a good fit. However, data needs to conform to the relational schema. If the model of data items in the stream are not known in advance or highly variable, this might lead to problems.

Some examples of ‘NewSQL’ systems are VoltDB, MySQL Cluster, ScaleDB, Clustrix, ScaleBase, NimbusDB, Google Megastore, MemSQL, NuoDB, SolidDB, TimesTen [78].

4.3.3 ‘NoSQL’ Databases

‘NoSQL’ databases receive some kind of hype lately. The term is, however, ill-defined with different databases labelled that way being very different considering their architecture. The biggest similarity is probably, that none of them is built on the relational model, though the incorporated data models can be rather different. A classification of these data models and a selection of databases confirming to that respective model can be found below. ‘NoSQL’ databases also do not support SQL, but often proprietary query languages, some declarative some not. This is notable as most problems they try to solve are not caused by SQL as a high-level language, but by the relational model itself or traditional database architecture. It is also notable, that some of them actually added high-level languages that are similar to SQL. While ‘NoSQL’ databases are often categorized and discussed according to the data model they support (key-value stores, document stores, column-family stores, graph databases [70, 126][113, pp. 20-23,26-28][187, pp. 3-7]), there are still major differences between single databases within these categories. This refers to the architecture, replication and distribution models they use and therefore they trade-offs they make considering consistency, latency and availability [134]. These differences make it difficult to discuss ‘NoSQL’ databases in a general way. Take the following discussion therefore with a great of salt where many points are valid for a lot of these systems but not necessarily to all.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{17}For a discussion of the different data models see below}\]
One goal ‘NoSQL’ databases are designed for, is to simplify application development on top of them and to improve programmer productivity. First, they aim at resolving the impedance mismatch, that results from difference between data structures within applications and the relational model. They avoid the translation between both by allowing to store application objects directly within the database, e.g. as binary large objects (BLOBs) or using nested data objects. Many ‘NoSQL’ databases e.g. use JSON documents for internal storage. JSON can be easily imported and serialized into objects or data structures in several programming language [113, pp. 5-6]. Additionally, they allow for a flexible schema. Data can be added to BLOBs or new attribute to JSON documents without the need to change the data model of the database [78, 126]. This is often described as ‘schemaless’ [70]. However, data is rarely completely schemaless. An implicit schema is typically inherent in the data and just hidden within a BLOB as it contains different attribute values, e.g. separated by commas. It is then on the application to assume a certain structure within the data and impose this schema at application runtime and to extract data out of a BLOB. [113, pp. 28-30] ‘Schema-at-read’ is therefore typically a better term to describe this concept.

Another goal of ‘NoSQL’ databases is to provide a high level of scalability [70][113, pp. 8-9]. They are often based on a ‘shared nothing’ architecture with automatic sharding of data, distribution of these shards across all nodes and automatically balancing shards across nodes with new records or nodes added to the system. Additionally, data is typically replicated for availability and workload balancing [78, 112].

As indicated above many of them also relax consistency guarantees to achieve this goal. Some of them differ in how much consistency they give up, but many implement eventual consistency as described above [44, 70, 126]. Very few of them support ACID compliance and transactions across objects18. Often, they neither allow distributed joins (or even no joins at all) or complex queries, but only provide a rather simple CRUD interface [78, 134]. Instead, many of them rely on data models, that Fowler and Sadalage [113, pp. 13-24] call ‘aggregate oriented’. The idea here is, that while only simple operations on objects are allowed, these objects can have a rather complex, often implicit structure internally. An object can include several nested sub-objects and attributes.

In this sense an object, or attribute, groups together sub-objects that are related and are likely to be accessed together. This is different to the relational model, where these different sub-objects would typically be separated over several tables with foreign key relationships to reference each other. An example is e.g. to group respective orders within a customer object. This makes it easy for applications, that need to access all orders of a particular customers, but it makes it difficult to e.g. query all orders, that include a certain product. Aggregate-oriented databases are therefore modelled with a focus on a certain application and give up query flexibility [134]. Aggregate oriented databases are therefore a poor fit, if data is based on a lot of relationships and operation across aggregates is necessary. On the other hand, as mentioned above, aggregates often can be easier important into respective applications as they can just be serialized as a data structure or object in many programming languages. Additionally, aggregates are often a good unit for sharding and replication with data, that is typically accessed to gather, being stored on the same node. This can improve scalability and latency as it avoids distributed joins (or joins at all), which are not possible anyway. As indicated above, while not offering transactions and ACID compliance across aggregates or objects, many ‘NoSQL databases’ allow ACID transactions within one aggregate. [113, pp. 13-24]

With this approach, consistency handling and joins or more complex queries are merely pushed to the application level. With that in mind, scalability gained should be taken with a grain of salt, as the scalability issues are just moved to the application layer, if those things are needed. One can think about this as a turning away from a classical 3-tier architecture with tasks of the databases tier
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18One exception of a ‘NoSQL’ database, that does so, is RavenDB [134]
being moved to the application tier. The databases tier still conducts file operations and management, but higher level tasks (as mentioned processing more complex queries, transaction processing and sometimes secondary indexes to access non-key attributes) are moved to the application tier. Often, this make it a more difficult problem. As mentioned when discussing relational databases, it is hard for programmers and takes a lot of effort to equal or beat well-implemented query optimizers. While it can provide better scalability for the database tier, scalability in the application tier can suffer. Additionally, for large analytical queries the network between application and database can become a bottleneck as input data for those queries is typically larger than output data. Therefore, aggregation-oriented databases, if implemented this way, are more suitable for high-frequent, low-volume transactions with few inter-object relationships. In these cases they work well. [148]

One option, several of those databases offer, to work around the lack of joins, is the use of materialized views. These are often based on the MapReduce programming model integrated into the database[16], e.g. in MongoDB [70]. Joins and queries across aggregates can then be pre-calculated, stored and are therefore accessible by applications. While this helps to some extent, interactive querying is still prohibitive as materialized need to be defined in advance and their calculation is typically done in batch mode. The definition of materialized view is therefore still focussed on expected queries and query flexibility is still limited. [113, pp. 30-31,67-78]

There is however one big exception to the points discussed above, that should be noted. Graph databases are often mentioned as one category of ‘NoSQL’ databases, though they are fundamentally different to aggregate-oriented databases. First, they support a data model of small records and complex interactions. Relationships are supported as 1st-class citizens and graph databases are therefore ideal for applications heavily based on relationships between data items and traversing these relationships. While they also provide a flexible schema and loading of variable and complex data, they additionally provide high query flexibility across relationships. They often also provide stronger consistency guarantees compared to other ‘NoSQL’ databases, sometimes full ACID compliance, but their data model is very difficult to shard or partition. Therefore they suffer in scalability and most graph databases are actually deployed on a single server. A deeper discussion of graph databases and other ‘NoSQL’ data models can be found below. [113, pp. 25-26][187, p. 6][190, pp. 3-7,25-39]

**Key-Value Stores:** The most basic data model among ‘NoSQL’ systems is provided by the category of so called key-value stores. They are aggregated oriented, so the discussion above applies. Aggregates get access by a key and consist of a key-load (the value), that is completely opaque to the database system. For accessing data, typically a simple interface is provided mainly allowing create, read and delete operations. Updates are often not possible, as the value is opaque to the database. In those cases, old data is simply overwritten or both values are stored using a versioning scheme [78]. [187, p. 4] [113, pp. 20,81-88]

Internally the value can be almost everything, a BLOB, text, JSON, XML. As it is opaque to the system, it cannot enforce any constraints onto the data. While this provides a high schema flexibility and allows to easily store unstructured and semi-structured data, it also means, that it is completely in the responsibility of the application to parse the data and to interpret it. This also means, that data is only accessible by primary keys. There is no possibility to select data based on some other attribute. Again, this ensures read performance and scalability, but renders query flexibility mainly in-existent. In cases where data needs to be selected on some attribute within the aggregate, with key-value stores all data would need to be loaded to the application and selected there. This is clearly non-feasible and one big issue limiting key value applicable stores only in few situations. [187, p. 4] [113, pp. 20,81-88]
Considering the consistency, typically only operations on a single key can be considered atomic. Transactions across keys are not supported and most key value stores implement eventual consistency, however are often tunable (e.g. by using quorums to trade-off read against write performance). Due to the relaxation of consistency, most key value stores instead provide high availability for both, reads and writes. If write conflicts occur, most of them provide the option to either let the newest write (based on a timestamp) win or to store both key value pairs and then return both to the client application to be resolved there. Sharding and replication is done over the key, often using hash partitioning. Range queries can therefore also be tricky, focussing the use case onto single key accesses. [187, p. 4] [113, pp. 20,81-88]

Additionally, some key value stores are strictly in-memory with only periodically pushing snapshots to disks, e.g. Redis or Memcached. This provides another use case with those databases used as simple caching servers or even as a cache integrated within an application and running on the same machine. Considering the reference architecture, the later can be a valuable use case to cache data within analytical applications. Apart from that, key value stores are hardly applicable for any of the storage areas due to their opaqueness which limits data management capabilities. Due to their write performance and as they implement the append-only principle, they could be used as a staging area for unstructured and even semi-structured data. Another possibility is, to use key value stores as one part of the Raw Data Store. They can be used to store unstructured data there, especially text, and are combined with a more structured database which references to single key value pairs. Additionally, by indexing the value into the Search Index before it is stored, opaqueness can be worked around as the Search Index can be used to search through the data e.g. using a full text search. Some examples of key value stores are Redis [70, 78][187, pp. 261-306], Riak [78, 134][187, pp. 51-92], Tokyo Cabinet [78, 134], Voldemort [78, 134], DynamoDB [134] and Memcached [78].

**Document-Oriented Databases:** Similar to key value stores, document-oriented databases (also called document stores) are aggregate oriented, so again, the general discussion above applies. Aggregates (called documents) are also associated with a key. However, the difference is, that documents are not opaque to the database. They typically use a self-describing, hierarchical tree structure. Most of them use JSON, some use XML and some use a proprietary format, e.g. BSON (binary JSON) in the case of MongoDB, which is obviously a binary version of JSON optimized for storage space and scan speed. Documents are then grouped in collections. One can imagine a collection as a table in the relational model and a document as a row. There could e.g. be collections for customers or products with each single customer’s or product’s data being stored in a document. The main difference is, that documents have flexible and more complex structure. Flexible in the sense, that documents within a collection do not need to adhere to each other concerning their internal structure and attributes and the database system does not enforce a schema or constraints. This makes it easy to add attributes to a single object without changing a schema first. ‘Empty’ attributes can simply be left out, which saves storage spaces in situations of very sparse data. Complex means, that documents can include nested attributes, lists of attributes and even sub-documents. As described above in the discussion about aggregate orientation, a document holding customer data can e.g. hold several orders of this customer. This make document stores a good fit to hold semi-structured data, especially considering that data sources (e.g. web data sources, web services, APIs) often provide data directly as JSON documents. However, most document stores do not allow documents to include pointers to other documents, at least not in a way that the database directly uses them, e.g. for joins. [78][187, pp. 5-6,309-310][113, pp. 20,89-98]

As noted above, the internal structure of documents is not opaque to the database system. Besides basic CRUD operations, all of them therefore allow to query and select documents based on their attributes. They also allow for secondary indexes over document attributes to speed up those queries.
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To formulate the queries, most of those query languages are proprietary, some of them use Javascript or a proprietary language based on Javascript. Additionally some, e.g. CouchDB, integrate MapReduce\(^{16}\) to compute complex queries with document crossing joins into views, which can themselves be queried. The views can either be materialized in advance or completely computed at query runtime. Note however, that the later case can be a latency issue, especially as MapReduce computations are typically batch-oriented with some start-up overhead and low latency. With that, they provide more query flexibility than key value stores, but applications are dependent on the data being modelled according to their needs as joins across documents are mostly not possible. \([78][187, pp. 5-6,309-310][113, pp. 20,89-98]\)

Considering consistency, most Document Stores fit into the general impression of ‘NoSQL’ databases as discussed above. The distribution models differ, almost all provide sharding, while often using a master-slave or quorum-based replication model. Typically they relax consistency to achieve high availability and better scalability, and mostly provide eventual consistency. But some are tunable, e.g. based on quorums. Transactions are atomic within one document, which makes consistency similar to query flexibility dependent to some extent on the data being modelled according to the application’s needs. Documents provide a unit for sharding and provides good read and write scalability assuming the application needs fit how the data is modelled within documents. Read scalability and possibly write scalability (depending on the number of writeable replicas or on quorum settings) is additionally improved by replication, though there is the possibility that reads from replicas are stale due to the eventual consistency model. \([78][187, pp. 5-6,309-310][113, pp. 20,89-98]\)

Considering the reference architecture, document make little sense for analysis oriented storage areas as query possibilities and performance largely depend on the model of the aggregates and are not flexible enough for ad-hoc queries. They can however be an option for staging semi-structured data and due to their possible write performance and scalability also for the Stream Staging Area, e.g. to cache semi-structured event stream or data from web logs. Keep however the consistency model in mind. Depending on how much a certain document store actually relaxes consistency write/write conflicts might occur, or data might get lost, e.g. if the master node crashes in a master-slave model before data is propagated to any slave. They are therefore ideal for streaming workloads that are append-only, which is typically the case for event logs. Additionally, they might be an option to store semi-structured data in the Raw Data Archive. Considering that some integrate the MapReduce programming model, some deep analytics tasks on the Raw Data Archive could then directly be implemented within the database. Some examples for document stores are MongoDB \([78][187, pp. 135-176]\), CouchDB \([78][187, pp. 177-218]\), RavenDB \([134]\), SimpleDB \([78]\) and Terrastore \([78]\).

**Column Family Stores:** Column-family stores are databases modelled after Google’s BigTable \([80]\) and Amazon’s Dynamo or DynamoDB. Discussing them in general is however a bit tricky. While in most other ‘NoSQL’ the data model between most of included systems is very similar or even identical with only the implementation as well as distribution and replication models differing, the data models of column-family stores can slight differ. This depends mainly on if they are implemented based on Google’s BigTable paper or based on Amazon’s Dynamo and Dynamo DB. Both of them share common concepts of rows, column families and columns, but differ in how they nest rows and column families.

The general concepts of both is, that a table is implement as a multi-dimensional map of rows and columns with columns that are related to each other or commonly accessed together grouped into column families. While the terminology sounds very similar to the relational model, the main difference is, that columns are not prescribed by a schema. Most of the time column-families need however to be registered with the database, but this does not prescribe which concrete columns are grouped into
a column family. Columns can therefore vary between rows. Sparse data, that is attributes without a value, do therefore not infer storage cost. Some column family stores allow however to register common columns as metadata about a column family without enforcing them. This is e.g. necessary if secondary indexes need to be defined over these columns. [78][113, pp. 21-22,99-110][187, pp. 5,309]

Columns are comprised by a column key and a value and values are accessed using this column key together with the respective row key, similar to accessing a two-dimensional map. Values are typically uninterpreted strings or BLOBs, but some column family stores also support basic data types, e.g. integers or dates, and even lists or sets. Remember, that they are not necessarily registered with a schema to prescribe a data type. Additionally, in many cases column values within a row are timestamped. A column within a row can therefore hold several values with different timestamps. These are e.g. used to resolve write conflicts and identify stale data, but also to automatically expire data. If a row / column combination which has several timestamped values is accessed, the response typically just includes the latest value. [78][113, pp. 21-22,99-110][187, pp. 5,309]

Some column-family stores additionally know the concept of super columns. A super-column is then itself a map of columns. With this concepts columns can be nested, essentially increasing the dimensionality of the map. Most databases however only allow to add one level of nesting, that is super-columns can only contain normal columns, but not super-columns themselves. Additionally, columns within a super column cannot be accessed fine-granularly, but only a super column as a whole. [113, pp. 21-23,99-110]

The difference between the models mentioned above is, that in databases modelled after Google’s BigTable (e.g. Apache HBase) column families are nested inside rows, typically in the way that they are merely used as prefixes to column names to indicate which columns are grouped together. A table has therefore several rows and A row has several columns, which are grouped into column families via name prefixes. Again, while column families need to be registered in a schema and each row of a table uses the same column families, columns within these column families differ from row to row. [187, pp. 5,93-105]

In databases modelled after Amazon’s Dynamo and DynamoDB (e.g. Apache Cassandra) the nesting is the other way around with rows being nested inside column families. A column family therefore has several rows, which again have several columns. Data is always accessed against a certain column family with a row and a column key. In this sense column families are therefore comparable to tables in the relational model and most systems with this data model do not support an additional table structure around column families. Databases using this second column family model are however those, that typically support super columns as described above. These are less used in the first model. [113, pp. 21-22,99-110]

As different rows and column families can contain differing columns, both models provide schema flexibility and allow to store data with variable attributes. They, however, impose more structure onto the data than document stores and allow for less complexity of objects, as nesting is limited. As mentioned above, data can be accessed via a combination of row and column key. It is also possible not to specify a column key, but to retrieve an entire column family. Additionally, it is often possible to define secondary indexes over columns, so data can be retrieved by querying column values. Note however, that secondary indexes are typically not allowed for columns within a super column. To formulate queries, most column family stores implement some proprietary query language, e.g. CQL in the case of Apache Cassandra. Query flexibility is however limited, because column family stores normally do not allow joins and the discussion about aggregate oriented databases applies, that they need to be modelled based on application needs. It would e.g. be possible to model customers as rows with a column family for orders and each order being modelled as a column within this column family. The data about that order is then simply stored as a BLOB value of these columns. This makes
sense if an application commonly accesses orders grouped by customers. If an application typically accesses single orders, it would make more sense to model them as rows. [113, pp. 21-22,99-110][187, pp. 5,309]

Most column family stores provide good scalability and read/write performance by using partitioning across both dimensions, rows and column family. Rows are typically sharded on the primary using range-partitioning with rows themselves being partitioned into column families and sharded across nodes. The unit of distribution is therefore the combination of row and column family. This makes sense considering that column families group columns that are typically used together. From a modelling viewpoint it can additionally make sense to use a naming scheme for row keys so that related rows are within the same range and therefore stored on the same nodes. Otherwise, rows are just alphabetically ordered over the keys. Additionally most of them use replication and typically relax consistency to eventual consistency to gain scalability and availability if facing network partitions. This can often be tuned, e.g. in Cassandra with consistency settings ONE (standard mode, read from one replica even if data is stale, write to one replica), QUORUM (majority of replicas need to respond to reads and writes), ALL (all nodes need to respond to reads and writes). Transactions are often atomic on the row level, but not across rows. Additionally, many column family stores buffer writes in commit logs in memory and only periodically flush them to disk. This can lead to data loss if a node goes down, before updates have been written to disk, especially if writes can be submitted to a single node. On the other hand, this largely increases write performance. [78][113, pp. 21-22,99-110][187, pp. 5,309]

Considering the reference architecture, it makes little sense to use column family stores for analysis oriented storage areas. They do not allow the necessary query flexibility as the data modelling needs to be optimized for expected queries and they do not provide joins for more complex queries. They are often reported to be a good fit for read and write heavy transactional systems over transaction with somehow variable and flexible data model or sparse data. Examples are event logging, content management systems or some other web applications [113, pp. 107-108], Facebook e.g. uses HBase for its messaging solution. None of these use cases really apply to the reference architecture. They could be used for the Stream Staging Areas to stage event streams and maybe even for storing event data in the Raw Data Archive as their data model fits event data well. Note however, that it is possible that data can be lost if a nodes fails before data updates are flushed to disk. Therefore they should not be used to stage highly relevant and important data. Some column family stores are e.g. Apache Cassandra [9, 78][113, pp. 99-110], Apache HBase (which is also part of the Hadoop Ecosystem) [14, 78][187, pp. 93-133] and Hypertable, which is somehow an exception in the way that it chooses stronger consistency over Availability for Partition Tolerance [70, 78]

Graph Stores: The last category of ‘NoSQL’ databases is very different to the categories and data models described above. This again shows, how ill-defined the term ‘NoSQL’ actually is. Whereas key value stores, document databases and column family stores rely on an aggregate-oriented data model, graph stores work on small records (nodes) with complex interactions and relationships between these records (edges). Put differently the data model is all about nodes connected to each other by edges, all together forming a graph. Nodes represent real world entities and edges represent relationships between them.

Based on nodes and edges there are however, several graph models that differ slightly. The one most widely used in graph stores is called property graph. In this model, nodes and edges are both first-class citizens. Entities (nodes) can have multiple properties (e.g. a name, the age of a person), where a property can be seen as a key-value pair. Relationships (edges) have one start and one end node, a type / label (e.g. is_friends_with) and can also have multiple properties (e.g. since).
Additionally relationships (edges) are directional and the direction has significance (e.g. if Paul loves Mary, that does not necessarily imply that Mary loves Paul). [113, pp. 25-26,111-122]

Other graph data models are the hypergraph, which additionally allows edges to have multiple start and end notes, and RDF, which originated in the Semantic Web community, is a W3C standard and often the underlying data model of so-called triple stores. In RDF data is modelled in triples of a subject, a predicate and an object. Subject and object can be seen as nodes (start and end node) which are connected by the predicate as an edge. Nodes and edges are identified by URI references, which can also be used to link to RDF data from other sources. One difference between RDF and the property graph model is, that properties in RDF are modelled as literal objects with a predicate connecting the subject to the object. In other words, properties are nodes themselves, with a node connecting to entity node to the property node. The label of the edge identifies the property, while the literal node holds the property value. In the property graph, properties are simply attached to the nodes and not nodes themselves. Furthermore, in the property graph edges can have properties themselves, while they cannot in RDF. [5]

Additionally, the physical storage model of a graph can differ using e.g. linked lists or indexes. Describing the concrete physical storage pattern would however take the much space here. I therefore refer to Robinson et al. [190, pp. 77-87] for a deeper discussion. A general remark is, that different storage architectures makes it easier for triple stores to shard the data, distribute it across machines and therefore improve horizontal scalability. The storage architecture in graph stores like Neo4J typically allows no automatic sharding at the databases level. If sharding is necessary for scalability reasons, effort needs to be made within the application to partition the graph based on domain knowledge and to manually distribute the partitions to separate databases on different machines. Horizontal scalability is therefore largely limited. This is however a trade-off and as a benefit traversal in those graph stores is typically faster than in triple stores providing lower query latency. [113, p. 119]

Additionally, the graph in a graph store can still be replicated over several machines to improve availability and scalability with read workload by adding more read slaves. Replication is also done for availability and fail-over. Most graph stores use master/slave replication, where the master node is necessary to respond to writes. Write request can be sent to slaves, but are conducted in a synchronous transaction with the master node, where the respective slave node only commits after the master node committed. The writes are then propagated to other slaves. This way write/write conflicts are avoided and write consistency is increased. Reads can be stale though, if they are made against a slave and an according update has not been propagated, yet. If the master fails, typically an elected hand-off to one of the slaves is conducted. Additionally, most graph databases support ACID transactions within the database node. Keep in mind, that distributed transactions are not necessary as graph databases do not support sharding. [113, pp. 114-115,119]

Schema flexibility is generally high. New nodes or new edges to current nodes can be easily added at runtime. Schema definition is typically not necessary. It is however difficult to update several entities at once. Considering query flexibility, graph stores are very well suited for problems that are heavily based on relationship and require traversing a graph, that is starting at one node and following its edges. This is very fast in graph stores, much faster than in relational database systems where these kind of queries require a lot of joins. It is possible to create indexes over nodes, edges and properties and it is also possible to select single entities or relationships based on their properties or to select sub-graphs based on graph patterns. Another use case is path finding. Analytical queries that involve any form of aggregation over properties of several entities or relationships are however typically not
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19See the Semantic Web and the Linked Open Data project [2]
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supported. To do these things, there are several graph processing language available. Some graph stores even support several and provide the choice to the user. Neo4J e.g. supports Cypher, which is a declarative graph traversal language, and Gremlin, which is more low-level and imperative. Triple stores based on RDF support SPARQL as a query language, which is also a W3C standard and the official RDF query language [6]. [113, pp. 115-119][190, pp. 55-59,91-92,179-205]

Considering the reference architecture, a good fit for graph stores are Analysis Data Stores and Analysis Delta Stores that are used for application which can be formulated as a graph or path finding, routing or dispatching problem and requires traversing of complex relationships, e.g. distribution and routing optimization in logistics [113, pp. 120-121][190, pp. 142, 164-178]. It can also be used to store a network of complex relationship or another link-rich domain (e.g. social connections, product preferences or eligibility rules) within the Raw Data Archive. Additionally, if one data source is RDF data from the Linked Open Data project or generally the semantic web, RDF triple stores are the natural choice to store the data in the Raw Data Archive. Another use case would be to use graph traversal for recommendations, e.g. in the sense of ‘your friends also liked’ (traversing first the ‘friend’ and then the ‘like’ relationship) [113, pp. 120-121][190, pp. 141,145-156]. In this case, the graph traversal would however be best suited as an Analysis component within the operational application that makes the recommendation to the end user. Apart from RDF triple stores, the most widely used graph store is Neo4J [187, pp. 219-260].

4.3.4 Apache Hadoop

Apache Hadoop Core

Apache Hadoop is a governing body of several open-source software projects, which are, as the name suggests, all organized under the roof of the Apache Software Foundation [12, 15, 226]. The initial project was created by Doug Cutting with the goal to create a distributed computing framework and programming model to provide for easier development of distributed applications. the philosophy is to provide for scale-out scalability over large clusters of rather cheap, commodity hardware. Its creation was motivated and is largely based on papers published by Google to describe some of their internally systems, namely the Google File System [119] and Google MapReduce [93]. Accordingly, Hadoop’s core consists of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [198] and Hadoop MapReduce (MR)20. Note, that this section can only provide an overview about these components and a discussion according the match with the reference architecture. For a deeper description of Hadoop’s architecture and internals, I refer to White [226] and Hadoop’s documentation [12].

Typically, both of them, HDFS and MapReduce, are deployed together in a cluster. Input data for MapReduce needs to be stored in an HDFS instance on the same cluster and outputs are written back there. As HDFS’s datanodes and MapReduce’s worker nodes, called Tasktrackers, are running on the same physical nodes, MapReduce’s job management (JobTracker) component can take locality of data into account. That means, it tries to schedule tasks to Tasktrackers that run on the same physical node as the HDFS datanode that holds the necessary input data. Computation is pushed to the data, not the other way round. If this is not possible, e.g. because all TaskTrackers local to necessary input data are already busy with another job, data needs to be sent from the datanode that holds the necessary data to the datanode local to the TaskTracker that runs the particular task. As this requires loading data over the network, it obviously slows down job execution considerably. [226, p. 28]

20Note, that this discussion emphasizes on Hadoop 1.x. There is another thread of development versioned as Hadoop 2.x. This lately (August, 25th) evolved from alpha into beta version. The stable release is, however, still considered to be Hadoop 1.2.1. I will list some of the changes and architectural differences after the discussion of Hadoop 1.x.
Note however, that HDFS and MapReduce do not necessarily need to be deployed together. HDFS can generally be used as a distributed file system without MapReduce on top. On the other hand, Hadoop can integrate several distributed file systems. HDFS is just one of them, KFS is e.g. another one. MapReduce can work on top of every of these file systems, though using another one can lead to performance decreases. Not all of the usable file systems allow for data locality optimization and HDFS is in general designed and optimized to work together with Hadoop MapReduce. [226, pp. 47-49]

**Hadoop Common:** Hadoop Common contains a set of components, libraries and interfaces, that mainly support other Hadoop sub-projects [12]. As these components do not have any functional implications, I will skip a deeper discussion.

**Hadoop Distributed File System:** The Hadoop Distributed File System is, as the name obviously suggests, a distributed file systems modelled after the Google File System [119]. As mentioned above it is the primary distributed data storage component used by other Hadoop applications, but can also serve as a stand-alone file system. HDFS makes distribution to users completely transparent. To end-users it provides the view of a traditional file system over a hierarchy of directories and files. Only internally does it map and distribute files to different nodes in the cluster and translates directory and file operations to operations distributed over several nodes. [12, 198][226, pp. 41-73]

In general, HDFS is optimized to handle very large files and a write-once read-many workload. It can have performance issues when operating on a large number of rather small files. HDFS files are broken into chunks of 64 megabyte each and these chunks are distributed and replicated over nodes. The replication factor is typically set to ‘3’, but can be freely configured to adjust for the required level of availability. HDFS knows two typyes of nodes based on a master-slave distribution model. Typically there exists one master node, the so-called Namenode and several slave-nodes, so-called Datanodes. [12, 198][226, pp. 41-73]

The Namenode holds all metadata about the file system and stored files. It manages the directory tree, maintains the mapping of data blocks to Datanodes and it manages all namespace operations (e.g. renaming files) as well as file access by clients. Datanodes store the data blocks, serve client requests and provide access to data. It also executes operations on the data block, which get triggered by the Namenode, e.g. deletion. If applications need to access data in HDFS, they use the HDFS client, a library that transparently provides them with an interface for file operations. The HDFS client manages the data access. It first requests metadata about a certain file from the Namenode. This metadata includes information on which nodes blocks of the specific file are stored and the client can use this information to directly request these blocks, which are then streamed into the client application. If a client wants to write data, it also needs to first send a request to the Namenode, which then provides him with node locations to write to. Using these scheme, HDFS achieves a decoupling of data and metadata, which allows for better load balancing and avoids, that workload spikes in data access does not interfere with metadata operations. [12, 198][226, pp. 41-73]

Considering this single Namenode design, HDFS can get limited as data volumes grow. With metadata being stored in a single node’s memory, there is a limit of how many metadata objects can be stored, which is only possible to scale up by adding more memory to the Namenode server. Additionally, this is a potential performance bottleneck if metadata operations’ workload gets to large and overwhelms the single Namenode server, and it is also an availability issue considering the Namenode as single-point-of
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21This is at least true for Hadoop 1.x. Hadoop 2.x adds Namenode replication to HDFS. It also adds the possibility of federated file systems consisting of several HDFS sub-systems, each with its own Namenode [16]
failure. The use of a so-called Backupnode, which acts as a journal store for the Namenode and holds an additional, up-to-date image of the file system, can be used to soften the availability issue as the Backupnode can be used for fail-over in case of a failing namenode. Nevertheless, special maintenance effort aimed at the Namenode server is required. However, these issues are recognized and solved with Hadoop 2.x, which allows for a multi-Namenode design. [12, 16, 198][226, pp. 41-73]

Regarding data storage capacity and data access workload, HDFS is designed for linear scalability. If more nodes are added to the cluster, these can function as Datanodes, increase storage capacity and balance data read workload. Data blocks are replicated over several Datanodes, so HDFS is also fault-tolerant and has built-in recovery capabilities. If a Datanode fails, data blocks it holds are typically available on another Datanode (assuming that not all replicas fail at once), the system can continue to serve requests and the respective data block can be replicated to another Datanode to achieve the configured replication factor again. Considering read and write performance, HDFS is optimized for batch processing, favouring overall throughput over individual operations’ latency. One reason for that is e.g. the large block size and the fact, that data blocks need to be read as a whole. HDFS also does not allow random writes or updates, but only appends. [12, 198][226, pp. 41-73]

In general, HDFS provides for low cost storage, that is good for sequentially reading whole data blocks, so for tasks that require sequential data access or conduct operations over a large range of sequential data points. It is not good for searching a single point of information in the data. After all HDFS is just a file system and no database. It does not provide any structure over the data and does not support indexing, at least not on its own. Considering the reference architecture, this makes HDFS a good fit for the Raw Data Archive given its ability to store large volumes of unstructured data with a low cost per terrabyte ratio. It is definitely not suitable, to use it for data stores that serve for interactive queries and analysis due to its batch nature. Additionally, HDFS gives little support according to data management. It simply provides access to a collection of files. It is in the responsibility of client applications and users to ensure consistency of those files, do data maintenance and ensure compatibility of client applications as data evolves over time [98, 161].

**Hadoop MapReduce:** Hadoop MapReduce is a programming framework modelled after Google’s MapReduce paper [93] and typically deployed over a HDFS instance. It aims to simplify development of distributed applications and data processing. It does this, by providing developers with a programming model to define and orchestrate distributed processing steps. The programming model defines two basic functions, map and reduce, which need to be implemented by the programmer. MapReduce then manages breaking jobs down into different map and reduce tasks and the distribution of each of these tasks over nodes in the cluster and parts of the input data. [12, 133][226, pp. 18-39,153-174]

During the map phase, the system breaks input data from HDFS into independent chunks of key value pairs and distributes them to the map tasks implemented by a programmer, each map task getting one chunk of the data. These tasks get processed in parallel over the independent data chunks with the results again being represented as key value pairs. The system then sorts the output of the map tasks based on their key and submits them to reduce tasks, which are again distributed over several nodes. The distribution to the reduce tasks works that way, that all key value pairs (from the map tasks’ output set) with an identical key get submitted to the same reduce task. The reduce tasks, again implemented by a programmer, combines and merges the different key value pairs into one final output set. [12, 133][226, pp. 18-39,153-174]

Considering the distribution model, MapReduce uses a master-slave architecture. The master, a so-called JobTracker, runs on a single node, while slave, so-called TaskTrackers, run on all remaining nodes. A MapReduce library manages the communication between the client application and the different nodes. Before the MapReduce client can submit a job to the JobTracker, it needs to store all
necessary input data into the underlying file system (most typically HDFS) and compute input splits for the job. A JobTracker then sets up data structures required to manage the state of the job, retrieves the input split from the file system and then breaks the submitted job down into several tasks, one map task for each input split, and a number of reduce tasks that is defined in the job configuration. Finally, it sends the tasks to TaskTrackers, which are most local to the required input data stored in HDFS. The TaskTrackers retrieve the input data from HDFS and run the map tasks over it. Afterwards the respective TaskTrackers shuffles the output of the map tasks to the already set-up reduce tasks. Once the reduce tasks are finished, results are written back to HDFS and the respective TaskTrackers send a message to the JobTracker, which finally reports the job successful to the client application.

Hadoop MapReduce and Hadoop in general has a number of advantages and disadvantages. First, Hadoop is typically rather cheap and fast in deployment and maintenance [211]. The software itself is open source and free and Hadoop runs on commodity servers. This enables Hadoop with a good cost per terrabyte ration for storing data and processing. Additionally, the use of commodity hardware, automatic data and task distribution and respective optimizations provide Hadoop with good scalability. Data locality for MapReduce tasks reduces overhead of large data transports through the network, which can deem the network a bottleneck and affect total throughput. Hardware can be added or removed to adjust for storage needs.

Considering performance, Hadoop MapReduce works well for trivially parallelizable data processing tasks, that is, tasks where the input data can be easily split into chunks which can then be processed in parallel. It is less suitable for iterative workloads and for workloads, where single output records involve computation over all or large parts of the input data or where parallel tasks need to communicate with each other. It is possible to chain several map-reduce jobs together into a processing pipeline to simulate communication [113, pp. 72-77]and algorithms can be adjusted or replaced by others that better fit the MapReduce model [84, 153, 154]. However, neither of these is ideal. One problem with chaining map-reduce stages together is, that data is automatically persisted after each reduce task and needs to be accessed in HDFS as input for the next map-reduce stage. This creates I/O overhead and can slow down the processing. It is also not possible to keep an overarching state or buffer data in memory between chained tasks. On the other hand, loading data into Hadoop and storing it in HDFS is very fast as it does not require any translation into a certain schema or any data parsing. Data is just stored in its native format [176].

One limitation of Hadoop and MapReduce is its batch nature. It is simply not designed for highly interactive analytical workload. The biggest reason is, that MapReduce has an inherent contention and start-up time to create and distribute tasks and possibly data over the different nodes. Another reason is the lack of indexes to support selective queries and the need to always read entire data blocks and sequential ranges of data. This renders it infeasible for any latency-dependent tasks, interactive analysis or near real-time analysis of streaming data. [112, 170, 176]

Considering the reference architecture, Hadoop is a good fit for Deep Analytics components, due to their match in being batch-oriented. To help with the implementation, there are several libraries of machine learning and data mining algorithms implemented in Hadoop, e.g. Apache Mahout [8]. Apache MapReduce is also a good fit for Information Extraction as well as Data Cleaning, Data Integration and Data Transformation components, or put differently for ETL processes in general [155, 211]. These typically do not read in data selectively, but sequentially read in and process whole data chunks. Additionally, they typically do not create output results from a large range of input data points. Of course, using Hadoop MapReduce for such workloads works especially well, where data is already stored in HDFS, so e.g. for processing data stored in the Raw Data Archive.
also emphasizes the idea, of combining Raw Data Archive and Staging Area, where all extracted
data is directly loaded into the Raw Data Archive, cleaned, transformed and integrated there using
MapReduce with relevant data further loaded into the Enterprise Data Warehouse, while the entire
data is kept in the Raw Data Archive.

Apache Hadoop Ecosystem

The ecosystem of sub-projects related to Hadoop or usable in its context is large and growing. As
organizations tackle some of the data management issues and extend Hadoop a variety of sub-projects
get created and open-sourced. This makes the ecosystem rather complex and makes it hard to keep
an overview. In the following, I list some of these MapReduce extensions and give an indication for
what they can be used. Note, that this is only an overview, considering the scope of this thesis, and
by no means a deep technical discussion of the internals of those tools. For this kind of discussion I
refer to literature and papers that describe certain technologies in-depth. Additionally White [226, pp.
12-13,301-403] gives an overview of some of the sub-projects and describes some the most important
ones, namely Pig, HBase and Zookeeper.

Structure on top of HDFS and integration of database functionality

HBase applies a column-family data model\textsuperscript{22} on top of Hadoop and HDFS, so it is essentially a
non-relational database that runs on top of HDFS. This allows data access based on a more fine-
granular structure, adding access to specific data items based on their key and of certain attributes
and columns within a data set instead of a mere sequential scanning of data. It also allows users
to update, insert and delete data items. Additionally, it adds transactional capabilities to Hadoop.
Considering the reference architecture it can be used on top of HDFS within a Raw Data Archive
to add more fine-granular access and data management capabilities. It also provides good read and
write performance and can be used as a Stream Staging Area. [14, 56]

HadoopDB is a project that combines relational databases with Hadoop. It places database instances,
namely PostgreSQL, on the nodes of a Hadoop cluster next to TaskTracker and Datanode. These
database instances can be used to store structured data within a Hadoop cluster, provide indexing and
therefore increase performance of selective queries. HadoopDB further provides a Database Connector
for MapReduce to access data in those database instances, a translator to transform SQL queries into
MapReduce jobs and back which can also be used to query Hadoop using SQL and a catalog to store
metainformation about the database instances. [36, 40]

Hive adds a virtual structure and table schemas on top of HDFS and maps this structure to data
on the Datanodes of HDFS. It can then be queried using a query language similar to SQL, called
HiveQL, and translates the queries into MapReduce jobs. While Hive is optimized for scalability,
due to the translation of queries and execution as MapReduce jobs it still suffers the respective
overhead and similar latency issues. It therefore mainly provides comfort to formulate MapReduce
jobs in a higher-level language and typically simplifies the development of these jobs. Additionally,
the metadata Hive creates about the table schemas can be shared with other components and be used
for data exploration. Considering the reference architecture Hive can be used for every storage area,
where HDFS is used for, to increase programmer productivity for MapReduce jobs and to provide
metadata for data exploration. [13, 219, 220]

\textsuperscript{22}See Section 4.3.3 for a description of the column-family model
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Metadata in Hadoop:
HCatalog is part of the Hive project and responsible for providing the metadata layer and maintaining the tables schemas within Hive. It also allows to share metadata and interoperate across Hadoop tools, e.g. with Pig, but also with applications outside of Hadoop through a Representational State Transfer (REST) interface, e.g. with a general Metadata Management component for the entire ‘big data’ system. [17]

Pipelining MapReduce Jobs:
Pig is another abstraction layer on top of MapReduce. It provides a platform and execution framework for complex data flows for ETL processing and data analysis. Pig internally generates MapReduce jobs and chains them together to execute the data flow. To formulate the data flows, Pig uses its own language, Pig Latin, and provides primitives for common operations. Similar to Hive it allows to develop MapReduce jobs and workflows in a higher-level language and increases programmer productivity. For the reference architecture it can be used wherever Hadoop MapReduce is used especially for ETL-type use cases, to create the necessary workflows. [117, 170]

Programming models and high-level languages on top of Hadoop MapReduce:
Pig Latin is the high-level data flow language on top of Pig. It abstracts away from low level MapReduce Java implementation. It provides common operations, e.g. groupings, joins and filters, and can be extended with user defined functions written in Java. A Pig Latin script defines input data sets and operations to run on this input data sets and the output sources to write results to. These operations are connected with each other in a graph. Pig automatically finds the optimal data flow through this graph. [117, 175]

HiveQL is the high-level, declarative query language on top of Hive. Programming HiveQL is very similar to SQL.

Jaql is another declarative language on top of Hadoop that translates into MapReduce jobs. It provides a flexible, sime-structured data model based on JSON and is e.g. used in IBM’s InfoSphere BigInsights product, which is also based on Hadoop. [65]

Additionally, there are several other programming models that can be used with Hadoop and translate into MapReduce jobs. Cascading is a high-level Java API that abstracts from MapReduce complexities using a more intuitive pipes and data flow models. Scalding is a Scala API, which can additionally be placed on top of Cascading and provides pre-implemented, common operations similar to the data flow abstractions in Pig. Finally, Cascalog is a Clojure API on top of Cascading, adding logic programming concepts similar to Datalog.

Querying data in HDFS without MapReduce:
Drill allows to scan through smaller data sets very quickly. It is inspired by Google’s publication about their internally used query engine Dremel [167]. Apache Drill scans data in parallels and uses different algorithms to fasten scans doing filtering operations, aggregation etc. in parallel. It is still a full-data scan tool, but does not impose the task management overhead, that MapReduce causes. It is especially fast for tasks as data aggregation, sorting and top-x measurements and its use case are interactive and analytical queries. Considering the reference architecture it again can be used, where HDFS is used to accelerate some of these operations, especially for the Deep Analytics components. Apache Drill is still in the incubator phase [18].
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**Hadoop Management and Administration**

Oozie is a workflow management and scheduling system to coordinate jobs written in different languages and originating from different tools, e.g. Pig, Hive and native MapReduce. It allows linking of jobs and specifying order, triggers and dependencies between them, but also scheduling of jobs based on the existence of certain data in HDFS. [19]

Note, that this is only a selection and there are still several other projects related to Hadoop. Sqoop e.g. connects HDFS with relational databases to load data from one into another. There are also several projects, that try to integrate the statistical platform and language R with Hadoop, e.g. Ricardo [89] and RHadoop. Apache Mahout provides a library of machine learning and data mining algorithms implemented with Hadoop MapReduce [8].

Additionally, software for stream acquisition is important for the reference architecture. There are also several Apache projects to support that. Flume [20] is a system for distributed log collection from many sources. Flume consists of several agents deployed across an IT environment to collect logging data and send it to HDFS. Chukwa [21, 180] is a similar system but focussed on acquiring data more for periodic real-time analysis (within minutes), while Flume emphasizes on continuous real-time analysis (within seconds) and on enabling batch analysis on the acquired data. Apache Kafka is a distributed publish-subscribe system that can be used to publish in-streaming data and forward it to applications subscribed to a certain data stream [22, 149].

4.3.5 Comparing Storage Options

In general, there are three classes of storage options to choose from for implementing the reference architecture. These are distributed, relational databases, ‘NoSQL’ databases and finally HDFS. Relational databases mostly use SQL for data access, processing and analytics. ‘NoSQL’ databases use some proprietary API for data access and possibly MapReduce for data processing. Still, processing and analytical tasks typically and more so than in relational database systems require the data to be accessed and transferred into an analytical application and processing to be conducted here. Finally, processing of data stored in HDFS mostly involves Apache MapReduce.

Unfortunately, there are no overarching benchmark results available in literature, that would allow a close performance comparison of these systems. While there are benchmarks reports available, these are scattered, just involving a small collection of products and often not comparable as they use different hardware configurations and different algorithms and measurements to test the performance. Therefore, some of the next discussion should be taken with a grain of salt.

However, several authors publish benchmark results, which seem to agree that generally distributed, relational systems still have a slight performance advantage. This is especially true for complex analytical queries, that involve joins and aggregation or very selective data access. Some reasons of relational databases outperforming Hadoop is their support of indexing, Hadoop’s overhead for starting and managing tasks especially with smaller data sets and the better usage of buffering data in memory. Additionally, Hadoop needs to parse data at run time to extract attribute values, while relational databases already do this at load time. Some of these point also indicate, that relational database systems are especially in favour considering smaller data sets that largely fit in memory and in selective queries, while Hadoop catches up as data sets get bigger and sequential scans are the norm, so in typical batch workloads [226, pp. 4-6]. Together with their query flexibility, this makes relational databases a good fit for Analysis Data Stores, which typically only contain smaller, aggregated parts of the data. On the other hand, as Hadoop does not need to parse data at load time, check constraints and fit it into a pre-defined structure, write performance of HDFS is better than in
relational databases. This also means, that HDFS can store unstructured and semi-structured data, which does not directly fit into relational database management systems. [36, 98, 112, 176, 211] Comparing relational and ‘NoSQL’ databases, somehow similar argumentation applies. Again, enforcing a structure on load time hurts schema flexibility and write performance of relational databases, but this is largely a trade-off to achieve query flexibility and query performance. While ‘NoSQL’ databases are as fast or even faster for simple, data access via a key or a range of keys, relational databases have a performance advantage for complex, analytical queries, that require joins and aggregation. For most ‘NoSQL’ databases, this requires to ship the input data sets completely to the application to join them there. Typically, however, the output set of a query is smaller than its input set, especially where aggregation and query conditions are involved. The higher communication volume therefore leads to a performance disadvantage for ‘NoSQL’ databases. Additionally, the query optimizer of distributed, relational databases typically considers the network traffic and data locality, essentially favouring local joins where possible, e.g. by replicating small tables over all nodes. Again, this decreases communication overhead and it applies, that it is very difficult for application programmers to implement a certain join or query as efficient as a highly developed query optimizer does. This point also accounts for Hadoop.

Mapping this to the reference architecture, as mentioned above, relational databases are a good fit for the Enterprise Data Warehouse, as they impose structure onto the data, enforce data constraints and therefore help managing the data and keep it clean. They are also a good fit for Analysis Data Stores due to their good query performance and flexibility. However, their schema is inflexible and they cannot store large volumes of unstructured data. This is, where HDFS can shine and makes it a good candidate for the Raw Data Archive also considering, that the Raw Data Archive is expected to have a larger data volume than the Enterprise Data Warehouse, and the scalability and low cost per terabyte ratio of HDFS. It also works great as a Staging Layer with MapReduce jobs conducting ETL tasks like Information Extraction, Data Integration and Data Cleaning. ‘NoSQL’ databases on the other hand, typically have a very good write and read performance on keys. This makes them a good choice for capturing streaming data, e.g. implementing the Stream Staging Area, also considering, that streaming data is often semi-structured, which ‘NoSQL’ systems are well-prepared to handle.
**Verification of the Reference Architecture**

After developing the reference architecture, it is important to verify if it is relevant for practice and if it fits concrete architectures. There exist several frameworks for software architecture verification & evaluation, the most known being the Scenario-Based Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM), the Architecture Level Modifiability Analysis (ALMA), the Performance Assessment of Software Architecture (PASA) and the Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) [54, 105]. However, all of them are designed for evaluating concrete and not reference architectures, and the level of abstraction of the later makes it hard to apply them in this context. One reason is, that most of them are heavily based on stakeholder interviews and scenario analysis. According to Angelov et al. [50] due to their abstractness reference architectures do not have a clearly defined group of stakeholders and make it difficult to generate a concrete set of scenarios. To verify a reference architecture, Galster and Avgeriou [114] therefore suggest to either apply the reference architecture in concrete projects and conduct case studies, to conduct reference implementations and prototyping or to derive the validation from concrete architectures by mapping them onto the reference architecture, with the later method especially useful for classical reference architectures based on concrete systems.

Due to the scope of this master thesis and broadness of the proposed reference architecture, conducting an extensive reference implementation is not feasible. Additionally, I do not have access to a concrete project in the space neither direct contact to practitioners for interviews. However, as described in Section 2.2.3 the reference architecture is a classical one and needs to reflect knowledge from existing systems and be based on concepts proven in practice. Therefore, I decided to follow the third path and validate the reference architecture by mapping it to concrete ones.

In this chapter I will do this mapping of concrete ‘big data’ architectures from industry against the proposed reference architecture to evaluate if there is a match with proven concepts and to give some indication if the reference architecture is complete, that is if it can be used to describe a variety of systems in the space. I base the verification on concrete architecture descriptions by Facebook [221] and LinkedIn [216]. Additionally, I will check if the architectural patterns, presented in an Oracle white paper [217], can be described with the reference architecture. This verification mainly tackles the implementation-oriented view of the reference architecture. The functional view takes its justification from the set of requirements specified in Section 3.2. I acknowledge, that this is a rather small selection and biased towards end user facing web companies. To the best of my knowledge, there are no publications of concrete ‘big data’ architectures for companies or enterprises in other industries available. I consider this a serious limitation and propose that future work is necessary to make the verification more thorough. This can involve mapping concrete ‘big data’ architecture from companies in other industries, presenting the reference architecture to practitioners and interview them how
they judge its applicability as well as doing case studies and applying the reference architecture in concrete project contexts.

5.1 Data Warehousing and Analytics Infrastructure at Facebook

Facebook’s architecture for data warehousing and analytics is described by Thusoo et al. [221]. The main software products they use within the architecture are Scribe for log collection, HDFS for storage and Hadoop MapReduce together with Hive for analytics, both batch and ad-hoc. The architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1. The description is from 2010, so it certainly evolved and does not look the same any more at this point in time. However, facebook is one of the most data-intensive companies in the world, the described architecture served a 15PB data warehouse with a daily increase in data volume of about 60TB. From this point of view, data management problems facebook faced 3 years ago might still be similar to the problems other companies face today.

![Figure 5.1: Concrete ‘Big Data’ Architecture: Data Flow Architecture at Facebook [221]](image)

The analytical system in this case has two major data sources. The first is a structured data source, a tier of federated MySQL instances, that contain all data about facebook’s website and the data that is operationally served to its users. The data gets loaded daily. The second data source are the web servers that generate log data about how the web-site is used. This data is semi-structured and constantly streaming in as the web-site is used, making this a streaming data source.

The data from the federated MySQL tier is scraped daily and loaded to the Hive-Hadoop clusters. This scraping can mapped to the Extraction component. The log data from the web servers streams into a cluster of Hadoop-Scribe servers. Scribe aggregates the in-flowing data and stores the aggregated logs in HDFS from where they are periodically compressed and loaded to the Production Hadoop-Hive Cluster. Mapping this to the reference architecture, the aggregation in Scribe refers to the Stream Acquisition component, whereas HDFS on the same cluster servers as Stream Staging Area.

The log data in the Hive-Hadoop clusters gets published either hourly or daily. With this delay it does not qualify as a Analysis Delta Store. But best maps to the Raw Data Archive or the Enterprise Data Warehouse in the Reference Architecture. The mapping of Production Hive-Hadoop cluster and Adhoc Hive-Hadoop cluster is not completely clear. However, as far as the paper describes it, there seems to be no further data cleansing and logical data integration. Therefore I tend to map both,
Production Hive-Hadoop cluster and Adhoc Hive-Hadoop cluster, to the Raw Data Archive as the combination of the HDFS instances in both clusters. Note however, that the Production Hive-Hadoop cluster. Essentially, the Raw Data Archive is divided into two storage sub-areas, which are physically separated, but kept synchronized due to the replication process. Additionally, they are used to serve different analysis tasks.

The Production Hive-Hadoop cluster executes highly-important batch jobs with strict deadlines, while the Adhoc Hive-Hadoop cluster executes lower-priority batch jobs. Both of them qualify as Deep Analytics tasks which are executed over data in the Raw Data Archive and written back to the same. They are also written back to federated MySQL tier, which is a backflow to the data sources. Additionally, users can conduct ad-hoc analysis using HiPal or Hive CLI over tables defined in Hive and mapped to data in HDFS. HiPal and Hive CLI can therefore be mapped as Free Ad-hoc Analysis applications, while Hive (or the logical structure Hive imposes over HDFS) can be mapped as an Analysis Data Store.

Considering this discussion, Figure 5.2 shows how the concrete architecture from facebook can be mapped and expressed using the reference architecture. While it was possible to map it to the reference architecture and it was generally a good fit, there are however some things that cannot be easily mapped or expressed with the reference architecture or some observations that should be noted. First, the division of the Raw Data Archive (or any other storage area) into several physically distinct parts to serve different classes of jobs is not presentable with the components in the reference architecture. Though, this is no issue affecting correctness and utility of the reference architecture. The different components are not defined to be atomic and can themselves contain sub-components. This is mainly a consequence of the abstractness of reference architectures in general. It is however important to note, that this is actually the case. Second, the reference architecture does not include a back-flow to general data sources, just a back-flow from the Stream Analysis component. The data is available through the Data Access API and be accessed by external applications, but this is a pull rather than a push mechanism. Third, Analysis Data Stores and Raw Data Archive or Enterprise Data Warehouse do not necessarily need to be physically distinct. Here, the difference is just a logical table structure Hive layers over low-level HDFS data. In other situations, free ad-hoc analysis might even be possible directly over the data in the Raw Data Archive.

![Figure 5.2: Mapping to the Reference Architecture: Data Flow Architecture at Facebook](image-url)
5.2 The ‘Big Data’ Ecosystem at LinkedIn

LinkedIn’s ‘big data’ ecosystem is described by Sumbaly et al. [216]. The ecosystem ingests both, streaming activity data and data at rest from relational databases. It ensures that the data adheres to some structure guidelines, runs analytical batch jobs over the data and makes it accessible in several ways. First, it streams data back into operational systems. Second, it loads data into a databases for application and users access. Third, it creates data cubes and allows for OLAP operations over the data. The technology it uses is Kafka for stream processing and for streaming results back, HDFS for storing the data and Pig and Hadoop MapReduce for batch analytics, Azkaban to define workflows, Voldemort as database to provide results back to applications and finally Avatar for cube construction and access. Azkaban is a workflow scheduling tool developed by LinkedIn to manage, trigger, execute and monitor workflows with several jobs formulated either in Pig, Hive or natively in Hadoop MapReduce.

LinkedIn has generally two types of data sources. First, there is activity data that is constantly flowing from online applications as Streaming Data Sources. Second, there is data from operational, relational databases as Structured Data Sources. The later is directly loaded into a ‘Hadoop for ETL’ cluster and stored in HDFS. Here the data runs through an ETL workflow and is then distributed to other storage areas. HDFS on the ‘Hadoop for ETL’ cluster can therefore be mapped to a Staging Area.

The activity data is acquired from the online services and propagated into the ‘big data’ system using Kafka. Kafka is an Apache project and essentially a publish-subscribe service. Online services publish the activity data in Kafka, where they are grouped into topics, which other applications can subscribe to. LinkedIn uses two separated Kafka clusters. The primary cluster is used to receive activity data, check its schema against a schema registry, filter out data whose schema does not fit the definitions and publish it back to other operational sources that might need it. A mirror process keeps the secondary cluster in synch, which publishes the data to the ‘big data’ ecosystem. Mapping this to the reference architecture, the primary Kafka cluster resembles the Stream Acquisition
component including a filtering function. The secondary Kafka cluster holds the data and provides it to the ‘big data’ system, therefore resembling the **Stream Staging Area**.

Activity data from this second Kafka server is then pulled every 10 minutes by and loaded into the ‘Hadoop for ETL’ cluster mentioned above. An Azkaban /MapReduce workflow on this cluster checks for new data and pulls it into its HDFS directory. This part of the workflow can be seen as a **Load** component. Once the data is loaded the workflow runs an aggregator job to combine and deduplicate data and another job to conduct retention policies. This part of the workflow can be seen as a combined **Data Cleaning** and **Data Integration** component.

Once this workflow has run and the data is available in the ETL HDFS instance, it is replicated to two more instances, ‘Hadoop for development workflows’ and ‘Hadoop for production workflows’. The Hadoop development instance is used, for workflow developers to deploy new workflows, test them and get them reviewed. Only afterwards can they be deployed at the Hadoop production instance. The HDFS instance on cluster therefore clearly qualifies as a **Sandbox** with the newly tested workflows being preliminary **Deep Analytics** components over the data.

In the ‘Hadoop for production workflows’ cluster HDFS holds the data to be served for analytical workflows (again using Azkaban to manage Pig, Hive and native MapReduce jobs), once they are tested and reviewed, to derive value from it, e.g. in the form of some predictive application. Considering the ETL processing and schema matching done before, one can map this HDFS instance to the **Enterprise Data Warehouse** of the reference architecture with the analytical workflows representing **Deep Analytics** components. The results are then written back into the HDFS instance as a derived data-set, but also directly pushed to several other systems.

First, analysis results can be streamed back to online applications by publishing it in the first Kafka cluster, from where it can be accessed by applications, if they subscribe the respective topic, and steamed into the application e.g. in form of a news feed. To some extent this is a backflow of data to the data source, which resembles the observation from discussing facebook’s data warehouse architecture above, that this is a missing connection in the reference architecture. It also does not fit the backflow of an analytical model into a Stream Analysis component, as it aims more at providing the data for presentation in an operational application. On the other hand, it is not only a backflow to the data source, but it is made available to all applications subscribed to the respective topic in Kafka. Comparing the intention, it fits the **Data Access API** in the reference architecture. The reference architecture, however, does not include an intermediary (Kafka in this case) between data access and Enterprise Data Warehouse, but the API directly access the later. Additionally, Kafka as used in LinkedIn’s infrastructure combines propagation of data to operational systems with the extraction of data from the operational systems into the ‘big data’ system. It therefore fulfils more of an two-way communication function.

Additionally, there are two other access and usage scenarios for data out of the ‘big data’ ecosystem. For these, data is loaded into multiple Project Voldemort instances. Project Voldemort is a key value store initially developed and open-sourced by LinkedIn and in this case extended with optimization for bulk-loading read-only data [215]. Some of these Voldemort instances can be directly accessed by operational applications to read data and analysis results. Other Voldemort instances are used to serve Avatara, an OLAP system developed by LinkedIn for scalable cube construction and materialization, for which it internally leverages Hadoop, as well as query serving [229]. Dashboarding applications can then query the Avatara cubes to present, to enable end-users to navigate through, and to visualize the data. Avatara and its serving Voldemort instances can therefore clearly be mapped to **Analysis Data Stores** with the dashboard applications on top as **Guided Ad-hoc Analysis** components. The directly accessible Voldemort instances could also be identified as **Analysis Data Stores** with Voldemort’s internal API as **Data Access API** to provide data for all kind of operational systems.
It is, however, arguable if these Voldemort instances and the data within fit the criteria of being analysis or application optimized. It could be argued that they do due to Voldemort being extended and highly optimized for read access.

Additionally, there is a Staging Voldemort instance in the LinkedIn ecosystem, which is loaded from the ‘Hadoop for production workflows’ cluster. This is used for debugging and to understand results and outputs of workflows. This is a component, that is completely missing in the reference architecture.

Figure 5.4: Mapping to the Reference Architecture: Big Data Ecosystem at LinkedIn

Again, it was largely possible to map concrete architecture and reference architecture. Figure 5.4 shows, how LinkedIn’s system can be modelled using the reference architecture. However, as with Facebook’s data warehousing and analytics infrastructure, there were some components that did not completely fit. First, as with Facebook’s architecture, a backflow of data to the sources cannot easily be mapped, as the reference architecture only considers a immediate backflow of Stream Analysis results. The Data Access API does not completely make up for this as it is defined to enable pull but no push data delivery. Second, the reference architecture does not include a serving area where data is temporarily stored to be accessed by operational applications. This shows as the mapping of the Voldemort instance for data serving to an Analysis Data Store is no complete fit as there is no transformation to optimize data structure for data analysis and additionally as the data is not necessarily used for further analysis, but just to be included and presented in operational applications. The third point is connected to this as the data streaming into the primary Kafka instance, intermediate storage there and provision of the data back to online services (giving it the function of a two-way communication layer) cannot directly be modelled using the initial reference architecture. Fourth, the Staging Voldemort instance fulfils a debugging and output retracing function that is not considered in any component of the reference architecture even if it serves the same intention as requirement VAR4.3, that is to make results understandable and traceable.
5.3 Oracle ‘Big Data’ Architecture Patterns

In an Oracle whitepaper Sun and Heller [217] describe several patterns for ‘big data’ processing, which should be included in and be representable by the reference architecture.

Figure 5.5a shows Pattern #1 - Initial Data Exploration. The idea is to define a virtual table structure with a mapping to the underlying HDFS structure and to mount this pattern into a relational database management system. First, the reference architecture is more abstract, so it does not prescribe concrete technology choices like HDFS. However, the pattern can be applied to map data from the Raw Data Archive, which can be implemented using HDFS, to an Analysis Data Store, which can then be accessed using a Free Ad-hoc Analysis component, which SQL actually is. The mapping of potentially semi-structured raw data in HDFS into relational tables is essentially a virtual Data Transformation task. Figure 5.5b shows the modelling of the pattern using the reference architecture.

![Figure 5.5: Mapping to the Reference Architecture: Big Data Pattern #1 - Mount HDFS into a RDBMS](image)

Figure 5.6a shows Pattern #2 - Big Data for Complex Event Processing. Here, the concept is to acquire streaming data from different applications to do stream analysis within a complex event processing engine. Additionally, streaming data is captured into a write optimized ‘NoSQL’ database. Now data streaming into the complex event processing (CEP) engine can be joined with streaming data that was flowing in before during a certain time window and got captured in the ‘NoSQL’ database, but also with data from different data streams. Additionally, Hadoop MapReduce is used to pre-calculate models (risk profiles in this example) from detailed data stored in an HDFS cluster and to send them to the complex processing engine.

![Figure 5.6: Mapping to the Reference Architecture: Big Data Pattern #2 - Complex Event Processing](image)

Again, the pattern is more concrete than the reference architecture concerning technology choices, but it is also less concrete concerning the function of the different components. Mapping the ‘NoSQL’ instance to a Stream Staging Area component and the CEP engine to a Stream Analysis
component is rather straightforward. Mapping the HDFS instance is more difficult as the whitepaper
does not give much information about the characteristics of the data in there. This generally leaves
room for mapping it to either a Raw Data Archive or an Enterprise Data Warehouse. Considering the
technology, however, using a plain distributed file system with a (relational) databases management
system on top makes a mapping to a Raw Data Archive more likely.

Additionally, mapping the pattern to the reference architecture implies several components, that are
not in pattern diagram in Figure 5.6a, but described in the whitepaper. First, data from HDFS is not
just integrated into the CEP engine, but Hadoop MapReduce is used to create profiles, which are
sent and can be used in the later. This clearly maps to a Deep Analytics component. Second, the
diagram shows no equivalent for stream acquisition, but the text implies, that different data streams
are streamed into the CEP engine and into the ‘NoSQL’ database. This is the function of the Stream
Acquisition component, which is therefore added to the mapping. Third, the ‘Alerts’ component
in the diagram actually includes several systems, which need to be mapped to different reference
architecture components. The BPEL engine refers to a business process management system and can
therefore be mapped to an external Operational Application. The Dashboard straightforwardly
maps to a Reporting & Dashboarding component. The Mobile interface is a bit more tricky as
the text mentions that it is part of the dashboarding solution to push alerts to mobile devices. It
could therefore be just included into the Reporting & Dashboarding component, which then externally
pushes data to the mobile device. It could, however, also be modelled via a Data Access API,
which is used by the phone to pull this information. The decision of how to model this in the reference
architecture can therefore not directly be derived from the pattern description, but depends on the
concrete implementation. Finally, the ‘Alerts’ component of the pattern diagram contains a database
and the description implies that the output of the CEP engine is pushed there to enable further
processing and analysis. This can be modelled as a backflow into the Stream Staging Area, from
which this data is loaded into the Raw Data Archive and then integrated into the processing pipeline.

Pattern #3 - Big Data for Combined Analytics - is more complex and extensive than the other
two. It is about combining structured with unstructured (and possible streaming data) by using a
Hadoop cluster together with an Enterprise Data Warehouse. In the whitepaper the pattern is shown
in two different diagrams, first a data flow diagram (see Figure 5.7a) and second, a conceptual diagram
(see Figure 5.7b). However, the later is rather ambiguous as the interplay between Data Warehouse,
In Database Analytics and Data Marts in the second box is not implicitly shown. Therefore, I will
focus the mapping onto the data flow diagram. Additionally, both diagrams of the whitepaper are to
some extent inconsistent as the ‘NoSQL’ in the conceptual diagram does not show up in the data flow
diagram and there is no explanation in the text. Therefore this requires some speculation.

Considering the data flow diagram there are some components that can be mapped in a rather
straightforward manner. First, there is a Hadoop cluster for sensor, weather and location data. This
Hadoop cluster is fed with data from ‘Big Data Source’. The text identifies this data as sensor data
that needs to be stored in flexible structures. Therefore I assume them to be mainly semi-structured.
Considering the reference architecture, in conclusion HDFS on the Hadoop cluster can be mapped to a
Raw Data Archive with data extraction from Semi-Structured Data Sources. This resembles
the HDFS component in the conceptual diagram.

Additionally, data is extracted from Enterprise Applications into a Data Warehouse. Neither the text
nor the data flow diagram give any indication of the Enterprise Data Warehouse including an explicit
Staging Area, however, considering the general best practices in Data Warehouse architecture and
the need to integrate data from several sources, I assume this as a given. Both, text and data flow
diagram, also mention, that the Data Warehouse component includes Data Marts. With the reference
architecture being more fine-grained in this context, the Data Warehouse component described in the
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(a) Big Data Pattern #3a: Data Flow [217]  
(b) Big Data Pattern #3b: Conceptual [217]

Figure 5.7: Big Data Pattern #3: Big Data for Combined Analytics

pattern can be modelled with a Staging Area, an Enterprise Data Warehouse and Analysis Data Stores, with the later resembling the Data Marts. The data is extracted and loaded into the Staging Area from transactional, master and reference data, that is from Structured Data Sources. This refers to Data Warehouse and Data Marts in the conceptual diagram of the pattern.

The data marts then provide the data to two kinds of analytical applications, the first for Traditional Reporting and Alerts and the second for Advanced Analytics. The second type can be directly mapped to Free Ad-hoc Analysis components. The first, however, includes a dashboard application and a BPEL engine, according to the data flow diagram, as well as a backflow to the Enterprise Applications. While the first can again easily mapped to a Reporting & Dashboarding component, the BPEL engine and the backflow is odd. The reason is, that a BPEL engine indicates a reaction to data analysis within some business processes. Even considering the Big Data Sources and even the Enterprise Applications produce streaming data, there can hardly be an on-time response if the data is first going through the Hadoop cluster and / or the Enterprise Data Warehouse. The function of the BPEL engine is not described in the text, while it is mentioned, that end results are integrated with the Enterprise Applications. From this point of view, the best guess to model this is using a Data Access API for these applications to access the data.

Furthermore, the text states, that MapReduce is used to identify patterns and trending insights from the sensor data loaded into the Hadoop cluster and that these are then integrated with the structured data in the Data Warehouse. The diagram shows, that a component called Big Data Connector is used to transform the results, that are written back to the Hadoop cluster, into a structured form and load them into the Data Warehouse. With this in mind, these MapReduce jobs (which are also shown in the conceptual diagram) can be mapped to Deep Analytics components, while the Big Data Connector resembles an Information Extraction component to impose structure and load the data into the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

The remaining parts are less clear to map. As Data Warehouse and Data Marts are modelled as one component, it is not clear, if all the sub-components within Traditional Reporting and Alerts and within Advanced Analytics build on top of data marts or if there are applications that directly access the Data Warehouse. Considering typical data warehouse architecture, I assume the former. Additionally, it is not clear, how exactly the Hadoop cluster interacts with the Advance Analytics applications. The edge in the data flow diagram indicates, that it does, while the conceptual diagram would imply, that it does not. Therefore, I make the assumption, that the Hadoop cluster includes...
some more structural mapping layer on top of HDFS, e.g., Hive, that can then be accessed and queried by the Advanced Analytics. This can be modelled with a virtual Analysis Data Store.

Another component shown in the conceptual diagram is a NoSQL database, which is mentioned in the text to capture low-latency data with flexible structure. This database is not included at all in the data flow diagram. Considering the description, I assume, it is used to acquire and store streaming data from the sensors mentioned in the Big Data Sources. I therefore model it as a Stream Staging Area, whose data is then integrated with the Hadoop cluster. The complete modelling of the pattern using the reference architecture is shown in Figure 5.8.

Considering the mapping of all three patterns, I come to the conclusion, that in general all of them can be described using the reference architecture. Put differently, one can conclude, that all the patterns are present. Pattern #3 was more difficult to map, but mainly because it is ambiguously and not completely described. There is, however, one shortcoming. The backflow into Enterprise Applications in this pattern is mapped using a Data Access API component. Assuming that the backflow consists largely of alerts, this is probably a push mechanism, while the Data Access API is defined as a pull mechanism where applications access different data store in the ‘big data’ system. This observation is congruent to the mapping of Facebook’s and LinkedIn’s architectures, where the backflow of data was also an issue.

Additionally, the whitepaper lists several best practices. Most of them are however data governance or management related. The two architecture related best practices are ‘Top Payoff is Aligning Unstructured with Structured Data’ and ‘Plan Your Sandbox For Performance’. Both of them are supported in the reference architecture. The first is represented by the different Data Source components and by the Information Extraction component to extract structure from semi-structured and unstructured data and use this structure to integrate data into the Enterprise Data Warehouse. The second is supported due to the Sandbox component.
5.4 Verification Summary

In conclusion, the reference architecture was generally a good fit to describe the presented concrete architectures. This is a good indication for correctness and utility of the reference architecture, for its compliance to concrete system and that it can be effectively adapted and instantiated into a concrete architecture. There are, however, still some adjustments to make based on the insights above. The biggest issue of the reference architecture is how the backflow or propagation of data into other systems is modelled. A mere pull-oriented Data Access API seems not to be enough. Considering the information from the concrete architectures this can best be fixed by adding an optional serving storage area in front of the Data Access API. Additionally, the definition of the Data Access API needs to be changed to include push-like data propagation and a publish-subscribe messaging system needs to be included as an alternative to the Data Access API. Another necessary adjustment is to change the definition of Analysis Data Stores and possibly Analysis Delta Stores to allow them to be virtual. That is, that they are structural mapping layers on top of the Enterprise Data Warehouse or the Raw Data Archive. This idea especially occurred with the usage of Hive as a query layer which imposes structure on top of HDFS. These changes are reflected in the implementation-oriented view of the reference architecture. An adjusted diagram can be found in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Adjusted Reference Architecture: Detailed implementation-oriented view
Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion and Outlook

In this master thesis I provided an overview of the ‘big data’ space. This is a rather broad and complex environment considering the four characteristics of data volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value. I started by researching common requirements from literature, classified them based on these five characteristics and identified relationships between those requirements. Based on this specification I developed a reference architecture including a functional and a more implementation-oriented view and discussed different technologies and how they can be applied to components within the reference architecture. Finally, the verification gave a good indication that the reference architecture is a proper fit to the space, relevant and provides utility for designing systems within the space.

One observation from the reference architecture is, that traditional data warehousing systems build the core and still play a large role. The architecture is therefore more evolutionary than revolutionary adding components and technology to the core of enterprise data warehousing to tackle the new challenges resulting from the newly emerging data characteristics mentioned above. This e.g. involves using heavily distributed and scalable software to tackle data volume, integrating new data source and using a raw data archive for storing semi-structured and unstructured data to tackle data variety and adding a ‘data highway’ to tackle data velocity. This observation is supported by a study published by the Data Warehouse Institute in 2011 [194]. The study predicts a growth in advanced analytics and data mining, predictive analytics, text analytics and real-time reports, all use cases associated with ‘big data’. It also shows a growing interest of related technologies discussed in this work, e.g. Hadoop and MapReduce, in-database analytics and in-memory databases. Besides that, the study however still shows a strong industry commitment into a central enterprise data warehouse and analytics processed within this enterprise data warehouse. I still want to note the possible bias of the Data Warehousing Institute due to its involvement in traditional data warehousing to put this in perspective.

For organizations this is good news. They can build on their existing investments into an analytical infrastructure based on an enterprise data warehouse and design a roadmap to extend it time by time to tackle their specific ‘big data’ related requirements and their particular situation. This is especially important considering the high amount of movement present in this space. This includes the industrial side, where a plethora of start-ups is emerging around ‘big data’ technologies developing a new kind of systems and where major software companies expand their business into this direction. It also includes academia, where researchers e.g. study characteristics of Hadoop and propose extensions, but also similar frameworks designed from scratch to tackle some of Hadoop’s shortcomings.
I also believe, that the reference architecture proposed here can help to discuss technologies already existing and newly emerging in the space, to reason about them, categorize them, map them to requirements and functional components and guide in applying them. Therefore, and based on the verification, I consider this work successful within its scope and assuming the limitations discussed above.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

While the verification proved the proposed reference architecture relevant and provides good utility, there are still a number of limitations, which should be noted. The biggest issue, that pulls through the whole work is the absence of direct contact to practice. This shows in several points. The requirements had to been taken from literature without concrete stakeholders involved. It can therefore be questioned if the specification completely captures all relevant requirement or if certain points are overemphasized. Additionally, it was not possible to double check with stakeholders during the design phase to make slight adjustments based on practical experience. As the reference architecture should be based on best practices and proven concepts from practice, this is definitely an issue, that cannot completely made up from taking those best practices from literature. Finally, this did not allow for a more rigid, scenario- and interview-based verification of the reference architecture to check for relevance or to apply the reference architecture in a concrete project situation.

Possible follow-up work should therefore be aiming at reviewing different parts, requirements specification, the requirements architecture itself and the verification with practitioners who can contribute a lot with deep implementation experience. Especially the verification should be extended to include this experience. Possibilities are reviews of the document and description of the reference architecture by practitioner, interviews to focus on certain points of the reference architecture and to gather scenarios to apply the reference architecture to and test its fit. Application within a concrete project situation or a reference application would also be great measures to check suitability and applicability.

Obvious other limitations lie in the scope of this work and what could be covered within this scope. First, the technology description is rather coarse-grained and emphasizes on general concepts (e.g. column-oriented storage for databases) and product families (e.g. Key Value Stores) than concrete products. With this I give a starting point, some general advantages and disadvantages that can be expected in products implementing certain concepts and being part of a certain product family and some indication how those fit into the reference architecture. However, different products can combine those concepts in different ways and can have diverse characteristics (e.g. considering scalability and consistency) even within a product families based on how they are implemented (e.g. using different distribution models).

A very useful anchor point for further work would therefore be to deepen the discussion into a more fine-grained product dimension. This would involve the development of a fine-grained criteria catalogue and placing different products within this criteria space considering concepts they implement and characteristics they offer. It would also involve benchmarking of these products. That could mean to develop a general benchmark and run experiments over it with comparable hardware configuration. While there is literature that benchmarks different products, e.g. by Rabl et al. [181], this is largely scattered with a lack of a standard benchmark. TCP-H is e.g. no candidate as it immediately excludes all system that are not ACID-compliant and therefore a large amount of the data management systems discussed in this work. Benchmarks in literature are typically focussed on a small amount of systems and difficult to compare as they use different benchmarking methods (e.g. different workloads and different analytical algorithms) and as they are run with different hardware configurations.
Second, I focus on infrastructure software. There are however several other aspects of a ‘big data’ system. One would be to discuss which components of the reference architecture are best suited for certain analytical methods and algorithms. MapReduce is e.g. good for algorithms that are ‘trivially parallelizable’. Granville [124] provides some examples of cases, where it is not. There is research available that discusses which analytical algorithms can be implemented using MapReduce, how they are best implemented and for which algorithms MapReduce is not optimal [84, 154]. There is also a large body of literature about parallel algorithms and statistical models over massive amounts of data in general. A currently published, joint report of several researchers and academic committees offers a good overview of this research direction [88]. It would be valuable to put this research into perspective and create an overview. It would also be valuable to consolidate methods and algorithms to implement some of the reference architecture’s components, e.g. for data integration and information extraction, and to create an overview of their advantages and disadvantages. These methods can also have an influence on the architecture. Manually creating data integration mappings is e.g. a bottle-neck for data source adoption. Using methods as bootstrapping and ontology-based mappings can therefore improve evolvability of the architecture.

Additionally, I leave out considerations about hardware, deployment and hardware-related software. Especially as most of the infrastructure software I discuss works on cluster and aims at parallel computation, hardware architecture considerations are an important piece of the puzzle. This can include a discussion about cloud-based deployment and for which components of the architecture it is suitable. It also includes discussion of more low-level software components, e.g. for cluster management and monitoring.
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